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Hughes. The author's analysis of Gaiseric as king and general reveals management and training and the developments in horse harness and discuss with great authority the development of horsemanship, horse tactical mobility, allowing armies to strike with speed. Noble draws on all domestication of the horse revolutionized warfare, granting strategic and analyzing their military tactics and political strategies. I llus. 256 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

**4080829 NUKING THE MOON.** By Vincent Houghton. The historian and curator of the International Spy Museum proves that abandoned intelligence plans can be just as illuminating, and every bit as entertaining as the ones that made it into reality. In this fascinating review, Houghton explores what happens when innovation meets desperation: for every plan as good as D-Day, there’s a scheme to strap bombs to bats or nuke the moon. 302 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95

**3724026 INFANTRY COMBAT: The Rifle Platoon Leader.** By F. Stephen Latt. The scenarios in this interactive text is highly realistic and is supported by maps and appendices with detailed specifications of the equipment and forces involved. The choices you make are those a rifle platoon leader could face in combat—whether serving infantry, or an armchair enthusiast, this is the best crash course in infantry tactics you will find. 276 pages. Pander. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

**2951827 LT. CHARLES GATEWOOD & HIS APACHE WARS MEMOIR.** By Charles B. Gatewood. A first-hand account of Gatewood’s life as a commander of Apache scouts and as a military commandant of the White Mountain Indian Reservation. Louis Kraft presents Gatewood’s previously unpublished account, complementing it with an introduction, additional text that fills in the gaps in the narrative, detailed notes, and an epilogue. Photos. Pander. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $16.95

**3946568 SUPER SNIPERS: The Ultimate Guide to History’s Greatest and Most Lethal Snipers.** By R.K. Brown & V. Spencer. Brings you into the world of some of the most accomplished snipers, from Finland to Iraq, Korea to Somalia, Soldier of Fortune magazine provides forty stories directly from the eyes and minds of the snipers who made the kills. Well illus., many in color. 338 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**4674901 THE GREATEST POW ESCAPE STORIES EVER TOLD.** Ed. by Keith Warren Lloyd. A gripping collection that showcases nine of these incredible escape stories, as told by the men themselves and their prisoners of war in modern warfare. Although the escapees are of different nationalities, ideologies and allegiances, the reader will be captured history of modern warfare. The scenarios in this interactive text is highly realistic and is supported by maps and appendices with detailed specifications of the equipment and forces involved. The choices you make are those a rifle platoon leader could face in combat—whether serving infantry, or an armchair enthusiast, this is the best crash course in infantry tactics you will find. 276 pages. Pander. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

**4717538 GUERRILLA WARFARE: Kings of Revolution.** By Peter Polack. This small but concise history gives a fascinating overview of a history-altering form of warfare, by profiling ten select guerrilla leaders—from William Wallace through to modern-day Sri Lanka—and analyzing their military tactics and political strategies. Illus. 160 pages. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $16.95

**4872487 CATAPHRACTS: Knights of the Ancient Eastern Empires.** By Erich B. Anderson. Cataphracts were the most heavily armored form of cavalry in the ancient world, with riders and mounts both in heavy armors. With long lances, they hampered the mass and the horse to the durability and solid lighting power of the spear armed phalanx. Illus. 188 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.55 $9.95

**2962144 DAWN OF THE HORSE WARRIORS.** By Duncan Noble. The domestication of the horse revolutionized warfare, granting strategic and tactical mobility, allowing armies to strike with speed. Noble draws on all his vast experience as a horseman and experimental archaeologist to discuss with great authority the development of horsemanship, horse management and training and the developments in horse harness and saddles. Illus. 190 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.55 $9.95

**4781252 GAISERIC: The Vandal Who Destroyed Rome.** By Ian Hughes. The author’s analysis of Gaiseric as king and general reveals him as the barbarian who did more than anyone else to bring down the Western Roman Empire, but also as a great leader in his own right and one of the most important men in the development of modern warfare. Pander. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.55 $9.95

**5781743 HIGH TIDE IN THE KOREAN WAR: How an Outnumbered American Regiment Defeated the Chinese at the Battle of Chipyong-ni.** By Leo Barron. February, 1951. The 23rd Infantry Division was ordered to hold the town of Chipyong-ni, a vital hub road east of Seoul, against seven Chinese divisions totaling nearly 50,000 men. The 23rd remained isolated for five days. Barron retells the battle from the point of view of the commanders faced with a do-or-die defense and the soldiers fighting in the foxholes, outnumbered in unfamiliar territory in winter. Photos. 302 pages. Stackpole. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95 $13.95

**4652452 WARFARE & WEAPONRY IN DYNASTIC EGYPT.** By Rebecca Dean. Follow Dean through the fascinating world of mysterious figures such as Tutankhamun and Nefertiti, examining not only the history and development of ancient Egyptian warfare, but the weapons used and the way they were handled. Illus., some in color. 162 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95 $9.95

**4943098 SNIPER IN HELMAD.** By James Cathrill. A thrilling action-packed novel about both from start to finish to an intense Afghanistan war and first-hand sniper action. Photos. 178 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95 $7.95


**3997359 HOW TO BECOME A MERCENARY: The Ultimate Guide to the Weapons, Training, and Tactics of the Modern Warrior-for-Hire.** By Brian Keith. From understanding weapons and how to fire them to understanding and apply the most modern tactics; what languages to master; which weapons are preferred; how to disappear after you’ve completed your tasks; and much more. Illus. In color. 292 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**3758788 JOSEPHUS’S THE JEWISH WAR: A Biography.** By Martin Goodman. Josephus’ The Jewish War is his superbly evocative account of the Jewish revolt against Rome, which was crushed in 70 AD with the siege of Jerusalem and destruction of the Temple. Goodman tells the biography of one of the greatest war narratives ever written, explaining why Josephus’ account continues to hold such fascination today. Illus. 166 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

**4815491 ARMIES IN SOUTHERN RUSSIA 1918-19: Men-at-Arms 540.** By Phoebe Everingham. Illustrated with rare maps and color plates depicting the uniforms worn by these troops, this fascinating volume offers an in-depth and compelling account of the campaign. 48 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00 $13.95

**3959186 WARSAW 1920: Campaign 349.** By Steven J. Zaloga. In this highly detailed and illustrated study, Zaloga examines the roots and outcomes of this conflict in Europe’s Eastern Borderlands, and documents how and why the Red Army was defeated by “the miracle on the Vistula.” The choices of the Russo-Polish War of 1919-1921 were never satisfactorily resolved and were feared for their ability to break through an adversary’s mental defenses to use his fears, insecurities, superstitions, and beliefs against him. Illus., maps and appendices with detailed specifications of the equipment and forces involved. The choices you make are those a rifle platoon leader could face in combat—whether serving infantry, or an armchair enthusiast, this is the best crash course in infantry tactics you will find. 276 pages. Pander. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $16.95

**4781309 HANNIBAL’S ROAD: The Second Punic War in Italy 213-203 BC.** By Mike Roberts. Many studies have explored the Second Punic War, but this is the only one that to extensively examine the campaigns waged between 213 and 203 B.C. Roberts charts these critical battles in detail, analyzing Hannibal’s genius strategy and the important phase of the war, as the Romans battle the Carthaginians at Lake Trasimene, Cynosseum, and Triviunum. 262 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95 $9.95
They investigate the terrain of the battlefield and the archaeological data
the authors examine the early sources and the modern interpretations to
Uncomfortable Truth.

**470486X STRYKER INTERIM COMBAT VEHICLE: Land Craft 4.** By David Grummitt. Examines the Stryker and LAV III in U.S., Canadian and
New Zealand service, providing a detailed history of the development and the controversies surrounding its introduction into U.S. service, and its
combat record in Iraq and Afghanistan, as well as its presence in Europe as
part of NATO's defense of the Baltic states and Eastern Europe. A great
resource for the military modeler. Well illustrated in color. 64 pages. Pen
& Sword. 8/x/11¼. Paperback. Paperbound. Pub. at $40.95

**473756X BYZANTIUM TRIUMPHANT: The Military History of the Byzantines 950-1204.** By John Romani. Examines the wars of the Byzantine emperors Nicephorus II Phocas, his nephew and
assassin John I Tzimisces, and Basil II. While essentially a military history,
there is, inevitably with the Byzantine emperors, a healthy dose of court
intrigue, assassination and political skulduggery too. Illus. 207 pages. Pen
& Sword. Pub. at $32.95

**4783998 RISE OF THE TANG DYNASTY.** By Julian Romane. Examines the military events
behind the emergence of the Sui and Tang dynasties in the period 581-626 AD. Romane
narrates the campaigns and battles, and analyses in detail the strategy and tactics employed, a
central theme being the collision of the steppe

**4872886 THE SIEGES OF CIUDAD RODRIGO 1810 AND 1812: The Peninsular War.** By Tim Saunders.
a detailed account based on British, French and Spanish diaries and letters. This volume is about the anatomy of siege warfare and how Wellington
implemented his tactics. Lightening sieg e. Well illus. 269 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95

**4571542 ROMAN HEAVY CAVALRY (2) AD 500-1450: Elite 235.** By A. Negin & R. D'Amato. Illus. illustrated with photos, cartoons, murals, and miniatures from literary sources, and accompanied by eight plates of meticulous reconstructions of the costumes, armor and equipment of these dazzling warriors, this is a detailed resource for military and armchair historians alike. 64 pages. Osprey
Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00

**4708017 THE ARMY OF THE ROMAN REPUBLIC: From the Regal Period to the Army of Julius Caesar.** By Michael M. Sage. Analyzes the
evolution of Rome's forces from early clan armies to the veteran legions of Julius Caesar. This volume
shows how the counterbalance which was the authoritative enemies and the growing demands of expansionist campaigns. The author discusses developments in
recruitment and command and control in detail. 224 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $40.00

**370534X THE WAR OF 1812 IN THE CHESAPEAKE.** By Ralph E. Eshelman et al. Supported by such primary documents as
diaries, journals, and newspaper articles, the material compiled in this encyclopedia
surprises. Castles in the air: A close cooperation thus far fought together on the subject. Local librarians, historians, tour guides, history buffs, school teachers, and genealogists will find this guide

**4685849 THE TACTICS OF AELIAN.** By Christopher Matthew. Offers a new translation of the manual that influenced warfare for 15
centuries. The author has used the 1552, 1613 and 1855 editions to
incorporate into a dazzling diorama. Well illus. 332 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub at $15.95

**4740810 THE SASSANIANS: The Armies of Ancient Persia.** By Kaveh Farrokh. The Sassanians
described as a highly sophisticated army, using swift horse archers, heavily armored cavalry and war elephants to hold off enemies. The author draws on the latest research and new archaeological evidence, focusing on the organization, equipment and tactics of the armies that dominated the ancient Middle East for so long. 16 pages of color photos. 466 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $24.95

**4694333 WATERLOO 1815: Voices from the Past.** By John Grahame. Composed of more than 300 eye-witness accounts, official
documents, parliamentary debates and newspaper reports, this
fascinating volume tells the story of Napoleon's last battles as they
were experienced and reported by the men and women involved. 16
pages of illustrations. 352 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $19.95

**480516X THE BATTLE OF HASTINGS 1066: The Uncomfortable Truth.** By J. Grahame & M. Mace. In this in-depth study the
authors examine the early sources and the modern interpretations to
reveal exactly where history was made. 16 pages of photos. 180 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95

**4775507 THE BATTLE OF MINDEN 1759: The Impossible Victory of the Seven Years War.** By Stuart Reid. The fighting in Europe during the Seven
Years War hung in the balance. After initial successes the French forces had been driven back to the Rhine. With the opposing sides reinforcing their armies, the campaign of 1759 was going to prove

**4685059 THE BATTLE OF RANDONTE 1395: Battle of the Hundred Years War.** By J. Grehan & M. Mace. In this in-depth study
the author discusses developments in submarine operation, he reveals what it was like literally to have your finger on the nuclear button. In his journey, the author leads the reader through top-secret submarine patrols, hush-hush scientific trials, underwater weaponry and developments.
There was never a dull moment. 16 pages of photos, some in
color. 265 pages. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

**4657727 ANCIENT BATTLE FORMATIONS.** By Justin Swanton. Examines the principal battle-winning formations of the Ancient world,
determining their effects, and provides a context and an introduction. An introductory chapter looks at the fundamental components of the principal battle formations of heavy and light infantry, cavalry, elephants and chariots, showing how they bolstered the individual soldier’s willingness to fight. Illus. 295 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $42.95

**7653925 M113: AMERICAN ARMORED PERSONNEL CARRIER.** By Ben Skipper. This unique
study looks at the evergreen M113’s development during the height of the Cold War and how it became
the apotheosis of many nations. As well as its growth as a versatile battlefield asset, Skipper chronicles the M113’s numerous laurels over the years in a range of challenging environments. The M113 offers the
modeler a versatile subject that can be incorporated into a dazzling diorama. Well illus., many in color. 64 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $24.95

**4756088 HUMVEE: AMERICAN Multi-Purpose Support Truck.** By Ben Skipper. With a global presence the Humvee gives the
military modeler a mouthwatering opportunity to model one of the great American icons of the contemporary battlefield. From the basic troop carrier to the APC of choice for many nations, it’s growth as a versatile battlefield asset, Skipper chronicles the M113’s numerous laurels over the years in a range of challenging environments. The M113 offers the
modeler a versatile subject that can be incorporated into a dazzling diorama. Well illus., many in color. 64 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $24.95

**478426X THE TWO BATTLES OF COPENHAGEN 1801 AND 1807: Britain & Denmark in the Napoleonic Wars.** By Gareth Glover. An absorbing and
detailed narrative to two major battles in the Danish capital of Copenhagen, and their direct relationship, using original source material to describe them from the British and Danish perspectives. Well illus., some in color. 326 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $42.95
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465206 SAMURAI STRATEGIES. By Boye Lafayette De Mente. This new edition features a new introduction by the author and additional commentary by Japanese author and samurai expert Michiharu Michizane. Pub. at $19.95.

295644 THE SNIPER ENCYCLOPEDIA: An A-Z Guide to World Sniping. By John Walter. A beautifully illustrated and comprehensive volume covering virtually all aspects of sniping, with personal details of hundreds of snipers, including not only the best-known, but also many crack shots whose history generally overlooks or ignores. Pub. at $37.95.


4719336 US SOLDIER VERSUS BRITISH SOLDIER: Combat 50. By Gregory Adams. Featuring specially commissioned artwork and battle maps, this fully illustrated study investigates the U.S. and British regular Army from the start of World War II, and the tactics and equipment used by both sides in the battles fought on European fields. 80 pages. Pub. at $22.00.

3863190 ARMIES OF CAPPADOCIA, 1915-1916: Campaign 341. By A. Bateman. Features specially commissioned artwork and battle maps, this study investigates the Army of Cappadocia from the start of World War I, and the tactics and equipment used by both sides in the battles fought on European fields. 80 pages. Pub. at $22.00.


3881846 ARMIES OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION: The French & Indian War. By John W. Knoblock. A fully illustrated study of the French and Indian War, from 1754 to 1763, including the tactics and equipment used by both sides in the battles fought on American fields. 224 pages. Pub. at $19.95.


437540X WHEN THE IRISH INVADED CANADA: The Incredible True Story of the Civil War Veterans Who Fought for Ireland’s Freedom. By Christopher Klein. Featuring specially commissioned artwork and battle maps, this fully illustrated study investigates the U.S. and British regular Army from the start of World War II, and the tactics and equipment used by both sides in the battles fought on European fields. 176 pages. Pub. at $29.95.

3970507 SAMURAI TALES: Courage, Fidelity, and Revenge in the Final Years of the Shogun. By Romulus Hillsborough. Delves deeply into the psyche of the samurai and portrays the actions of legendary warriors who fought for the future of their country in late 19th century. 176 pages. Pub. at $19.95.


38757X5 CONSTANTINE AD 717-18: Campaign 347. By Si Sheppard. This detailed and informative study reveals the events and implications of the siege of Constantinople in 717-18, and in doing so presents a fundamental historical significance. Illus. in color. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $24.00. PRICE CUT to $14.95

39632X ROMAN SOLDIER VERSUS PARTHIAN WARRIOR: Combat 50. By Si Sheppard. Packed with illustrations, including battle scenes, maps and photographs, this title follows the conflict between the two armies over the control of the lucrative trade routes between the Far East and the Mediterranean. 80 pages. Pub. at $22.00. PRICE CUT to $14.95

4727441 FAMOUS BATTLES AND HOW THEY SHAPED THE MODERN WORLD: From the Battle of Poitiers to the Battle of Lepanto. By B. Heuser & A.S. Leoussi. Illustrated with rare photos and scenes, maps and photographs, this title examines many of the battles of the period, including the battles of Yorktown, Trafalgar and moreover. 240 pages. Pub. at $16.95.

39823X72 ARMIES OF THE ITALIAN-AMERICAN WAR, 1866. By Jonathan L. Coe. A fully illustrated study of the armies of the Italian-American War, from 1866 to 1867, including the tactics and equipment used by both sides in the battles fought on American fields. 224 pages. Pub. at $19.95.

**4761871** NORTHERN ARMAGEDDON: The Battle of the Plains of Abraham and the Making of the American Revolution. By D. Peter Macleod. The epic, pivotal battle in the Seven Years’ War unfolds on a human scale in this gripping and authoritative book. Macleod takes us behind French, British, and Quebecois eyes in enthralling accounts by those enmeshed in battle, as well as those caught in the crossfire. Illus. 400 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $35.00 *$5.95*

**3903532** OPPOSE ANY FOE: The Rise of America’s Special Operations Forces. By Mark Moyar. Born as small appendages to the conventional armies they now have grown into large, independent forces, including Navy SEALs, Army Special Forces, Air Force Night Stalkers, Special Operations Marines, Rangers, and Delta Force. Moyar weaves together their triumphs and tribulations and introduces a colorful cast of military men. 402 pages. Basic. Pub. at $30.00 *SOLD OUT*

**3958849** SPIRAL: Trapped in the Forever War. By David C. Fein. Describes how the forever war has plunged the country into a never ending “state of exception.” Bush’s decision to “take the gloves off,” and Obama’s reluctance to reverse most of these policies dramatically altered our country. Danner describes the transformed country we Americans have come to inhabit since 9/11. 267 pages. S&S. Pub. at $26.00 *$3.95*

**395563X** PRISONERS OF WAR IN AMERICAN CONFLICTS. By Harry P. Riconda. Introduces the reader to the subject of prisoners of war with a review of the treatment of captives in ancient and early modern history. Documenting prisoners of war from the American Revolution through the Cold War against terrorism, the author discusses how prisoners were captured; the housing, food, medical care, and sanitary conditions under which they were held, and more. 360 pages. Scarecrow. Pub. at $110.00 *$5.95*

**3859061** AN APACHE CAMPAIGN IN THE SIERRA MADRE. By John L. Bourke. Originally published in 1886, this is a cracking, swift-moving narrative of General George Crook’s pursuit of Geronimo and other Apache Indians across southern Arizona and New Mexico to the Sierra Madre in Mexico in 1883, written by Bourke who was General Crook’s aide-de-camp. Illus. 112 pages. Universe. Pub. at $14.95 *$11.95*

**39121276** THE CROWDED HOUR: Theodore Roosevelt, the Rough Riders, and the Dawn of the American Century. By Clay Risen. A portrait of the man comprising the Rough Riders, few of whom were sold out, amid the mud of the Spanish-American War itself. The author dives deep into the daily lives and struggles of the regiment, while providing new insight into Theodore Roosevelt’s life as he prepared for his ascent to the presidency. Photos. 356 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $33.00 *$9.95*

**3790118** WHERE VALOR RESTS: Arlington National Cemetery. By Rick Atkinson. Offers a breathtaking, compelling portrait of our country’s nation’s burial ground. With descriptions of the ceremonies held there, the people whose duty it is to carry them out, and stories of many inhabitants, through over 200 superb color photographs and a moving text. 194 pages. National Geographic. 12 x 9.9, x4. Pub. at $35.00 *$7.95*

**3859169** FORT LARAMIE AND THE PAGEANT OF THE WEST, 1834–1890. By L.R. Hafen & F.M. Young. Presents the colorful history of Fort Laramie, the country’s most prosperous fort, as well as its abandonment in 1890. The cast of characters in this great historical pageant reads like a who’s who of the American West. Illus. 427 pages. Univ. of Nebraska. Pub. at $17.95 *$14.95*

**6651038** REMEMBER THE LIBERTY! Almost Sure on Treason on the High Seas. By Peter H. Neumann et al. The authors explore the idea that a sitting U.S. president collaborated with Israeli leaders in the fomentation of a war between them and their Arab neighbors. Ultimately, they identify the true cause of the attack on the U.S. Navy ship USS Liberty. Photos. 274 pages. Trine Day. Pub. at $19.95 *$14.95*

**4649192** THE GREATEST FURY: The Battle of New Orleans and the Rebirth of America. By William C. Davis. With sharp vivid prose and thrilling descriptions of combat, Davis reconstructs the political and military landscape of the battle of New Orleans, setting the tale of resilience, bravery, and uncommon heroism. 16 pages of illus. 496 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $20.00 *$14.95*

**3980197** AMERICAN CIPHER: Bogge Bergdahl and the U.S. Tragedy in Afghanistan. By M. Fauvel & M.A. Jones. Tackling the Nordic saga in its scope, this narrative is a meticulous investigation of government dysfunction and political posturing, a blistering commentary on America’s presence in Afghanistan, and a heartbreaking story of a young man who thought he could change the world and wound up a tool of forces far beyond his understanding. Color photos. 388 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $28.00 *$4.95*

**471007X** NAVAL AIR STATION NORFOLK: Images of Aviation. By Mark A. Chambers. Throughout the 20th century and the beginning of the 21st century, Naval Air Station Virginia has played a significant role in the development of America’s naval aviation. Chambers tells the story of this remarkable military facility. Well illus. 160 pages. Arcadia Publishing. Pub. at $21.99 *$17.95*

**4831010** HILL AIR FORCE BASE: Images of Aviation. By George A. Larson. Hill Air Force Base is located 30 miles north of Salt Lake City, Utah. In World War II, it became a maintenance, supply and surplus aircraft storage depot. Hill supported US forces in the Korean and Vietnam conflicts, and it became a maintenance and support facility for the Air Force’s turbine aircraft and missiles during the Cold War. Fully illus. 128 pages. Arcadia Publishing. Pub. at $21.99 *$17.95*

**4709926** FORT CARSON: Images of America. By A.T. Hahn & J.E. Berg Army Scout. Although Fort Carson served and retired in Colorado, and so Fort Carson is appropriately named. Hahn is a resident of the Pikes Peak region and lived for a short time on Fort Carson while her career Army father was stationed there. Berg makes a fascinating tale of resilience, bravery, and uncommon heroism. 16 pages of illus. 496 pages. Arcadia Publishing. Pub. at $21.99 *$17.95*

**4831764** ELLSWORTH AIR FORCE BASE: Images of America. By Joseph T. Page II. Rapid City Army Air Base was constructed in 1942 and used as a training location for the B-17 Flying Fortress heavy bomber aircrew throughout the duration of World War II. Today, the personnel at Ellsworth Air Force Base continue to build upon the storied legacy of the South Dakota Base, projecting American airpower around the world. Photos. 128 pages. Arcadia Publishing. Pub. at $21.99 *$17.95*

**471029X** LAKE AIR FORCE BASE: Images of America. By Rick Gislet. Lake Air Force Base, created in less than a year from desert scrub and farmland, stands some 20 miles west of Salt Lake City. On March 31, 1941, less than 12 months after the United States entered WWII, construction began. Griset and farmland, stands some 20 miles west of Phoenix. On March 31, 1941, less than 12 months after the United States entered WWII, construction began. Griset


**2788673** UNCOMMON VALOR. By Stephen L. Moore. A fascinating look into the formation and operation of an advanced Special Forces group. Utilizes an in-depth code named the Charleston Project, involving the Combined Forces Special Operations Group, or SOG, during the Vietnam War. Consisting of only volunteers from such elite units as the Army’s Green Berets, Navy SEALs, and Air Force Air Commandos, they undertook black ops missions behind enemy lines. 16 pages of photos. 412 pages. University Press of Kansas. Pub. at $35.00 *$27.95*
American Military History

4724798 WAR IN THE CHESAPEAKE: The British Campaigns to Control the Bay, 1813-14. By Charles Patrick Neimeyer. More than a simple history, Neimeyer considers the various campaigns in this vital region while capturing the power of American courage, including the achievements of naval leaders like John Rodgers and Stephen Decatur, and of Major General Samuel Smith. Illus. 244 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $44.95. $11.95

★ 3851078 HOW THE FEW BECAME THE PROUD: Crafting the Marine Corps Mystique, 1874-1918. By Heather Venable. The author argues that since the Marine Corps could not readily evolve around a sole defining mission, it turned instead to an image to ensure its institutional survival. This history of the Corps' formative years, which were dominated by the exploits of its first officer corps, brings to light the myths behind the mystique. Illus. 334 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $39.95. $29.95 ★ 4812026 MUTINY OF RAGE: The 1917 Camp Logan Riots and Buffalo Soldiers in Houston, By Jaime Salazar. Thirty-three black soldiers, from the famed Buffalo Soldiers, stood at attention in front of gallows erected specifically for their hanging. They had been convicted of participating in one of America's most infamous black uprisings, the Camp Logan Mutiny in 1917. This is their story. 230 pages. Prometheus. PB. $27.95.

★ 2927810 THE YELLOWLEGS: The Story of the United States Cavy, By Richard Wormser. Rich in colorful, and often flamboyant personalities and exciting action, the story of the U.S. Cavy is also the story of the birth and growth of America itself. In this comprehensive and lively account, Wormser narrates the major events and characters of the U.S. Cavy's formative years, which were dominated by the exploits of its first officer corps. Photos. 445 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $26.95. $21.95 ★ 47990XX ELLINGTON FIELD: Images of Aviation. By Mark Lardas. Ellington Field was one of 32 training airfields authorized by Congress in 1917. During WWI, it became one of the most highly decorated airfields in the United States, reaching a peak of 250 aircraft and 5,000 troops. Using archival photographs, Lardas illustrates the history of the airport, 128 pages. Arcadia. PB. $17.95.


★ 4770887 WAR ON THE BORDER: Villa, Pershing, the Texas Rangers, and an American Invasion. By Jeff Guinn. The dramatic story of how, just more than one hundred years ago, the United States and Mexico went to war over their border—a conflict that still resonates today. And although the bloodshed has ended, the U.S.-Mexico border remains a vexed and volatile issue. Photos. Illus. 334 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $37.95. $26.95

★ 4776626 THE AMERICAN DESTROYER USS FLETCHER 1942: Super Drawings in 3D. By Waldermar Goralski. This meticulous reference is filled cover to cover with color computer-generated 3D illustrations that showcase the components of this Destroyer Class Destroyer. 78 pages. 8¼ x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.95. $21.95

★ 3963616 THE AMERICAN DESTROYER USs FLETCHER 1942: Super Drawings in 3D. By Waldermar Goralski. This meticulous reference is filled cover to cover with color computer-generated 3D illustrations that showcase the components of this Destroyer Class Destroyer. 78 pages. 8¼ x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.95. $21.95


4720493 INSIDE THE FIVE-SIDED BOX: Lessons from a Lifetime of Leadership in the Pentagon. Ed. by Ash Carter & Bruce Reisch. The former Secretary of Defense shares his unique insights into the Pentagon and sheds light on all that happens inside one of the nation’s most iconic and most closely guarded buildings. Drawn from Carter’s 36 years of leadership experience at the DOD, this is the essential account for understanding the challenge of defending America in a world of perpetual war. 16 pages. 759 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.00. $6.95

2995220 THE U.S. NAVY PICTORIAL HISTORY OF THE WAR OF 1812. By Don Philpott. Combines a fresh historical narrative with over hundred dramatic illustrations, many in full color, on the occasion of the war’s centennial. These illustrations give us a unique look at a significant period of U.S. history, allowing us to see these events through the eyes of those who witnessed them. 155 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. 8¼ x11¼. Pub. at $64.00. ★ PRICE CUT to $9.95

★ 3883902 THE PORTO BELLO FORCE BASE: Images of America. By J.V. Garrett & T. Nurre. Celebrates the history of Goodfellow Air Force Base through historic images and text. Goodfellow has distinguished itself by training more than 400,000 pilots, intelligence operators, and firefighters for all the armed forces of the United States. 128 pages. Arcadia Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95. ★ PRICE CUT to $14.95


★ 4700546 THE POLAR BEAR EXPEDITION: The Heroes of America’s Forgotten Invasion of Russia 1918-1919. By James Carl McAndrew. Well illus. 231 pages. Skyhorse. 8¼ x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95. $27.00


4724577 “GOOD TO GO”: The Rescue of Capt. Scott O’Grady, USAF. By Bruce McAndrew. Illus. 261 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $44.95. $29.95


★ 3863220 THE CIA WAR IN KURDISTAN: The Untold Story of the Northern Front in the Iraq War. By Sam Faddis. Photos. 226 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $34.95. ★ PRICE CUT to $17.95

American Revolution


★ 2905112 AMERICA AT WAR 1861-1981. Questar. DVD. $9.95

6959776 BERLIN AIRLIFT: Air Bridge to Freedom. By Bruce McAndrew. DVD. 216 pages. Roundup Press. DVD. $49.95. ★ PRICE CUT to $11.95


★ 3863220 THE CIA WAR IN KURDISTAN: The Untold Story of the Northern Front in the Iraq War. By Sam Faddis. Photos. 226 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $34.95. ★ PRICE CUT to $17.95
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**The Indispensables.** By Joseph J. Ellis. Returning us to the very heart of the American founding, telling the military and political story of how and why Great Britain, seemingly so close to regaining several southern colonies and rendering the postwar United States a fatally weak nation, ultimately failed to win the war. Ferling explores the choices and decisions made by Clinton and Washington, and others, that led the French and American allies to clinch victory at Yorktown. 16 pages. Illus. 710 pages. Bkt.Pub. at $24.95 $29.95

**Forgotten Story of the Gulf South During the Revolutionary War, 1776-1781.** By Mike Bunn. Offers the first comprehensive history of the fourteen southern colonies which stretched from the Mississippi to the Apalachicola and across portions of what are now Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana—restoring Florida to its rightful place on the map of Colonial America. Illus. 289 pages. NewSouth. Pub. at $39.95 $21.95

**PRELUDE TO REVOLUTION: The Salem Gunpowder Raid of 1773.** By Peter Charles Hoffer. Before colonial Americans could declare independence, they had to undergo a change of heart. Beyond a desire to rebel against British mercantile and fiscal policies, they had to believe that independence would start a war. 313 pages. Hanover Square Press. Pub. at $27.95 $24.95

**REVOLUTIONARY WAR, 1778-1781.** By Michael O. Logus. Ride along on the front lines in this epic study of the Wilderness War of 1778, as a sizable British military force, augmented by German and local loyalists, attacks the Northern Army’s southern front in the hopes of assisting a much larger British Army being systematically destroyed far to the north, in the wilderness region of Saratoga. Illus. 264 pages. Carroll Books. Pub. at $34.99 $7.95

**PARGETSMAN & PROFIT: The Salem Gunpowder Raid of 1773.** By David Price. Written in a concise narrative style, this is storytelling at its best. Price presents nine biographical vignettes, painting a vivid portrait of those involved in the American Revolution, both politically and militarily. They were active members of the Sons of Liberty and other groups opposing the Acts imposed by Parliament. Narrates a pivotal moment when British military surgeons on the American continent at the time of the revolution. 367 pages. Permitted Press. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

**ACCOMPLISHING THE IMPOSSIBLE:** Leadership That Launched Revolutionary Change. By William E. Rapp. Contemporary leadership lessons from the events and people that were most critical to the American Revolution. Offers a sweeping narrative of the mythology around the Boston Campaign and applying the historical lessons to challenges faced by today’s business and public sector leaders. Photos. 225 pages. Permitted Press. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

**THE ARMIES OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION, 1775-1783:** George Washington’s Military Forces. By Gabrielle Esposito. An illustrated history of the Continental Army during the American Revolution, that examines the organization, uniforms and equipment of the American military forces that fought the British during 1775-1783. This volume is Part One of a three-part series on the American Revolution. 141 pages. Winged Hussar. 10x8. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

**THE NAVY OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION, 1775-1783:** Full of riveting details and untold stories this compendium of American history is a tale of heroes and villains, of sacrifice and blunder, of redemption and profound suffering. Allison has given new life to the first act of our country’s drama. 32 page of illus., some color. 776 pages. Holt. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $19.95

**ACCOMPLISHING THE IMPOSSIBLE:** Leadership That Launched Revolutionary Change. By William E. Rapp. Contemporary leadership lessons from the events and people that were most critical to the American Revolution. Offers a sweeping narrative of the mythology around the Boston Campaign and applying the historical lessons to challenges faced by today’s business and public sector leaders. Photos. 225 pages. Permitted Press. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

**A CRISIS OF PEACE.** By Peter Charles Hoffer. Before colonial Americans could declare independence, they had to undergo a change of heart. Beyond a desire to rebel against British mercantile and fiscal policies, they had to believe that they could stand up to the fully armed British soldier. Hoffer uncovers one story of how the Americans found that confidence. 112 pages. Johns Hopkins. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95 $20.00

**THE GERMAN TOWN: A Military History of the Battle for Philadelphia, October 4, 1777.** By Michael C. Harris. The first complete study to merge the strategic, tactical, political, and naval history of this complex regional operation and set-piece battle into a single compelling account. Harris’s sweeping prose relies extensively on original archival research and personal knowledge of the terrain. 375 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $30.00 $34.95

**ACOMPLISHING THE IMPOSSIBLE:** Leadership That Launched Revolutionary Change. By William E. Rapp. Contemporary leadership lessons from the events and people that were most critical to the American Revolution. Offers a sweeping narrative of the mythology around the Boston Campaign and applying the historical lessons to challenges faced by today’s business and public sector leaders. Photos. 225 pages. Permitted Press. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

**THE SOUTHERN COMBAT: The Forgotten Story of the Gulf South during America’s Revolutionary War.** By Mike Bunn. Offers the first comprehensive history of the fourteen southern colonies which stretched from the Mississippi to the Apalachicola and across portions of what are now Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana—restoring Florida to its rightful place on the map of Colonial America. Illus. 289 pages. NewSouth. Pub. at $39.95 $21.95

**FIGHTING THE ENEMY IN HIS OWN BACKYARD: The Forgotten Story of the Gulf South during America’s Revolutionary War.** By Mike Bunn. Offers the first comprehensive history of the fourteen southern colonies which stretched from the Mississippi to the Apalachicola and across portions of what are now Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana—restoring Florida to its rightful place on the map of Colonial America. Illus. 289 pages. NewSouth. Pub. at $39.95 $21.95

**THE FOURTEENTH COLONY: The Forgotten Story of the Gulf South during America’s Revolutionary War.** By Mike Bunn. Offers the first comprehensive history of the fourteen southern colonies which stretched from the Mississippi to the Apalachicola and across portions of what are now Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana—restoring Florida to its rightful place on the map of Colonial America. Illus. 289 pages. NewSouth. Pub. at $39.95 $21.95

**THE INDIANS AND THE INDIANS:** The Native Americans and the American Revolution. By Thomas B. Metcalfe. By 1863, the United States had grown from a weak, temporary confederation of 13 small states to a powerful union of 37 states. The book traces the actions of the United States’ government, particularly in the west, and reveals how the nation was divided into two distinct nations in the 1860s. 219 pages. Blue Ridge. Pub. at $32.95 $17.95

**THE LEGACY OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION:** An Historical Atlas. By W. G. Allbritten. First published in 1865, this work has remained the standard for modern cartographers, providing the foundation for the creation of the modern American atlas. Maps, illus. 272 pages. Cambridge. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**THE REVOLUTIONARY WAR, 1778-1781.** By Michael O. Logus. Ride along on the front lines in this epic study of the Wilderness War of 1778, as a sizable British military force, augmented by German and local loyalists, attacks the Northern Army’s southern front in the hopes of assisting a much larger British Army being systematically destroyed far to the north, in the wilderness region of Saratoga. Illus. 264 pages. Carroll Books. Pub. at $34.99 $7.95

**REVOLUTIONARY WAR, 1778-1781.** By Michael O. Logus. Ride along on the front lines in this epic study of the Wilderness War of 1778, as a sizable British military force, augmented by German and local loyalists, attacks the Northern Army’s southern front in the hopes of assisting a much larger British Army being systematically destroyed far to the north, in the wilderness region of Saratoga. Illus. 264 pages. Carroll Books. Pub. at $34.99 $7.95

**THE INDISPENSABLES.** By Patrick K. O’Donnell. While the British might have seized the coastlines, the interior still belonged to the Americans in the event the Empire ventured inland. In this narrative, O’Donnell establishes the impotence inherent in the American spirit, and how it proved itself well during the Revolution. Maps. Illus. 272 pages. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**THE INDIANS AND THE INDIANS: The Forgotten Story of the Gulf South during America’s Revolutionary War.** By Mike Bunn. Offers the first comprehensive history of the fourteen southern colonies which stretched from the Mississippi to the Apalachicola and across portions of what are now Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana—restoring Florida to its rightful place on the map of Colonial America. Illus. 289 pages. NewSouth. Pub. at $39.95 $21.95

**AMERICA.** Illus. 289 pages. NewSouth. Pub. at $28.95 $21.95

**THE BRITISH ARE COMING, VOLUME ONE: The War for America, Lexington to Princeton, 1775-1777.** By Rick Atkinson. Full of riveting details and untold stories this compendium of American history is a tale of heroes and villains, of sacrifice and blunder, of redemption and profound suffering. Allison has given new life to the first act of our country’s drama. 32 page of illus., some color. 776 pages. Holt. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $19.95

**THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION.** By Robert L. Torencsich. Describes and analyzes numerous examples of special operations conducted during the Revolutionary War. While the British might have seized the coastlines, the interior still belonged to the Americans in the event the Empire ventured inland. In this narrative, Torencsich establishes the impotence inherent in the American spirit, and how it proved itself well during the Revolution. Maps. Illus. 272 pages. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**THE REVOLUTIONARY WAR, 1778-1781.** By Michael O. Logus. Ride along on the front lines in this epic study of the Wilderness War of 1778, as a sizable British military force, augmented by German and local loyalists, attacks the Northern Army’s southern front in the hopes of assisting a much larger British Army being systematically destroyed far to the north, in the wilderness region of Saratoga. Illus. 264 pages. Carroll Books. Pub. at $34.99 $7.95

**REVOLUTIONARY WAR, 1778-1781.** By Michael O. Logus. Ride along on the front lines in this epic study of the Wilderness War of 1778, as a sizable British military force, augmented by German and local loyalists, attacks the Northern Army’s southern front in the hopes of assisting a much larger British Army being systematically destroyed far to the north, in the wilderness region of Saratoga. Illus. 264 pages. Carroll Books. Pub. at $34.99 $7.95
CIVIL WAR


$6.95

2946394 LINCOLN’S PLANNER: A Unique Look at the Civil War Through the President’s Daily Agenda. By Lamar E. Alexander. Presents revealing details about the sixteenth president through the Civil War, showing what he did and wrote each day, as reflected in surviving records. Experience the bombshell events much as Lincoln did, day by day, rather than through story-line narratives often laid out in history books. 463 pages. Post Hill. Paperback. *SOLD OUT


$6.95

4699553 MASSACHUSETTS AND THE CIVIL WAR: The Commonwealth and National Dission. Ed. by Matthew Mason et al. The volume’s extensive collection of documentation reflects the significant magnitude of Massachusetts through the Civil War era, the ways in which the commonwealth reflected and even modeled the Union’s precarious but ultimately vital role. Includes the Bay State’s postwar return to the schisms that predated the war. 309 pages. UMAP. Paperback. Pub. at $28.95

$6.95


$11.95

477812X THE GENERAL'S RAZOR: Character in Leadership, April 6-7, 1862. By Larry Tagg. Tagg’s new study presents detailed background information on each of his subjects, coupled with a thorough account of each man’s actions on the field of battle and, if he survived that battle, his fate thereafter. 241 pages. Savas Beatie. Pub. at $32.95

$7.95


$11.95

2925117 LINCOLN’S BOLD LION: The Life and Times of Brigadier General Malinda Davis. By Lynn Swann. Based on more than a combat record, this biography of a remarkable young man also provides a walking tour through 1800s America. From his childhood in Illinois to surviving the Chicago Fire and his eventual obscurity, we see the progress of a century, and in this examination we see the undersides of people, events, and the Civil War era. 264 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $32.95

$6.95

3777189 HALLLOWED GROUND: A Walk at Gettysburg. By James M. McPherson. One of today’s finest Civil War historians provides a vivid account with the site’s bloodiest and perhaps the most significant battle ever fought on American soil. An illustrated tour tells the story of that struggle, enriched with over 100 vibrant images from the site today. 207 pages. Crestline. 9½x11. Pub. at $17.99

$6.95

4806859 WOLFDORF’S CAVALRY: The Colonel, the War in the West, and the Emancipation Question in Kentucky. By Dan Lee. Colonel Frank Wolfdorf, the acclaimed Civil War colonel of the First Kentucky Cavalry, has long been known primarily for his unequaled reputation. Lee restores balance to the story of a crude, complicated, but talented man and the unconventional regiment he led in his fight to save the Union. Illus. 228 pages. Potomac Books. Pub. at $34.95

$6.95

4817749 THE FREE STATE OF JONES: Mississippi’s Longest Civil War. By Victoria E. Bynum. Between late 1863 and mid-1864, Confederate deserter and Union sympathizer Newton Knight led 4,000 men in 48 battles in the region of Jones County, Mississippi. Calling themselves the Knight Company after their captain, Newton Knight, they set up headquarters in the swamps of the Leaf River, where they declared their loyalty to the U.S. government. Illus. 324 pages. UNOP. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00

$9.95

4889561 GREAT PARTNERSHIP: Robert E. Lee, Stonewall Jackson, and the Fall of the Confederacy. By Christian B. Keller. The story of the unique relationship between Lee and Jackson, two leaders who chiseled a strategic path forward against the Union, was the story of their triumph and their fall. Those related decisions by the Confederate high command were of the utmost importance during the course of the war, especially the one that existed between these two great Army of Northern Virginia generals. 16 pages of photos. 328 pages. Pegasus. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

$9.95

3782646 THE CIVIL WAR AS GLOBAL CONFLICT: Transnational Meanings of the American Civil War. Ed. by D.T. Gleeson & S. Lewis. The contributors to this volume reveal that Civil War-era attitudes toward citizenship and democracy were far from fixed or stable. Race, ethnicity, nationhood, and slavery were subjects of fierce controversy. 308 pages. USCP. Pub. at $49.95

$9.95

4831705 CIVIL WAR RICHMOND: The Last Citadel. By J. Trammell & G. Terrell. A city under siege. Few American cities have experienced the trauma of wartime destruction. As the capital of the new Confederate government, Richmond conveyed, with the daily bloodshed and constant threat. During the war, the city more than doubled in population and became the industrial center of a prolonged and costly war effort. Photos. 204 pages. Illus. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95

$17.95

4778103 THE FIRST BATTLE FOR PETERSBURG: 150TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION REVISED. By William Glenn Robertson. Describes in full detail the strategy, tactics, and generalship of this little-known but ever-important Civil War stand-off, as well as its impact on the city’s citizens, both in and out of the ranks. Illus. 179 pages. Savas Beatie. Paperback. *SOLD OUT

$7.95

4865358 THE SECOND FOUNDING: How the Civil War and Reconstruction Remade the Constitution. By Eric Foner. Traces the adoption of the foundational Reconstruction amendments from their origins in antebellum activism and adoption amidst intense postwar political to their virtual nullification by narrow Supreme Court decisions and Jim Crow state laws. Illus. 264 pages. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

$12.95

4674988 FIRST FOR THE UNION: Life and Death in a Civil War Army Corps from Antietam to Gettysburg. By Darin Wippman. The Army of the Potomac’s First Corps was one of the best corps in the Union but was caught in a lethal trap at Antietam. In September 1862, it was chosen to spearhead the attack at Antietam, fighting Stonewall Jackson’s men in the Cornfield and beyond. Their story is told through 655 pages. Stackpole. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

$7.95

4759283 REMEMBERING THE CIVIL WAR: The Voices of the Men and Women Who Lived, Fought, and Died in America’s Longest War. Ed. by M. Barton & C. Kupfer. Contains carefully selected excerpts from the memoirs of key participants and weaves them together to tell the story of the war. Contributors include Union generals Grant, Sherman, and Hancock; Confederate leaders include generals Lee and Longstreet. An introduction for each excerpt provides background information and context. Illus. 470 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95

5827941 CAUGHT IN THE MAELSTROM: The Indian Nations in the Civil War, 1861-1865. By Clint Crowe. Capturing the complexities of the war within a war, Crowe highlights the stories of the five civilized tribes: the Cherokee, Chocok, Chickasaw, Creek and Seminole Indians during the American Civil War. From 1861-1865, these Indian sides chose and fought for the Union or Confederacy while fighting their own bloody civil war. Maps & photos. 262 pages. Savas Beatie. Pub. at $32.95

$24.95
**CHALLENGES OF COMMAND IN THE CIVIL WAR**, VOLUME 1: Generals and Generalship. By Richard J. Sommers. Sommers distills six decades of studying the Civil War into two succinct, thought provoking volumes, challenging readers to appreciate in its own right. Ulysses S. Grant and Robert E. Lee stand out in this first volume, as Sommers analyzes their generalship throughout the Civil War. Illus. 268 pages. Savas Beatie. Pub. at $29.95. **$5.95**

**THE ASSAULT ON FORT BLAKEYE: The defenders of Light celebrations and the Union troops launched a bold, coordinated assault on the two-mile long of earthworks known as Fort Blakeley, the charge was one of the grand spectacles of the Civil War, the climax of a battle campaign that resulted in the capture of Mobile. Photos. 158 pages. Pap. bound. Pub. at $21.99. **$17.95.**

**SOLDIERS NATIONAL CEMETERY AT GETTYSBURG: Images of America.** By Jarrod Fuss. In early June 1863, the Confederate Army of Northern Virginia launched a summer campaign that brought horrific war to the town of Gettysburg, Pennsylvania. In just over three days of catastrophic battle, 51,000 individuals were killed, wounded, or captured. Fuss discusses the dedication of the new Soldiers National Cemetery, which marked this critical point in American history. Illus. 268 pages. Arcadia Publishing. Pap. bound. Pub. at $22.99. **$18.95.**

**GETTYSBURG’S PEACH ORCHARD: Longstreet, Sickles, and the Bloody Fight for the “Commanding Ground” Along the Emmitsburg Road.** By J.A. Heslet & Mary Heslet. Longstreet’s detailed study is based upon scores of primary accounts and a deep understanding of the complex terrain. The authors combine the military aspects of the fighting with human interest stories in a balanced treatment of the bloody attack and the Grand Review of the Peach Orchard. Photos. 382 pages. Savas Beatie. Pub. at $34.95. **$26.95.**

**GRANT’S LEFT HOOK: The Bermuda Hundred Campaign, May 5–June 7, 1864.** By Sean Michael Chilk. Analyzes and explains the plans, events, and repercussions of the Bermuda Hundred Campaign. Filled with hundreds of photographs, new maps, and a fresh consideration of Grant’s Virginia strategy, this volume is also filled with anecdotes and impressions from the rank and file who wore blue and gray. 320 pages. Arcadia Publishing. Pap. bound. Pub. at $22.99. **$19.95.**

**THE IRISH BRIGADE: A Pictorial History of the Famed Brigade from Antietam to Petersburg—to Name a Few.** Well illus., many in color. 96 pages. Arcadia Publishing. Pap. bound. Pub. at $19.95. **$14.95.**

**TOM DRAVEN’S GETTYSBURG: 340 Beautiful Paintings and Reveling History of the Civil War’s Epic Battle.** By Tom Huntington. A preeminent Civil War artist and historian teams with a Civil War expert to re-create in words and colorful images the story and the history, of those epic epic battle days. Tom’s close observation of the battles and soldiers of Gettysburg capture the scenes of Devil’s Den, Little Round Top, the Wheatfield, and the Peach Orchard with vivid imagery and historical accuracy. 132 pages. Stackpole. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $49.95. **$34.95.**

**THE BEST GUN IN THE WORLD: George Woodward Morse and the South Carolina State Military Works.** By Robert S. Seigler. Explains how South Carolina created its own armory after seceding from the Union, and then enlisted the help of a weapons technology innovator to meet the demand of equipping soldiers. Mining state and federal resources, the is innovative and technological industrialization in South Carolina. Photos, some in color. 279 pages. USC Press. 2006 Pub. at $49.95. **$9.95.**

**THE CIVIL WAR BATTLES OF MACON.** By Niel Eichhorn. This was the biggest battle of the Civil War for Georgia. As a transportation hub, the city supplied the troops and communication to the Confederacy, making it a target for the Union forces. Eventually the Union captured the town and continued to hold it for the rest of the war. 112 pages. Savas Beatie. Pap. bound. Pub. at $14.95. **$11.95.**

**A MORTAL BLOW TO THE CONFEDERACY: The Fall of New Orleans, 1862.** By Mark F. Bieksi. History has not devoted a great deal of attention to the fall of New Orleans, one that was an early harbinger of the dark days to come for the Confederacy. Bieksi tells of the leaders and men who fought for control of New Orleans, the largest city in the South, the key to the Mississippi, and the commercial gateway for the Confederacy. Well illus. 172 pages. Savas Beatie. Pap. bound. Pub. at $14.95. **$11.95.**

**THE SUMMER OF ’63: Gettysburg.** Ed. by C. Mackowski & D. Welch. A compilation of some of the works of the public historians who have studied the battle of Gettysburg. Updated, together with several original pieces. Illustrations accompany each piece, with eight maps to further illuminate the collection. 298 pages. Savas Beatie. Pub. at $29.95. **$21.95.**

**THE SUMMER OF ’63: Vicksburg & Tullahoma.** Ed. by C. Mackowski & D. Welch. MacKowski and Welch compiled the book from the acclaimed Emerging Civil War blog, transcripts from their podcast and talks at their annual symposium. This collection contextualizes these tragic events in campaigns in what was arguably the Civil War’s turning point summer. 305 pages. Savas Beatie. Pub. at $29.95. **$21.95.**

**CUSTER AT GETTYSBURG: A New Look at George Armstrong Custer Versus Jeb Stuart in the Battle’s Climactic Cavalry Charges.** By Philip Thomas Tucker. During the crucial three days of combat at Gettysburg, the most nightmarish phase on the battlefield, the Confederate cavalry, in no uncertain terms, had the decisive point of possession on the first Union left flank at the Devil’s Den and Hook’s Ridge was crucial on the bloody afternoon that decided the fate of America. Illus., in many color. 16 pages of photos, most in color. 256 pages. Arcadia Publishing. Pap. bound. Pub. at $22.99. **$19.95.**

**THE CIVIL WAR’S BLOODY HILL OF DESTINY.** By Philip Thomas Tucker. At Gettysburg the decisive turning point of America’s history, and Little Round Top was the crucial turning point of that three day struggle. This volume has presented a fresh and new look at the key leaders and hard fighting cavalry units, and how it went awry. He reveals the tactical brilliance of Lee’s master plan and how it went awry. 16 pages of illus. 474 pages. Skyhorse. Pap. bound. Pub. at $19.95. **$16.95.**

**THE SUMMER OF ’63: Vicksburg.** Ed. by C. Mackowski & D. Welch. A compilation of some of the works of the public historians who have studied the battle of Gettysburg. Updated, together with several original pieces. Illustrations accompany each piece, with eight maps to further illuminate the collection. 298 pages. Savas Beatie. Pub. at $29.95. **$21.95.**

**THE SUMMER OF ’63: Gettysburg.** Ed. by C. Mackowski & D. Welch. A compilation of some of the works of the public historians who have studied the battle of Gettysburg. Updated, together with several original pieces. Illustrations accompany each piece, with eight maps to further illuminate the collection. 298 pages. Savas Beatie. Pub. at $29.95. **$21.95.**
**3869172 YEAR OF GLORY: The Life and Battles of Jeb Stuart and His Cavalry June 1862-June 1863.** By Monte Akers. No comparison during the Civil War is more closely identified with the "cavalry mystique" as Major General Jeb Stuart. His story is told through the eyes of the men who rode with him, as well as his own letters, reports, and anecdotes handed down over 150 years. Illus, some in color. 372 pages. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

**4710363 ROBERT E. LEE AND ME: A Southerner's Reckoning with the Myth of the Lost Cause.** By Te Seidule. Part history lecture, part meditation on the Civil War and its fallout, and part memoir, Seidule's new book is a love letter to his home state of Virginia and a deep dive into the Confederacy and provides a surprising interpretation of essential truths that our country still has a difficult time articulating and accepting. 291 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95

**4790959 THE MOST HATED MAN IN KENTUCKY: The Lost Cause and the Leadership of Union General Stephen Burbridge.** By Brad Asher. In this revealing biography, Asher explores how Union general Stephen Gano Burbridge earned his infamous reputation and adds an important new layer to the ongoing reexamination of Kentucky during and after the Civil War. 276 pages. UPK. Pub. at $45.00 $34.95

**4831721 COMMAND AT ANTIETAM: Lincoln, McClellan and Lee.** By David L. Keller. The turning point of the war. The Battle of Antietam was a pivotal point in the Civil War. The battle itself was a draw, but it ended Robert E. Lee's first and last invasion of the North. Readers are taken back across the Potomac in the aftermath of engagement. Keller offers fresh look at the command decision at the Battle of Antietam. Photos. 160 pages. History Press. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $17.95

**4883145 BULLET AND BANDAGES: The Aid Stations and Field Hospitals at Gettysburg.** By James Gindlesperger. The story of the aftermath of one fierce battle fought by 160,000 soldiers over four days, producing 21,000 casualties, left to be cared for by 2,500 residents of one town: Gettysburg. Well illus., many in color. 336 pages. Carolina Wren. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

**4991356 TULLAHOMA: The Forgotten Campaign That Changed the Course of the Civil War.** By E.J. Wittenberg. Tullahoma was one of the most brilliantly executed major campaigns of the war and was pivotal to Union success in 1863 and beyond. Now, after all these decades students of the war everywheret will know precisely why. The complex campaign included deuce, hard marching, fighting and incredible luck--both good and bad. Maps & photos. 396 pages. Savas Beatie. Pub. at $34.95 $26.95

**4786092 MEADE AT GETTYSBURG: A Study in Command.** By Edward G. Longacre. Recruited from a small town in Pennsylvania to defend the Potomac only three days before the first shots were fired at Gettysburg, Union general George G. Meade guided his forces to victory in the Civil War’s most pivotal battle. Here, Brown draws on an expansive archive to reappraise Meade’s leadership during the Battle of Gettysburg. Illus. 475 pages. UNC Press. Pub. at $33.00 $27.95

**4764633 A FIRE IN THE WILDERNESS: The First Battle Between Ulysses S. Grant and Robert E. Lee.** By John Reeves. The riveting account of the first bloody showdown between Ulysses S. Grant and Robert E. Lee—a battle that sealed the fate of the Confederacy and changed the course of American history. When the fighting finally subsided during the late evening of the second day of the Battle of the Wilderness, the usually stoical Lee was so angry at Grant and defeated that he wrote: "I'll be hanged if this is not the end of me." 270 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $28.95 $21.95

**3949818 SECEEDING FROM SECESSION: The Civil War, Politics, and the Creation of West Virginia.** By Eric J. Wittenberg et al. The northwestern third of the Commonwealth of Virginia finally broke away in 1863 to form the state of West Virginia. This book chronicles those events in an unprecedented study of the social, legal, military, and political factors that converged to bring about the birth of West Virginia. Maps & photos. 320 pages. Potomac Books. Pub. at $22.95 $14.95

**4901830 THE BOY GENERAL: George Custer, Tuscarora Hermit, and the Cavalry of the Potomac.** By Adolfo Ovies. The first installment in a remarkable trilogy examining the leading Union army’s mounted arm in general, the untold story of the friendship that spared many human lives. This book takes you on an emotional journey through the Battle of Bull Run and other pivotal moments in American history. 372 pages. Savas Beatie. Pub. at $34.95 $26.95

**4699343 CIVIL WAR TAILS: 8,000 Cat Soldiers Tell the Panoramic Story.** By Ruth & Rebecca Brown. The Brown twin sisters have built historic dioramas to tell the story of the Civil War with an unexpected twist: the animals! The thousands of Union and Confederate soldiers depicted in the battles and scenes are cats! Little Round Top, Pickett’s Charge, Andersonville come to life in this fun, tactful, solicidy researched and highly visual representation of the War. Fully illus. in color. 206 pages. Stackpole. - PRICE CUT to $9.95

**3783588 SOUTH CAROLINA FIRE-EATER: The Life of Laurence Massillon Keitt, 1824-1864.** By Holt Merch. The biography of Laurence Massillon Keitt, one of South Carolina’s most notorious advocates of secession and apostle for African American slavery. A U.S. congressman from St. Charles, Louisiana, a member of the Virginia convention that debated and adopted the ordinance of secession, and represented his state in the Confederate Congress in 1861. This is a comprehensive history of an important South Carolina figure. 263 pages. USCP Pub. at $39.95 PRICE CUT to $7.95

**3946592 THE WIKIPEDIA LEGENDS OF THE CIVIL WAR.** Featuring extensive information about some of the 200,000 or so figures in Civil War history, and largely unknown, this reference is an essential guide for any Civil War fan, anyone curious about U.S. history, or anyone who wants an insight into the most fascinating stories from American history. This book is a critical period for America. Illus. 521 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 PRICE CUT to $9.95

**4690354 MARYLAND VOTES OF THE CIVIL WAR.** Ed. by Charles W. Mitchell. Illuminates the human complexities of the Civil War era and the political realignment that enabled Marylanders to vote for Abraham Lincoln. Based on hundreds of first-person accounts, this educational volume recreates the Maryland experience during the Civil War, reveals the Lee-centric study of what the man experienced during the war on a daily basis. King’s study is a tremendous contribution to Civil War literature and every student must now consult before writing a word about aian. 160 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $45.00 $17.95

**4931772 FACES OF UNION SOLDIERS AT SOUTH MOUNTAIN & HARPERS FERRY.** By J. Stahl & M. Borders. September 12-15, 1862. This is the eighth in the series and a seminal work focused on the Maryland Campaign. Along with hundreds of first-person accounts, this educational volume recreates the Maryland experience during the Civil War, reveals the Lee-centric study of what the man experienced during the war on a daily basis. King’s study is a tremendous contribution to Civil War literature and every student must now consult before writing a word about aian. 160 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99 $17.95

**4798377 THE MAPS OF THE CAVALRY IN THE GETTYSBURG CAMPAIGN.** By Bradley M. Gottfried. Illustrates the major campaigns of the Civil War’s cavalry in the Eastern Theater and the modern equivalent as cavalry using color maps and detailed text. This is the eighth in the series and a monumental work that aublogs on the book for every serious book lover. Through many maps and photos. 558 pages. Savas Beatie. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

**4715373 A THOUSAND MAY FALL: Life, Death, and Survival in the Union Army.** By Brian Matthew Jordan. A revelatory history that restores the common man and the immigrant soldier to the center of the Civil War. In our age of fractured politics and emboldened nativism, Jordan forces us to confront the wrenching human realities of the bloodiest episode in our nation’s history. Illus. 360 pages. Livestrong. Pub. at $28.95 $17.95

**4897538 DVD 4884840 GREAT COMMANDERS & BATTLES OF THE CIVIL WAR. It’s all here, the Confederacy and the soldiers of the Blue and Gray and the unfortunate images of the most bitter, bloodiest conflicts ever waged on American soil. Ten hours on 3 DVDs. Questar. - PRICE CUT to $9.95

**478736X UNSUNG HERO OF GETTYSBURG: The Story of Union General David McMurtrie Gregg.** By Edward G. Longacre. Historians credit Gregg with helping preserve the security of his army at a critical point during the Battle of Gettysburg, making Union victory inevitable. Unlike glory-hunters such as General Custen and J.E.B. Stuart, Gregg was a quietly competent veteran who never promoted himself or sought personal recognition. His efforts are yet to be appreciated on a long overdue. 296 pages. Savas Beatie. Pub. at $34.95 $26.95

**4806719 THE SHARPSHOOTERS: A History of the Ninth New Jersey Volunteer Infantry in the Civil War.** By Edward G. Longacre. Recruited largely from its own letters, reports, and anecdotes handed down years. 296 pages. Savas Beatie. Pub. at $34.95 $27.95

**4999343 CIVIL WAR TAILS: 8,000 Cat Soldiers Tell the Panoramic Story.** By Ruth & Rebecca Brown. The Brown twin sisters have built historic dioramas to tell the story of the Civil War with an unexpected twist: the animals! The thousands of Union and Confederate soldiers depicted in the battles and scenes are cats! Little Round Top, Pickett’s Charge, Andersonville come to life in this fun, tactful, solicidy researched and highly visual representation of the War. Fully illus. in color. 206 pages. Stackpole. - PRICE CUT to $7.95

**3783588 SOUTH CAROLINA FIRE-EATER: The Life of Laurence Massillon Keitt, 1824-1864.** By Holt Merch. The biography of Laurence Massillon Keitt, one of South Carolina’s most notorious advocates of secession and apostle for African American slavery. - PRICE CUT to $7.95
3987493 WEAPONS OF THE CIVIL WAR CAVALRYMAN: Weapon 75. By John Walter. During the Civil War, the mounted soldiers fighting on both sides of the conflict carried a wide array of weapons, from swords and rifles to sabers and revolvers. This book, thoroughly illustrated throughout, this study assesses these many different weapons.
80 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Page at $22.00 PRICE CUT to $14.95

3979010 CIVIL WAR MEDICINE: A Surgeon’s Diary. By Robert D. Hicks. Twenty-nine-year-old surgeon Charles Fulton transports readers into the harsh and deadly conditions of the Civil War as he struggles to save the lives of the patients under his care. In 1862 Fulton joined a Union army volunteer regiment and immediately began chronicling his experiences in a pocket diary, providing us with a compelling account of the lives of common soldiers and their connections to the home front. Illus. & maps. 440 pages. UNC Press. Page at $35.00 PRICE CUT to $21.95

47285X WOMEN’S WAR: Fighting and Surviving the American Civil War. By Stephanie McCurry. Through these dramatic stories that span the Civil War, McCurry invites the reader to see America’s bloodiest conflict for what it was: not just a brothers’ war, but a women’s war as well. Illus. 297 pages. Belknap. Paperback. Page at $16.95 PRICE CUT to $11.95

4574960 STORM OVER KEY WEST. By Mike Pride. A few weeks after Abraham Lincoln issued the Emancipation Proclamation, U.S. Army Major Jacob Dolson Cox and 550 volunteers from Massachusetts sailed in the USS Galena and Montgomery sailed into Key West Harbor looking for black men to draft into the Union army. Eager to oblige him, the military commander in town ordered every black man from fifteen to fifty to report to the courthouse. Here Pride tells the story of Key West during the Civil War. Illus. 307 pages. Pineapple Press. Page at $26.95

4710150 THE WAR FOR MISSOURI, 1861-1862. By Joseph W. McCloskie. Missouri was filled with bitter sentiment over the Civil War. Governor Claiborne Jackson had a plan to seize the St. Louis River and bring on a decisive battle.

3978788 CIVIL WAR IN ART AND MEMORY. Ed. by Kirk Savage. Fifteen essays by historians of art, architecture, literature, and other fields explore everything from the visual record of a short-lived freedman’s town in South Carolina’s Sea Islands to artists’ roles in news reporting to battleground photography to public monuments that embody the war’s most problematic legacies. Illus., some in color. 281 pages. Yale. 9½x11¼. Page at $70.00 PRICE CUT to $19.95

4691768 TREASURES OF THE CIVIL WAR: Legendary Leaders Who Shaped a War and a Nation. By Renee H. MacLachlan. Exhibition catalog. Gives a rare glimpse into the professional and personal sides of several key wartime leaders—an up-close look at the giants who shaped today’s America 150 years ago through more than 90 artifacts, and several key wartime leaders–an up-close look at the giants who shaped today’s America 150 years ago through more than 90 artifacts, and gives a rare glimpse into the professional and personal sides of several key wartime leaders—one-up-close look at the giants who shaped today’s America 150 years ago through more than 90 artifacts, and

4732899 THE THREE-CORNERED WAR: The Union, the Confederacy, and Native Peoples in the Fight for the West. By Megan Kate Durham. How the Civil War in the West, and western expansion. Based on letters, diaries, military records, oral histories, photographs and maps, this captivating history expands our understanding of a series of battles for the West, and reveals how individuals fought to redefine themselves and their communities.
322 pages. Scribner. Paperback. Page at $18.00 PRICE CUT to $11.95

4732871 THE RIVER WAS DYED WITH BLOOD: Nathan Bedford Forrest & Fort Pillow. By Brian Steel Williams. Argues that although atrocities did occur after the fall of Fort Pillow in 1864, Confederate general Nathan Bedford Forrest did not participate in or authorize the systematic execution of its defenders. Rather, the general’s great failing was losing control of his troops. Illus. & maps. 274 pages. UOKP. Paperback. Page at $21.95 PRICE CUT to $14.95

3730941 MEADE’S MISTAKE AT RAPPAHANNOKAN CROSSING. By Jeffrey William Hunt. Complete with maps and outstanding photography. Hunt picks up after the bloody burnt press. By Washington to fight but denied strategic flexibility. Meade launched a risky offensive to force his way into the River and bring on a decisive battle. 319 pages. Savas Beatie. Page at $32.95 PRICE CUT to $19.95

3954854 IMPERFECT UNION: A Father’s Search for His Son in the Aftermath of the Battle of Gettysburg. By Chuck Rasch. 402 pages. Stackpole. Page at $29.95 PRICE CUT to $14.95

4658388 HOSPITAL SKETCHES FROM THE CIVIL WAR. By Louisa May Alcott. 112 pages. Architex. Paperback. Page at $4.95


3920282 NO GREATER CALLING: A Chronological Record of Sacrifice and Heroism During the Western Indian Wars, 1865-1898. By Ed. by Johnston. 16 pages of photos. 408 pages. Schiffler. Page at $39.99 PRICE CUT to $19.95


4972528 EYEWITNESS KOREA: The Experience of British & American Soldiers in Korea 1950-1953. By James Gaul. Official documents, letters, diaries, regional histories, memoirs, oral histories and correspondence. Gaully shows what the war was like for a soldier who fought in it. Their accounts contrast the American and British experience as seen through the eyes of individual servicemen, throwing fresh light on the relations between the UN forces. 16 pages of photos.
259 pages. Pen & Sword. Page at $39.95 PRICE CUT to $29.95

4768776 LIFE AND DEATH IN A HIDDEN KOREA: Korea 1950-1953. By Charles J. Hanley. In this vivid, emotionally compelling, and highly original account, Hanley tells the story of the Korean War through the eyes of twenty individuals who lived through it—from a North Korean refugee girl to an American nun, a Chinese Communist guerrilla, a Japanese soldier, a 'Betty girl,' a Vietnamese woman and many more. We learn the stories of ordinary lives.
272 pages. Lyons. Page at $34.95 PRICE CUT to $29.95

3946754 REPUBLIC F-84: The USAF’s Thunderjet, Thunderstorm, and Thunderflash Fighters. By Ken Neubeck. The F-84 Thunderjet was the Republic’s main strike aircraft during the Korean War and was used in ground attack operations. With photographs and a concise easy to read text, this volume chronicles the development and use of these jets from concept to combat. 112 pages. Schiffler. Page at $16.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/863
**9391557 ATTACK AT CHOISIN: The Chinese Second Offensive in Korea.** By Xiaobing Li. Recounts this battle from the Chinese perspective, describing the advance that forced General MacArthur to reorient his strategy, which not only led to a major Chinese victory but also impacted events in Asia in ways that still resonate today. Maps & photos. 263 pages. UCPress Pub. at $29.95


**4867743 BAKER BANDITS: Korea's Band of Brothers.** By Emmrett Shelton. Jr. Korea's Band of Brothers was forged by the 1st Division Marines, 1950–53. The tougher the battle, equipment, and weather—the more they pulled together. Their commitment to each other was a二维码?

This is their story. Illus. 350 pages. Casemate Pub. at $26.95

**3843386 YALU RIVER 1950–51: Campaign 346.** By Clayton K.S. Chun. This well illustrated resource documents the stalling of the UN advance into North Korea, the ChongCh'on River battles, the bitter fighting at the Chosin Reservoir, and the third battle for Seoul. 66 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

**9374774 KOREA: The Untold Story of the War.** By Joseph C. Goulden. Featuring a new preface, this account is widely considered an indispensable interpretation of the Korean War, including the epoch-making conflict between President Harry Truman and General Douglas MacArthur. Featuring first-hand accounts, 16 pages of photos. 690 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

**4781145 MIG ALLEY: The US Air Force in Korea 1950–53.** By Thomas Cleaver. Drawing on hundreds of Russian and U.S. records, including compelling first-hand accounts of the conflict, this work provides a complete record of all engagements over Korea, including the battles with Soviet fighters, the failed bombing campaign and the escalating nuclear threat. 32 pages of photos. 336 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00

**4719298 MIG ALLEY: The US Air Force in Korea 1950–53.** By Thomas McKeilve Cleaver. Long believed in the West to have been a one-sided affair, the battle for the skies over Korea was in actuality one of the fiercest aerial conflicts of the 20th century. Drawing on first-hand accounts, Cleaver reveals the true story of the battle for “Mig Alley.” 32 pages of photos. 336 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

**4700694 HOLDING THE LINE: The Naval Air Campaign in Korea.** By Thomas Cleaver. Tells the full story of the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps’ war in Korea from the first day to the last, not only chronicling the front-line action, but also describing the technical development of aircraft, naval gunfire support, and how these all affected the broader strategic situation on the Korean Peninsula. 32 pages of photos. 320 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00

**3963553 KOREAN WAR: Imjin River.** By Gerry van Tonder. Shortly before midnight on April 22, 1951, and despite a gallant defense, the British 29th Brigade was pushed back to make a desperate but futile stand on Hill 235, known as “Glosters” Hill, the desperate but futile stand on Hill 235, known as “Glosters” Hill, the defense, the British 29th Brigade was pushed back to make a二维码?

214 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95

**3946711 M24 CHAFFEE, VOLUME 2: Chaffee-Based Vehicle Variants in the Korean War.** By David Doyle. The M24 Chaffee was widely used during the Korean War, with many in the front line. This volume chronicles the development and use of these vehicles from concept to combat. Through archival photos, as well as detailed photographs of existing vehicles, the Chaffee tank is explored and its history is fully described. 124 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $19.99

**3963845 KOREAN WAR: Chinese Invasion.** By Gerry van Tonder. In November of 1950, Chinese leader Mao Zedong, ordered 250,000 troops into Korea, with express orders to annihilate the UN forces. The Chinese then deployed their elite forces, including at the Chosin Reservoir, precipitating a massive evacuation from the North Korean port of Hungnam. Illus., some in color. 128 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

**4590605 THE ARMED FORCES OF NORTH KOREA: On the Path of Songun.** By S. Mitic & J. Oliemans. Written specifically for anyone interested in North Korea’s military capabilities or looking to find answers to many questions raised by the mindfield of contradictory statements and misinformation that make up current intelligence about this reclusive nation. Well illus., most in color. 235 pages. Helion & Company. 9x12¼. Pub. at $69.95

**4742249 KOREAN AIR WAR: Sabres, MiGs and Meteors 1950–53.** By Michael Napier. Well illus., some in color. 320 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $40.00

**4397283 THE ODYSSEY OF ECHO COMPANY: Surviving the Vietnam War.** By Doug Stanton. The harrowing, redemptive, and unforgettable account of a U.S. Army platoon’s fight for survival during the Vietnam War. At the start of the war, black plumes of military smoke will forever reverberate with millions of American families today. This volume recounts the wartime service and homecoming of ordinary young American men in an extraordinary time. 16 pages of photos. 312 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $30.00

**4732022 HONORABLE EXIT: How a Few Brave Americans Risked All to Save Our Vietnamese Allies at the End of the War.** By Thurston Clarke. In a riveting account of one of our nation’s finest hours, an acclaimed historian reveals how Americans, in a life-or-death race against time, helped more than one thousand south Vietnamese escape communist revenge in the last days of the Vietnam War. 16 pages of photos. 430 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $30.00

**LIMITED QUANTITY 4465175 PATRIOTS: The Vietnam War Remembered from All Sides.** By Christopher G. Appy. Vivid accounts of 135 men and women span the entire history of the Vietnam conflict, from its murky origins in the 1940s to the chaotic fall of Saigon in 1975. Their memories take us from deafening jungle firefights to Oval Office clan wars, revealing the true depth of America’s role in the most controversial war of the 20th century. 320 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.95

**3724253 LAND WITH NO SUN: A Year in Vietnam with the 173rd Airborne.** By Ted G. Arthur. From May 1966 through May 1967, the author developed a thick description of the Vietnam War’s most controversial unit, the 173rd. His book is both a vivid history of the war and a remarkable story of valor and sacrifice. 256 pages. SGF. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95


**3816524 THE ODYSSEY OF ECHO COMPANY: Surviving the Vietnam War.** By Neil Sheehan et al. A series of articles, documents and studies published by The New York Times that revealed the truth about Vietnam’s military suffering and American policy. In more than two decades starting in 1945, bringing to light startling conclusions about America’s role in the conflict. 16 pages of photos. 810 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $23.95

**6786294 HUE 1968: A Turning Point of the American War in Vietnam.** By Mark Bowden. Using access to war archives in the U.S. and Vietnam and interviews with participants from both sides, Bowden narrates the events that unfolded through his recovery. 312 pages. Naval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95


**4738672 FOR SELF AND COUNTRY: A True Story.** By Rick Eilert. A compelling memoir of his long and painful recovery from wounds suffered in combat in Vietnam. Seriously injured and transferred to Great Lakes Naval Hospital in Illinois, Eilert tells not only his own story, but the stories of the men and women he worked alongside as shipbuilding, human and courage sustained him through his recovery. 312 pages. Naval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95

**4742249 KOREAN AIR WAR: Sabres, MiGs and Meteors 1950–53.** By Michael Napier. Well illus., some in color. 320 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $40.00

**PRICE CUT to $24.95**
Vietnam War

3957519 THE HIDDEN HISTORY OF THE VIETNAM WAR. By John Prados. Focuses on the lessons of Vietnam and the forces that operated on certain events, including the mountaineers in South Vietnam and Laos, Americans facing off against their own National Guard, and the decisions. 329 pages. Ivan R. Dee. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95 ★ 475915X THE VILLAGE. By Bing West. Few American battles have been so extended, savage and personal, a handful of Americans volunteered to live among six thousand Vietnamese, training farmers to defend their village. Villagers remember American soldiers back to the most ignite young Americans matched against two hundred Viet Cong; how a CAP lived, fought and died. And why the villagers remember them to this day. Photos. 352 pages. S. Coonts & B. Tillman. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

4779910 U.S. MARINE CORPS UNIT INSIGNIA IN VIETNAM 1961-1975. By E. Richard Wilson, III. Presents a detailed study of the United States Marine Corps unit insignia in the Republic of Vietnam. Given the Marine Advisors in the early 1960s to the Marine Security Forces evacuation of the Embassy in 1975. Includes over 350 full color individual unit insignia down to at least battalion and squadron levels. 176 pages. S. Coonts & B. Tillman. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95 ★ 3781313 WHISPERS IN THE TALL GRASS. By Nick Brokhausen. The second volume of Brokhausen’s riveting memoir of his time serving in Recon Teams Habu and Crusader, CNN, part of MACV-SOG. His account brings home the reality and the detail of operating for days within mere meters of the enemy, and movingly conveys the bonds that war creates between soldiers. 199 pages. Casemate. Paperback. Pub. at $32.95 $24.95 ★ 3918327 THE FREEDOM SHIELD: The 1st Cavalry Division in Vietnam. By John D. Falcon. Brings together the collective stories of the soldiers of the veteran’s 191st. The narrative that emerges is the definition of a breed of soldier newly minted in Vietnam. The combat air controller, water carrier, medics, and the “plumbers” who work alongside the infantry. The second volume of Brokhausen’s riveting memoir of his time serving in Recon Teams Habu and Crusader, CNN, part of MACV-SOG. His account brings home the reality and the detail of operating for days within mere meters of the enemy, and movingly conveys the bonds that war creates between soldiers. 199 pages. Casemate. Paperback. Pub. at $32.95 $24.95 ★ 3753683 BATTLE FOR SKYLINE RIDGE: The CIA Secret War in Laos. By James E. Parker, Jr. The true story of CIA’s first major theater program in Vietnam. For more than one hundred days the Long Tieng valley, northeast of Laos, was fought over by a North Vietnamese force of over 27,000 facing a small ragtag CA-ARMY army of Thai irregulars and Laotian tribesman. This is the first full account of this battle. Photos. 200 pages. Casemate. Paperback. Pub. at $32.95 $24.95 ★ 4719271 IN GOOD FAITH, VOLUME 1: A History of the Vietnam War 1945-65. By Sergey Miller. The first in a gripping two-volume exploration of the history of American engagement in Indochina from the end of World War II to the fall of Saigon in 1975. This volume tells the story from Japan’s surrender in 1945, to America’s involvement in the French Indochina War to its increasing commitment in the region through to Operation Rolling Thunder. 32 pages of photos. 416 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $36.95 $29.95 ★ 3969580 MISFIRE: The TRagic Failure of the M16 in Vietnam. By B. Orland & L. Duryea. Re-examines the flawed decision-making at virtually all levels of the civilian and military chain of command that resulted in the quagmire in Vietnam. With the best of intentions, our nation wasted a poorly conceived, misfiring war, of which the flawed M16 rifle is starkly symbolic. Photos. 251 pages. Stackpole. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95 ★ 3890171 BLOOD IN THE HILLS: The Story of Khe Sanh, the Most Savage Fight of the Vietnam War. By R. Maras & C.W. Saskey. The story of the complex, 77-day battle fought by coauthor Bobby Maras and told in this hour by hour, day by day account–much of it hand to hand fighting in the dark. Combining Maras’s personal experiences with the war’s bigger picture, this narrative honors the front line actions of our soldiers during the Vietnam War. Photos. 266 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

Vietnam War

**2004344** VIETNAM: AN Epic Tragedy, 1945-1975. By Max Hastings. No past volume has blended a political and military narrative of the entire conflict. The author suggests, in his typical first-person style, what he and his head-secretary tried to win this struggle, and presents many lessons for the twenty-first century about the misuse of military might to confront intractable political and cultural challenges. This work creates an extraordinary record, 32 pages of photos, most in color. 857 pages. Harper. Pub. at $37.50


**3987353** A-4 SKYHAWK VS NORTH VIETNAMESE AAA: Duel 104. By Peter E. Davies. In this fully illustrated study, A-4 and its main adversary, the Vietnamese AAA defenses are examined in context, exploring their history and analyzing their tactics and effectiveness during the war. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00

**3699528** USAF F-105 THUNDERCHEF VS VPAF Mig-17: Vietnam 1965-68. By Peter E. Davies. Provides a comparative evaluation of the tactics and technology employed by both sides in the battle of the skies, including the F-105 Thunderchief fighter-bombers, attacking targets in southeast Asia, and their VPAF Mig-17 opponents. Well illus., some in color. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00

**3987418** HO CHI MINH TRAIL 1964-73: Air Campaign 18. By Peter E. Davies. The fascinating story of the world's first modern air war was fought, and why the United States' huge efforts and engagement were never enough to defeat it. Well illus., many in color. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

**368947** THE BLACKHORSE IN VIETNAM: The 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment in Vietnam and Cambodia, 1966-1972. By Donald Sneider. When the 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment came ashore at Vung Tau, South Vietnam, in September 1966, it faced a number of challenges. This is the story of the Blackhorse in the Vietnam War, and of the over 25,000 young Americans who served there with this unit. 72 pages. Potomac Books. Paperback. Pub. at $24.00

**3871282** OPERATION LINEBACKER II 1972: Air Campaign 8. By Marshall L. Mitchel III. The fascinating story of the world's first modern air war was fought, and why the United States' huge efforts and engagement were never enough to defeat it. Well illus., many in color. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

**3987184** BLOODY SIXTEEN: The USS Oriskany and Air Wing 16 During the Vietnam War. By Peter F. Fey. The valor and battle accomplishments displayed by Oriskany’s aviators are legendary, but the story of their service has been lost in the disastrous fray of the war itself. Fey portrays the Oriskany and its heroes in an indestructible milestone to the fall of I-Pac in hopes. Their lessons learned are not forgotten in the entire scope of war-bent politics. 16 pages of photos. 393 pages. Potomac Books. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95


**4742898** DICK CAVETT'S VIETNAM. Widescreen. Reexamines the conflict and its impact on America through interviews conducted by the host of The Dick Cavett Show. These interviews, combined with archival footage, news broadcasts, and newly filmed interviews with Cavett, provide fresh insight on this controversial chapter in American history. 50 minutes. PBS.


**3987469** U.S. AIR CAVALRY TROOPER VERSUS NORTH VIETNAMESE SOLDIER: Combat 51. By Chris McNab. Featuring specially commissioned artwork, archived photographs, and full-color battle maps, this study charts the evolution of U.S. air-mobile tactics pitted against North Vietnamese countermeasures, as shown by the fighting during Operations Master and Crazy Kip. Photos. 100 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95

**4653424** VIETNAM WAR BOOBY TRAPS: Elite 236. By Gordon L. Rottman. In this resource, a Vietnam veteran examines the various types of booby traps used by the Viet Cong, the badlands, and the battle of Tam Quan. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00

**475767X** COURAGE UNDER FIRE: The 101st Airborne's Hidden Battle at Tam Ky. By Ed Sherwood. Using actual battle records and eyewitness accounts to follow “Never Quit” Delta Company and its sister companies through 28 days of continuous combat at Tam Ky. Sherwood argues it is past time to tell their story. Photos. 160 pages. Casemate. Paperback. Pub. at $34.95

**3834444** ROAD TO DISASTER: A New History of America's Descent into Vietnam. By Brian VanDeMark. LARGE PRINT EDITION. The author draws upon two decades of research, exclusive interviews, previously unheard recordings, as well as recent findings in cognitive science and organizational theory to explain why the “best and the brightest” were so blind to their own errors--and why today’s leaders keep repeating their mistakes. 822 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperback. Pub. at $32.99

**4772904** THE ROAD TO DISASTER: A New History of America’s Descent into Vietnam. By Brian VanDeMark. The author draws upon two decades of research, exclusive interviews, previously unheard recordings, as well as recent findings in cognitive science and organizational theory to explain why the “best and the brightest” were so blind to their own errors--and why today’s leaders keep repeating their mistakes. Photos. 622 pages. Custom House. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99


**DVR 4759240 GREY WOLVES: War—the Archive Collection.** Compelling documentaries provide an in-depth treatment of Germany’s fierce U-boat force, capturing the terrifying tales of the underwater monsters of the sea in three chapters, 1939-1941, 1942-1943, and 1943-1945. Historic wartime footage, vivid photographs, and fascinating narration track the exploits of the U-boats in all theaters of conflict, three hours on 3 DVDs. Artmag. Pub at $29.95. $19.95

**DVR 4714091 DISPUTED EARTH: Geology and Trench Warfare on the Western Front 1914-1918.** By Peter Doyle. Based on 25 years of study, Doyle takes the geography of northern France and Flanders and examines such issues as: What created Flanders’ mud? How were the Germans able to dig trenches? Did the enemy successfully blow up the Somme? And, why were the British successful at mine warfare? Well illus., some in color. 285 pages. Uniform Press. Paperbound. $9.95


**DVR 3812997 ARMOR CENTER: The Wehrmacht in Russia 1941-1945.** By Werner Haupt. The author, an officer in the German army during WWII, presents the military history of one of the largest theaters of the war, based on available German and Russian literature, combat diaries and documents of the committed troop units, and interviews. Illus. 356 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $35.00. $28.95

**DVR 3852200 BANKRUPTING THE ENEMY: The U.S. Financial Siege of Japan Before Pearl Harbor.** By Edward S. Miller. Lucid writing and thorough understanding of the complexities of international financial market evolution and acumen unfamiliar with financial concepts and terminology to grasp Miller’s explanation of the impact of U.S. economic policies on Japan in 1941. 324 pages. Laval Institute. Pub. at $32.00. $17.95

**DVR 4780885 AXIS ARMORED FIGHTING VEHICLES OF THE SECOND WORLD WAR: Images of War.** By Michael Green. During the Second World War, the Axis powers most prolifically the Germans, deployed a vast array of armored fighting vehicles to support their tanks and infantry. With informative text and rare photos, this volume covers types of military vehicles. Essential reading for collectors and model makers. 208 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

**DVR 4763832 HELLFIRE BOYS: The Birth of the U.S. Chemical Warfare Service and the Race for the World’s Deadliest Weapons.** By Theo Emery. Drawing from years of research, Emery brilliantly explores how World War I quickly spiraled into a chemists’ war, one led by the companies of young American engineers turned soldiers who would become known as the "Hellfire Boys." 16 pages of photos. 535 pages. Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $4.95

**DVR 4767223 WORLD WAR II: 100th Anniversary Collection.** Fullscreen. Discover the courage, honor, and sacrifices of 100 years of fighting as this collection of the compelling documentary series WWII – 20 programs in all. Includes: WWII – The War To End All Wars; War Birds Over The Trenches; and The Great War. In Color and B&W. Over 22 hours on six DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.98 $7.95

**DVR 6743141 THE 12TH MAN: A WWII Epic of Survival.** By A.K. Scott & T. Haug. The only survivor of an attack by the Germans, Jan Baalsrud begins a journey to freedom, swimming icy fjords, climbing peaks, enduring snowstorms, and getting caught in a monstrous avalanche. More than sixty people took their lives in order to free him. This is a real-life survival story. Photos. 352 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

**DVR 476132X WORLD WAR II: Behind Closed Doors.** Widescreen. This series tells the true story of Stalin’s encounters—first with the Nazis and then with Churchill and Roosevelt—considering the formation of World War II and the fate of Europe. Stars Aleksey Petrenko, Bob Gunton and Paul Humpoletz. English SDH. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. BBC. $5.95

**DVR 4748727 THREE DAYS AT THE BRINK: FDR’s Daring Gamble to Win World War II.** By Bret Baier with C. Whitney. With new details discovered in rarely seen transcripts, oral histories, and declassified State Department and presidential documents from the Franklin D. Roosevelt Library, Baier illuminates the complex character of Roosevelt, revealing a man who grew into his role and accepted the greatest challenge an American president since Lincoln had faced. 16 pages of photos. 434 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

**DVR 4789420 HOW CHURCHILL SAVED CIVILIZATION: The Epic Story of 13 Years That Almost Destroyed the Civilized World.** By John Hart. From the leader’s failed vision of appeasement of Hitler to the final outcome of World War II, the author examines the consequences of his actions and the fascinating and terrifying story of how the world nearly ended in the 1940s is revealed. Hart writes this as a caution to a new generation, proposing that it could easily happen again as mankind stands at the edge of another world war. 6 pages of photos. 354 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95


3961566 NAZI STEEL: Friedrich Flick and German Expansion in Western Europe, 1940-1944. By Marcus O. Jones. This account of the activities of the German industrialist Friedrich Flick serves as an example of Nazi economic and occupational policies and their impact on the broader political and bureaucratic influences. This study offers valuable insights into the relationship between political and corporate power in WWII and in the modern age. Photos. 176 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $29.95 $5.95

* 3946818 WALTHER P.38. By Stephane G. Guillaum. Although the German Wehrmacht at the end of 1939, more than 1.2 million P.38s were manufactured up to 1945. This volume presents the design, manufacturing, and development of the various models. Includes close-up views of numerous parts, as well as a visual breakdown of the weapon. Accessories are also featured. 80 pages. Schiffer. 9½x12½ $21.95

* 4683242 THE ITALIAN EXECUTIONERS: The Genocide of the Jews of Italy. By Simon Lewis Sullam. Presents an unforgettable account of how ordinary Italians actively participated in the deportation of Italy’s Jews between 1943 and 1945. While most historians have long described Italians as relatively protective of Jews, Sullam tells a very different story. 186 pages. Princeton. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $13.95

* 3972526 THE HOME FRONT POCKET MANUAL 1939-1945. Ed. by Lucinda Gosling. Brings together articles from contemporary magazines including Britannia & Eve and The Illustrated Sporting and Dramatic news on all aspects of the home front in World War II. These fascinating articles cover how to drive in a black-out; how to augment rationed foods; how to taxied to the nearest indoor meals; and more. Illus. 160 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95


* 476465X THE GREAT ESCAPER: The Life and Death of Roger Bushell. By Simon Pearson. Very rare material about Bushell and his escape mission from Japanese captivity. Includes exclusive interviews with the actor Leslie Howard, who had returned from Hollywood to England to help the British war effort. This is Colin’s explosive investigation into the incident, which includes interviews with former Luftwaffe personnel. 16 pages of photos. 233 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

466213X THE WASHINGTON WAR: FDR’s Inner Circle and the Politics of How That Won World War II. By James Lacey. Based on years of research and archival resources, this is the first integrated, comprehensive chronicle of how many elements clashed—and ultimately coalesced–at each vital turning point, and is the definitive account of Washington at war, and the titanic political and bureaucratic infighting that miraculously led to final victory. Photos. 567 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

* 3990875 FLIGHT: The Mystery of Leslie Howard. By Simon Lewis Sullam. On June 8, 1943, the plane en route from Lisbon to Britain, was shot down over the Bay of Biscay by German aircraft. Among the dead was the actor Leslie Howard, who had returned from Hollywood to England to help the British war effort. This is Colin’s explosive investigation into the incident, which includes interviews with former Luftwaffe personnel. 16 pages of photos. 233 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

* 4822722 HOW TO KILL A PANTHER TANK: Unpublished Scientific Reports from the Second World War. By Craig Moore. Using only original official period documents from the Second World War this volume tries to provide the reader with the same information on the Panzer V Panther tank that was available to British and Commonwealth senior officers and tank crews during the war. 224 pages. Fonthill. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $7.95 $4.95

* 4770234 THE BOMBER MAFIA: A Dream, a Temptation, and the Longest Night of the Second World War. By Malcolm Gladwell. Reexamines moments from history and asks whether we got it right the first time. Gladwell steps back from the heat of the moment to consider the long-term consequences of our decisions and asks. Was it worth it? The attack was the brainchild of General Curtis LeMay, whose scorched earth tactics cost tens of thousands of civilian lives, but may have spared the Allies an expensive and unnecessary invasion. 240 pages. Little, Brown. Pub at $27.00 $19.95

* 3962253 SOVIET TANK UNITS, 1939-45: Identification Guide. By David Porter. Featuring more than 250 same scale, full color artworks with full specifications describing every major armored fighting vehicle used by the Red Army during World War II, this is a comprehensive, authoritative guide for both the military modeler and World War II enthusiast. 192 pages. Amber. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95
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- **4795156 THE GOOD GERMANS: Resisting the Nazis 1933-1945.** By Catrine Clay. Many ordinary Germans found the courage to resist, in the full knowledge that they could be sent to indefinite incarceration, torture or outright execution. Clay argues that it was a much greater number than was ever formally recorded: teachers, lawyers, factory and dock workers, farmers, housewives, shopkeepers, church members, trade unionists, army officers, aris-tocrats, and more. Illus. 404 pages. Weidenfeld & Nicolson. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

- **471613 THE RATLINE.** By Philippe Sands. An extraordinary and riveting work of told up-close through access to a unique trove of family correspondence between Baron Otto von Wachter–Viennese lawyer, husband, father, Nazi, senior SS officer, co-conspirator, creator and overseer of the Krakow ghetto–and his wife. Part historical detective story, part love story, and part Cold War espionage thriller. Illus. 417 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

- **4781120 THE DUTCH RESISTANCE REVEALED: The Inside Story of Storm & Betrayal.** By Jos Scharrer. As well as introducing a large cast of resistance workers, double agents and Nazis, Scharrer describes many of the operations, successful and disastrous, and analyzes the results. This gripping true account of extraordinary heroism and betrayal demonstrates both the best and worst of human conduct in extreme conditions. 16 pages of photos. 182 pages. Pen & Sword. $39.95 $9.95

- **3861945 THE RISING SUN IN THE PACIFIC, 1931-1942.** By Samuel Eliot Morison. Volume three in this series examines the incidents that began the Pacific War, starting with an examination of Japan’s motives and internal conflicts over pursuing war with the United States. Monton presents a compelling account of the early years of the war from the attack on Pearl Harbor to the Doolittle raid on Tokyo. Maps & photos. 411 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $25.95 $19.99


- **3837707 AMERICAN ARMOR IN THE PACIFIC.** By Mike Guardia. Explores the role of American armor in the Pacific War, exploring the evolution of both the American and Japanese armored forces, the development and capabilities of the tanks used during the war, and their part in the ferocious battles fought in the Pacific between 1942 and 1945. Fully illus. 128 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

- **DVO 4837851 WORLD WAR SPEED: Secrets of the Dead, Widescreen.** It’s long been formally recorded: teachers, lawyers, factory and dock workers, farmers, housewives, shopkeepers, church members, trade unionists, army officers, aris-tocrats, and more. Illus. 404 pages. Weidenfeld & Nicolson. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

- **4730509 PANZER III. German Army Light Tank—Operation Barbarossa, 1941.** By Dennis Oliver. Using archive photographs and meticulously researched color illustrations, Oliver examines the Pzkw III and the units that operated this deservedly famous armored vehicle along a 1,000 mile front during the battles of Operation Barbarossa, the German invasion of the Soviet Union. A great resource for military modelers. 64 pages. Pen & Sword. $17.95

- **4735153 TIGER I AND TIGER II TANKS: TankCraft 25.** By Dennis Oliver. Uses archive photographs and painstakingly researched, exquisitely presented color illustrations to examine the very powerful tank that played a significant role in major battles and also the units that operated them. Great for the military modeler with a gallery of outstanding models for inspiration. 64 pages. Pen & Sword. $17.95

- **4871537 JAGDPANZER IV. German Army and Waffen-SS Tank Destroyers—Western Front, 1944-1945.** By Dennis Oliver. Using contemporary photographs and meticulously researched, superbly presented color and monochrome illustrations, Oliver tells the story of these self-propelled anti-tank guns and the units which operated them in the German defense of the Western Front. Includes a gallery of photographs models. 64 pages. Pen & Sword. $17.95

- **3981349 WORLD WAR II GERMAN SUPER-HEAVY GUN.** New Vanguard 280. By M. Romanych & M. Rupp. With superbly detailed artwork of the guns, their components, and deployment, this is an essential guide to these super-weapons, exploring their history, development, and use in detail. 48 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $19.00 $14.95

- **2916738 THE GREAT DESERT ESCAPE.** By Keith Warren Lloyd. Briggs to light a little-known escape by 25 determined German soldiers from an American prisoner of war camp in 1944. At the camp at Papago Park, just outside of Phoenix, the disciplined Germans tunnelled unnoticed through rock-hard soil and crossed the unforgiving desert heading for Mexico, and sympathizers who would get them back to the Fatherland. 16 pages of photos. 261 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95

- **471296X THE GREAT DESERT ESCAPE.** By Keith Warren Lloyd. Briggs to light a little-known escape by 25 determined German soldiers from an American prisoner of war camp in 1944. At the camp at Papago Park, just outside of Phoenix, the disciplined Germans tunnelled unnoticed through rock-hard soil and crossed the unforgiving desert heading for Mexico, and sympathizers who would get them back to the Fatherland. 16 pages of photos. 261 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95


- **3835782 MENGELE: Unmasking the “Angel of Death.”** By David G. Marwell. Describes the medical experiments that ended in a cemetery in Sao Paulo, Brazil, and the forensic investigation that produced overwhelming evidence that Mengele had died, but failed to convince many. This is a riveting story of science without limits, escape without freedom, and resolution without justice. Photos. 432 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.00 $9.95

- **4820827 MENGELE: Unmasking the “Angel of Death.”** By David G. Marwell. Describes the medical experiments that ended in a cemetery in Sao Paulo, Brazil, and the forensic investigation that produced overwhelming evidence that Mengele had died, but failed to convince many. This is a riveting story of science without limits, escape without freedom, and resolution without justice. Photos. 432 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.00 $9.95

- **4769775 THE TIGER FAMILY.** By Horst Scheibert. A photographic study that covers the development and use of the tiger family of armored fighting vehicles. 48 pages. Schiffer. $9.95

- **4796481 THE PANZER IV FAMILY.** By Horst Scheibert. Provides line drawings, period photographs, and history of development and engagements of the Panzer IV family. 48 pages. Schiffer. $19.95

- **4796473 THE PANTHER FAMILY.** By Horst Scheibert. Begins with the development of the Panther, then goes on to examine its various iterations: Panther (Type D, A, G), Panther Command Car, Panther Observation Car, and the Panther Ausf. E and Ausf. F. Full-color 48 pages. Schiffer. $11x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

- **3843000 HITLER’S TANKS: German Panzers of World War II.** Ed. by Chris McNab. Details the design and operational history of the light Panzer I and II, developed in 1939; the Panzer III (s) and IV, the Panzer II (s) and IV medium tanks and the iconic Panther; the Tiger; and the formidable King tiger, the heaviest tank to see combat in WWII. Well illus. 311 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $44.95 $14.99

- **4717643 THE PARTREROOP TRAING POCKET MANUAL 1939-45.** Ed. by Chris McNab. Featuring original manual diagrams and illustrations, plus new introductory text explaining the history and context of airborne warfare. McNab provides a detailed insight into the principles and practice of this unique type of combat. 160 pages. Cassini. Pub. at $4.95 $1.95

- **4786114 1943: Days of Peril, Year of Victory.** By Victor Brooks. Argues that the year 1943 marked a significant shift in the WWII balance of power from the Axis to Allied forces. Brooks presents the history of that year, when some of the most exciting and important moments occurred on the road to Allied victory. Photos. 226 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95
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Photographs captures the titanic struggle endured by these divisions, and EASTERN FRONT: Images of War is essential reading for any military history enthusiast. 16 pages of photos. 210 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95

**4842383** GERMAN TANK DESTROYERS. By Pierre Titeux. From the early days of World War II, it was clear that the Wehrmacht’s antitank units would need to be motorized as existing horse or automobile drawn units were too slow to engage in battle. Improvising them as the war wore on and the Germans had to come up with something more powerful than the Russians. Some of these conversions were very successful. Photos. 192 pages. Casemate. 8 x 10 x 4/. Pub at $39.95

**4858844** SICILY ’43: The First Assault on Fortress Europe. By James Holland. A powerful and dramatic account by a master military historian based on his own battlefield studies in Sicily and on much new research, in this comprehensive examination Holland fills a major gap in the narrative history of World War II. 16 pages of photos. 598 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Pub. at $30.00

**3785625** PETSAMO AND KIRKENES 1944: Campaign 343. By David Greentree. The full story of the Soviet amphibious landings to capture strategically significant port facilities and deep outfitting maneuvers, covered in detail, alongside the determined and skillful resistance of the elite Gebirgsjager. With over 100 photographs and an equal number of maps. 256 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $24.00

**4784521** THE HISTORICAL DRAMA OF THE GERMAN ARMED FORCES IN THE WEST.– From the Fall of France to the Battle of Normandy, 1940-1944. By Reinhard Gerbold. The last twenty months of World War II in the West. Images of the elite Gebirgsjager. With over 300 photographs. Widescreen. Nearly two million men from across the world were recruited to fight in WW II under the service of their emperor. Few remember them or their contribution, and even fewer remember the dark side—the incompetent, negligent and even criminal actions that were overlooked or ignored. The story of the elite Gebirgsjager. Well illustrated alongside the determined and skillful resistance of the Gebirgsjager. With over 100 photographs and an equal number of maps. 256 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $24.00

**4675096** THE HISTORY OF THE PANZERJAGER, VOLUME 2: From Stalingrad to Berlin 1943-45. By Thomas Anderson. Describes and illustrates the history and conduct of operations of the Panzerjager artillery and their changing role from the initial German invasion of the Soviet Union in 1941, through the highly mobile war in the North African desert against the British, before focusing on the increasingly desperate struggle in the east as the superior weight of Soviet numbers pushed the German army all the way back to Berlin. Well illus. 288 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $40.00

**3992225** THE KING OF NAZI PARIS: Henri Lafont and the Secret Nazi Army of Paris. By Christopher Othen. In this fascinating portrait of a misunderstood but vital figure, Othen excavates the true story of Henri Lafont, his clan of criminal misfits rampaged across the French capital and left a trail of devastation in their wake. He vividly depicts how the gang robbed and murdered their way through WWII under the cover of fighting the French colonial masters and Japanese sailors in service of their emperor. Few remember them or their sacrifice. CC. Over three hours. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95. Widescreen. 8 x 10 x 4. pub. at $29.95

**4637447** THE RED ARMY IN COMBAT 1941-1945: Eastern Front from Primary Sources. Ed. by Bob Carruthers. This compilation of wartime battlefield reports drawn from Russian and German sources features topics such as anti-tank measures, cavalry tactics, the development of front guard units, parachute battalions, mortar formations, infantry tactics, and more. Photos. 140 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**4783956** PANZER ROLLEN: The Logistics of a Panzer Division from Primary Sources. Ed. by Bob Carruthers. Two volumes gathered together in this publication were originally published by the German War Office and then reprinted in 1966. In the rare cases where they also provide a rare glimpse into the methodology underlying the operation of an armoured division from the German perspective. This is essential reading for any military history enthusiast. 16 pages of photos. 127 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

**7434744** THE RED ARMY IN COMBAT 1941-1945: Eastern Front from Primary Sources. Ed. by Bob Carruthers. This compilation of wartime battlefield reports drawn from Russian and German sources features topics such as anti-tank measures, cavalry tactics, the development of front guard units, parachute battalions, mortar formations, infantry tactics, and more. Photos. 140 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**4859219** ARMAGEDDON 1944-1945, VOLUME 3: With the Far East. By Peter Hammen. The last twenty months of WWII II in the Asia Pacific are laid out in this riveting narrative, forming the first truly international account of the epic conflict that brought Hirohito’s Japan to its knees and gave rise to the modern world increasingly dominated by the intensifying rivalry between the U.S. and China. 22 pages of photos. 239 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $34.95

**4675096** THE HISTORY OF THE PANZERJAGER, VOLUME 2: From Stalingrad to Berlin 1943-45. By Thomas Anderson. Describes and illustrates the history and conduct of operations of the Panzerjager artillery and their changing role from the initial German invasion of the Soviet Union in 1941, through the highly mobile war in the North African desert against the British, before focusing on the increasingly desperate struggle in the east as the superior weight of Soviet numbers pushed the German army all the way back to Berlin. Well illus. 288 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $40.00

**4992081** THE JUNGLE WAR AGAINST THE JAPANESE: From the Veterans Fighting in Asia 1941-45. By Tim Heath. He tells the story of the jungle war against the Japanese, which was arguably one of the worst and most violent campaigns of WWII. Demonstrates that many of the battles were fought by the Japanese. With over 235 photographs and maps. 252 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95

**4801881** MYTHS AND LEGENDS OF THE EASTERN FRONT: Reassessing the Great Patriotic War. By Boris Sokolov. As Sokolov shows in this powerful and thought-provoking study, the heroic and tragic side of the war is highlighted while the dark side—the incompetent, negligent and even criminal actions are overlooked or ignored. The story of the elite Gebirgsjager. Well illustrated alongside the determined and skillful resistance of the Gebirgsjager. With over 100 photographs and an equal number of maps. 256 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95

**4860248** THE INTERRA FORCES IN THE WEST. From Bessarabia to Asia Pacific are laid out in this riveting narrative, forming the first truly international account of the epic conflict that brought Hirohito’s Japan to its knees and gave rise to the modern world increasingly dominated by the intensifying rivalry between the U.S. and China. 22 pages of photos. 239 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $34.95

**4824153** LIMITATION OF QUARTERS. SS PANZER DIVISIONS ON THE EASTERN FRONT. By Bob Carruthers. Follows the path of the 1st SS Panzer Division, 2nd SS Panzer Division, 3rd SS Panzer Division, and 5th SS Panzer Division. This exceptional collection of photographs captures the titanic struggle endured by these divisions, and the chaos of events that set in motion that proved so critical in shaping the fate of WWII. 144 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95
States entered the war, they returned to fight for their adopted homeland from Nazi-occupied Europe and resettled in America. After the United States entered the war in 1942, as the war moved onto the Italian mainland. Photos.


3960404 A DEADLY LEGACY: German Jews and the Great War. By Tim Grady. Explores fully the lives of German Jews both, at home and at the front during the Great War. In tracing a different path from the frontline trenches of the WWI to the death camps of WWII, this uncovers the dangerous legacy that Jews and other Germans created together, sowing seeds for its rise to power. 16 pages of photos. 291 pages.

Yale. Pub. at $30.00

PRICE CUT to $5.95

3963187 AMERICAN GUIDED MISSILES OF WORLD WAR II: New Vanguard 283. By Steven J. Zaloga. Examines the principal axes of missile development for the major combatants, from ballistic missiles, glide bombs, radio-controlled bombs, electro-optically controlled bombs, and the eventual first steps toward surface to surface ballistic missiles. Well illus... some in color. 48 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00

PRICE CUT to $11.95

4751620 ALLIED TANK ENCYCLOPEDIA 1944-1945: New Vanguard 294. By Steven J. Zaloga. Packed with meticulous new artwork, this reference explores the qualities, organization, strengths, and weaknesses of the major British, Canadian and American tank forces as well as those of the smaller Allied units in Normandy, and reveals how they really fought in the battle to retake Western Europe. 48 pages. Osprey.

Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00

4652987 THE FRENCH 75: New Vanguard 288. By Steven J. Zaloga. Explores the history of the “Sauvade-quinte,” (the legendary 75mm M1897) from its design and development to its combat use around the world. Well illus... some in color. 48 pages. Osprey.

Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00

3890864 JAPES RECLAIMED: A Story of Russia and Resistance in Nazi Germany. By Mark Roseman. This story of a resilient group that risked everything reveals the painful choices and compromises that even the most morally upright citizen had to face in Nazi Germany. It makes a plea that we must remember just how much all of us, not just the Jews, contributed to the resistance but also the small, seemingly insignificant acts of kindness and assistance that sustain the bonds of humanity. 16 pages of photos. 331 pages. Metropolitan. Pub. at $30.00

PRICE CUT to $4.95

394688X LVT (A1) AMTRAC: The Medium Type Land Vehicle Amphibious Tractor of World War II. By David Doyle. Originally developed as a swamp rescue vehicle, the LVT was widely used in the Allied island hopping campaign in the Pacific during World War II. Through dozens of archival photos as well as detailed photographs of some of the finest examples of these vehicles, this iconic landing vehicle is explored, and its history explained. 112 pages.

Schiffer. Pub. at $19.99

PRICE CUT to $14.95

4735013 M3 LEE GRANT. By David Doyle. The most detailed study yet presented, of the M3 Lee/Grant tanks, lavishly illustrating the development, production, and use of these iconic vehicles by U.S. Commonwealth, and Russian forces during WWII. 471 pages. AFV Modeller. 8½x12. Pub at $79.95

$59.95

372364X M36/M36B1 TANK DESTROYER: Images of War. By David Doyle. Going into WWII, the prevailing strategy of the U.S. command was that tanks were not to be engaged enemy tanks in combat, rather, they were to be the armored spearhead to breach enemy positions. Enemy tanks were to be dealt with by specialized weapons, aptly named tank hunters, in order to destroy the enemy tank hunter itself, and its history is explained. 112 pages.

Schiffer. Pub. at $16.95

3946746 PANZERKAMPFWAGEN III: Germany’s Early World War II Main Tank. By David Doyle. The Panther III is as more commonly known, was a fact, the most famous medium tank of World War II. Through over 160 photos, this volume chronicles the design, development, and deployment of this ubiquitous German tank. A complete, easy to read text and detailed captions expose the mysteries of this iconic tank. 128 pages.

Schiffer. Pub. at $16.95

3758583 TIGERS I AND II: Germany’s Most Feared Tanks of World War II. By David Doyle. Germany’s Tiger tank, whether in the form of the Tiger I or later Tiger II, was the most feared tank of WWll. Through more than 175 photos, this volume describes the development and deployment of this famous German tank. 112 pages.

Schiffer. Pub. at $16.95
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HOW IT INFLUENCED HIS DECISIONS. 387 PAGES. JEWISH PUBLIC LIBRARY. PAPERBOUND. PUB. AT $29.95

PRICE CUT TO $15.95

4712955 GERMAN 88MM GUN VS ALLIED ARMOUR: North Africa 1941-43. By D. Greenstreet & D. Campbell. This study describes the duel between Allied armor and the 8.8cm Flak, and the developments in tactics and technology that took place between 1941 and 1943. Among the actions covered are Operation Crusader, the Gazala battles in June 1942, and El Alamein and Sidi Bou Zid in the 1943 Tunisian campaign. Well illus. in color, 80 pages. OSPREY. PAPERBOUND. PUB. AT $22.00

PRICE CUT TO $21.95

4769830 140 DAYS TO HIROSHIMA: The Story of Japan's Last Chance to Avert Armageddon. By David Dean Barrett. Here are the secret strategy sessions, fierce debates, looming assassinations, and planned invasions that resulted in history's first use of nuclear weapons. Fully illus. 184 pages. OSPREY. PAPERBOUND. PUB. AT $17.99

PRICE CUT TO $9.95

4762135 BRITAIN AT BAY: The Epic Story of the Second World War, 1938-1941. By Alan Allport. A sweeping, groundbreaking epic that combines military with social history, to illuminate the welfare issues which Great Britain's military effort permanently transformed by the Second World War. 16 pages of photos. 590 pages. Knopf. PUB. AT $35.00

PRICE CUT TO $21.95

4719344 USMC MA22 SHERMAN VS JAPANESE TYPE 95 HA-GO: Duel 108. By Romain Caresiere with E. Gilbert. This illustrated volume the authors chart the design, development, specifications, and combat deployments of the MA22 and the Type 95 tanks. They also discuss how the differing tactics and approaches to armored warfare of the opposing sides soon became apparent in these deadly encounters. 80 pages. OSPREY. PAPERBOUND. PUB. AT $22.00

PRICE CUT TO $14.95

4701542 A HOUSE IN THE MOUNTAINS: The Women Who Made Italy Fight in World War II. By Mabel Kalmuss. In the summer of 1943, when Italy changed sides in the war and the Germans, now their enemies, occupied the north of the country, an Italian Resistance was born. For partisan women, it was a time of camaraderie and equality, pride and optimism. They proved to themselves and the world, and exceptional courage could be understood. Illus. 390 pages. Harper. PUB. AT $29.99

PRICE CUT TO $7.95

4717678 TREASON ‘EM ROUGH! The Birth of American Armor, 1917-20. By Dale E. Wilson. Brings the early days of the Tank Corps to life using eyewitness accounts from the archives at the Armor War College and elsewhere. Details the design and building of the first tanks, training of crew, the problems of working with nascent technology prone to frequent failure, and more. Photos: 70 illus. 472 pages. PUB. AT $32.95

PRICE CUT TO $9.95

4811518 TRUTH AND TRAGEDY, VOLUME VI: The Second World War, 1939-1945. By Winston S. Churchill. This work by Churchill is the sixth volume in a six-volume history of WWII. Remarkable for both its breadth and its depth, it is a personal account of Churchill's experiences, and this is universally acknowledged as a magnificent historical reconstruction and an enduring work of literature. Maps. 673 pages. HMH. PAPERBOUND. PUB. AT $25.00

PRICE CUT TO $17.95

4811399 CLOSING THE RING, VOLUME V: The Second World War. By Winston S. Churchill. This definitive work by Churchill is the second volume in a six-volume history of WWII. Remarkable for both its breadth and its depth, it is a personal account of Churchill's experiences, and this is universally acknowledged as a magnificent historical reconstruction and an enduring work of literature. Maps. 673 pages. HMH. PAPERBOUND. PUB. AT $25.00

PRICE CUT TO $17.95

4719352 VEHICLES OF THE LONG RANGE DESERT GROUP 1940-45: New Vanguard 291. By David Doyle. Over four hundred carefully selected vintage photographs from diverse and sometimes obscure collections around the world illustrate this catalog of Germany’s WWII armor in the hands of desert fighters. An ideal volume for the historian or modeler seeking a ready reference and illustrated overview. 322 pages. SKYHORSE. PUB. AT $35.00

PRICE CUT TO $11.95

472249X TO HELL WITH THE KAISER, VOLUME 1: America Prepares for War 1916-1918. By Alexander F. Barnes. This volume serves as a unique window through which to view the U.S. Army’s entry onto the world stage. Faced with the “Great War,” the country called upon its military leaders to prepare the Army for combat. What follows is the in-depth story of how the Doughboys were created and trained. Fully illus. 302 pages. SCHIFFER. PUB. AT $59.99

PRICE CUT TO $19.95

S&S. PUB. AT $27.00

4764120 THE JEWISH SHOULD KEEP QUIET: Franklin D. Roosevelt, Rabbi Stephen S. Wise, and the Holocaust. By Rafael Medoff. Based on recently discovered documents, Medoff reassesses the haws and whys behind the Franklin D. Roosevelt administration’s fait accompli policies during the Holocaust. He explores the sensitive question of what motivated FDR, and what his private sentiments toward Jews was and how it influenced his decisions. 387 pages. JEWISH PUBLIC LIBRARY. PAPERBOUND. PUB. AT $34.95

PRICE CUT TO $19.95

4764119 1939: A People’s History of the Second World War, 1939-1945. By Braddick & Byerley. The day to day experiences of ordinary citizens as well as those at the highest level were often highlighted in this rich and vivid narrative of Europe’s slide into the horrors of war. 16 pages of photos. 434 pages. Norton. PUB. AT $30.00

PRICE CUT TO $14.95

4795855 FALLOUT: The Hiroshima Cover-Up and the Reporter Who Revealed It to the World. By Lesley M.M. Blume. The author of the Pulitzer Prize–winning I Am American, a young reporter uncovered the truth behind the deadlier cover ups of the twenty century, the true effects of the atom bomb, potentially saving millions of lives. An engrossing detective story, as well as an important piece of hidden history that shows how one heroic reporter can still save the world. 16 pages of photos. 256 pages. S&S. PUB. AT $27.00

PRICE CUT TO $12.95

1939
**4751868 THE WESTERN FRONT: A History of the Great War, 1914-1918.** By Nick Lloyd. In this epic narrative history, Lloyd captures the horrific fighting on the Western Front, beginning with the surprise German offensive in Belgium in August 1914 and going through to the armistice of November 1918. 24 pages of photos, 657 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $35.00  
**PRICE CUT to $21.95**

---

**4715047 THE THIRD MAN: Churchill, Roosevelt, Mackenzie King, and the Untold Friendships That Won WWII.** By Neville Thompson. Frankly describes Mackenzie King, a fresh and engaging perspective on WWII and history's greatest partnership. Thompson offers a truly unique look at their abilities, the personal and often difficult relationships that won the war. 484 pages. Sutherland House. Pub. at $34.95  
**PRICE CUT to $21.95**

---

**DVD 4758129 BATTLE ZONE WWII.** This unprecedented WWII War Collector's treasury reveals the true stories behind some of the biggest and most important battles and military campaigns of the Second World War. This incredible three and a half hour video takes the viewer back in time through the battle of Stalingrad, the fall of Berlin and the liberation of Rome. 16 pages of photos, some in color. Total Content. Pub. at $14.95  
**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

---

**4678796 THE WAR BEHIND THE WIRE: Voices of the Veterans.** By Patrick Wilson. An inspiring collection of memories and experiences of those who never gave up hope. These will be as unforgettable for the reader as they were for those who found themselves in the hell of war. 224 pages. Illus. Pub. at $24.95  
**PRICE CUT to $17.95**

---

**4742222 STALAG XXA AND THE ENFORCED MARCH FROM POLAND.** By Stephen Wynne. Examines in detail what life was like in the camp, Stalag XXA, for those held there, which over the course of the war was home to more than 90,000 men including Polish, French, Belgians, British, Yugoslavians, Russians, Americans, Italians and Norwegians. 16 pages of photos. 157 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $21.95  
**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

---

**4801822 BETRAYED ALLY: China in the Great War.** By F. Wood & C. Amarden. Though distant, The Great War helped China emerge from humiliation and obscurity and take its first tentative steps as a full member of the global community where it is now so indispensably established. Paradoxically how this cataclysmic change came about and China’s role in The Great War has been largely neglected, and the authors rectify that here. 16 pages of illus. 194 pages; Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95  
**PRICE CUT to $16.95**

---

**4755273 NAZI CONCENTRATION CAMP OVERSEERS: Images of War.** By Ian Baxter. The Nazis' vast concentration camp network and, later, the "Final Solution" included many mass murder camps whose oversight was the responsibility it was. The use of " overseers" minimized costs and enabled the camps to run with fewer SS personnel. As this well researched resource describes, there were three principal groups of "helpers": the camps to run with fewer SS personnel. The use of " overseers" minimized costs and enabled the camps to run with fewer SS personnel. As this well researched resource describes, there were three principal groups of "helpers": the camp supervisors, the "overseers," and the "ordinary men and women who served under their direction." This book is a superb record of the Wehrmacht's Schwere Panzer Abteilung on operations between 1942 and 1945. 126 photographs, this history provides a superb record of the Wehrmacht's operations between 1942 and 1945. 126 photographs, this history provides a superb record of the Wehrmacht's operations between 1942 and 1945. 126 photographs, this history provides a superb record of the Wehrmacht's operations between 1942 and 1945. 126 photographs, this history provides a superb record of the Wehrmacht's operations between 1942 and 1945. 126 photographs, this history provides a superb record of the Wehrmacht's  
**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

---

**3863409 HOW CHURCHILL WAGED WAR.** By Allen Packwood. 16 pages of illus. 271 Frontline. Pub.  
**PRICE CUT to $21.95**

---

**3803780 HITLER'S INVASION OF EAST ANGLIA, 1940.** By Martin W. Bowman. 32 pages of photos. 274 Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95  
**PRICE CUT to $19.95**

---

**4784324 VOICES IN FLIGHT: Escaping Soldiers and Airmen of World War I.** By Martin W. Bowman. 32 pages of photos. 274 Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95  
**PRICE CUT to $19.95**

---

**3863352 HITLER’S HANGMEN: The Secret German Plot to Kill Churchill, December 1944.** By Brian Lett. Illus. 236 pages. Greenhill. Pub. at $34.95  
**PRICE CUT to $21.95**

---

**PRICE CUT to $19.95**

---

**PRICE CUT to $14.95**

---

**2009995 DEATH RIDE OF THE PANZERS: German Armor and the Retreat in the West 1944-45.** By Dennis Oliver. Well illus., some color. 205 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $29.99  
**PRICE CUT to $19.95**

---

**3856844 SURVIVORS: Battlefield Relics of WWII.** By Dan Porat. Photos. 245 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $34.95  
**PRICE CUT to $21.95**

---

**PRICE CUT to $6.95**

---

**4767470 LAST MISSION TO TOKYO: The Extraordinary Story of the First Women to Fight in Their Father’s Name.** By Michel Paradis. Photos. 469 pages. S&S.  
**PRICE CUT to $24.95**

---

**384305X GERMAANY IN THE GREAT WAR: The Opening Year.** By Joshua Bilton. 184 pages. Paperbound.  
**PRICE CUT to $18.95**

---

**PRICE CUT to $16.95**

---

**3845844 JOHN HUSTON WWI DOCUMENTARIES.** By Richard Lovett. 194 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95  
**PRICE CUT to $14.95**

---

**4783016 M12 GUN MOTOR CARRIAGE: Images of War.** By Patrick Kent. Illus. 240 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $29.95  
**PRICE CUT to $16.95**

---

**4783009 D-DAY: Invasion of France 1944.** By Simon & Schuster. 94 pages.  
**PRICE CUT to $7.95**

---

**3863417 HUNGARIAN ARMoured FIGHTING VEHICLES IN THE SECOND WORLD WAR: Images of War.** By Eduardo Manuel Gil Barris. 16 pages of photos. some in color. Pub. at $24.95  
**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

---

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

---

**3925064 LENIN ON THE TRAIN.** By Catherine Merridale. 16 pages of photos. 354 pages. Metropolitan. Pub. at $30.00  
**PRICE CUT to $14.95**
Hilter & the Nazis

**DVD 3841111 FINDING HITLER: Nazis and the Great Escape.** Includes Hitler's Great Escape, showing new evidence that reveals that Allied ground troops knew Hitler was still alive and helped conceal the truth that he was living in Argentina with his wife, Eva Braun. And 3rd Reich: Evil Deception, showing that nothing was off limits to the Nazi regime. Includes an unaired plan 15 minutes on two DVDs. Sector 5. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**3960498 Hilter and FILM: The Fuhrer's Hidden Passion.** By Bill Niven. In this highly original new study, Niven offers the first comprehensive exploration of Hitler's relationship with film in Nazi Germany. He argues that Hitler was much more than a passive consumer—he was keenly interested in the production, distribution, production, guidebooks, and technical manuals. Includes the many variants that saw action, with extensive coverage of its use in North Africa. 192 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $45.00 $14.95

**4734963 HITLER’S THIRD REICH IN 100 OBJECTS.** By Roger Moorhouse. Hitler’s Third Reich is still the focus of articles, books and films. no regime has prompted such a body of literature. Collated by one of the world’s leading historians on Nazism, this volume provides a comprehensive exploration of Hitler’s relationship with film in Nazi Germany. He argues that Hitler was much more than a passive consumer—he was keenly interested in the production, distribution, and revelatory guide to the Third Reich. Fully illus., most in color. 258 pages. Greenhill. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**4577116 THE DEVILS’ ALLIANCE: Hitler’s Pact with Stalin, 1939-1941.** By Roger Moorhouse. Combining comprehensive research with a gripping narrative, this volume is the definitive history of the Nazi-Soviet Pact—and a portrait of the people whose lives were irrevocably altered by Hitler and Stalin’s nefarious collaboration. Book Club Edition. 16 pages of photos. 382 pages. Basic. Orig. Pub. at $29.99 $5.95

**3896595 THE VOLKSWAGEN KUBELWAGEN TYPE 82 IN WORLD WAR II.** By Janusz Peskalkevicz. The famed WWII vehicle, the German equivalent of the American Jeep, is presented here in a superb collection of vintage photographs, and detailed text including testing, production, guidebooks, and technical manuals. Includes the many variants that saw action, with extensive coverage of its use in North Africa. 192 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $45.00 $14.95

**HITLER'S THIRD REICH IN 100 OBJECTS.** By Roger Moorhouse. Hitler’s Third Reich is still the focus of articles, books and films. no regime has prompted such a body of literature. Collated by one of the world’s leading historians on Nazism, this volume provides a comprehensive exploration of Hitler’s relationship with film in Nazi Germany. He argues that Hitler was much more than a passive consumer—he was keenly interested in the production, distribution, and revelatory guide to the Third Reich. Fully illus., most in color. 258 pages. Greenhill. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**4721926 THE GERMAN U-BOAT BASE AT LORIENT, FRANCE, VOL. 1.** By Luc Braeuer. Illustrated with over 600 photographs, this volume details the installation of the German navy at Lorient and the man of the pivotal events of the Second World War. The authors have reconstructed the major stages in the Battle of the Atlantic in which they participated. 176 pages. Schiffer. 12½x9¼. Pub. at $45.00 $14.95

**4721934 THE GERMAN U-BOAT BASE AT LORIENT, FRANCE, VOL. 2.** By Luc Braeuer. Illustrated with over 600 photographs, this volume details the installation of the German navy at Lorient and the man of the pivotal events of the Second World War. The authors have reconstructed the major stages in the Battle of the Atlantic in which they participated. 176 pages. Schiffer. 12½x9¼. Pub. at $45.00 $14.95

**4797620 WWII: Surprising Stories You Never Learned in History Class.** widescreen. This film will explore the desperate and bizarre actions of the Nazis at the end of the war that demonstrates the lengths to which the Nazis would go in order to rescue Holocaust prisoners, as well as the difficulties historians face in uncovering and making sense of such stories and the role the media played in declaring them fact. 50 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**3975452 Hilter's eastern Legions 1942-45: Elite 233.** By Nigel Thomas. Details the organization, campaign history, uniforms and insignia of the six Legions raised during 1942-1945 by the German Army from Red Army prisoners of war of Turkic, Caucasian and Volgograd, fully illus., some photos. 64 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00 $11.95

**476563X THE GOOD ASSASSIN: How a Mossad Agent and a Band of Survivors Hunted Down the Butcher of Latvia.** By Stephen Blackmore. In a thrilling undercover operation unique by even the most ardent of spy novels, Mossad agent and former Israeli special forces soldier Jacob Medad traveled to Brazil in an elaborate disguise, befriended Nazi criminal Herbert Cukurs, and earned his trust, while negotiations over the Nazi pardoned a boiling point. Photos included. 304 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

**3970891 UNHOLY ALLIANCE, THIRD REVISED EDITION: A History of Nazi Involvement with the Occult.** By Peter Levenda. Drawing on two hundred ritualistic texts practiced at the highest level of Nazi leadership, Levenda argues in this expose that Germany lost World War II, but the Nazi party—and particularly but not exclusively the SS—survived and moved their operations to North Africa, the Middle East, Latin America, and the United States. Illus. 447 pages. Ibis. Orig. Pub. at $29.99 $21.00

**4829611 THE NAZI MENACE: Hitler, Churchill, Roosevelt, Stalin, and the Road to War.** By Benjamin Carter Hett. Takes us behind the scenes in Berlin, London, Moscow and Washington, revealing the unsettled politics within each country in the wake of the German dictator's growing power. This book reveals the pitiful path by which anti-Nazi forces inside and outside Germany came to understand Hitler’s true menace to European civilization. 388 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $11.95

**466969X SOLDIERS OF BARBASSOSA: Combat, Genocide, and Everyday Experiences on the Eastern Front, June-December 1941.** By C.W.H. Luther & D. Stahel. The scope and scale of Operation Barbarossa, the German invasion of the Soviet Union, make it one of the pivotal events of the Second World War. The authors have reconstructed the 1941 campaign through eyewitness testimony, archive records, and interviews with more than two hundred German soldiers across all sectors of the Eastern Front. 16 pages of photos. 394 pages. Stackpole. Pub. at $39.95 $29.25

**4830474 THE GALLERY OF MIRACLES AND MADNESS: Insanity, Modernism, and Hitler’s War on Art.** By Charlie English. At the end of the First World War, German doctor Hans Prinzhorn collected a collection of psychiatric art that astonished and inspired the world. Hitler saw the modernism’s art interests as a threat. English chronicles the story of art and modernity’s strange coexistence with Schizophrenia, Nazi re-education, and Nazis use of that achievement to align his own genocidal ends. 304 pages. Random. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

**4721926 THE GERMAN U-BOAT BASE AT LORIENT, FRANCE, VOL. 1.** By Luc Braeuer. Illustrated with over 600 photographs, this volume details the installation of the German navy at Lorient and the man of the pivotal events of the Second World War. The authors have reconstructed the major stages in the Battle of the Atlantic in which they participated. 176 pages. Schiffer. 12½x9¼. Pub. at $45.00 $14.95

**4721934 THE GERMAN U-BOAT BASE AT LORIENT, FRANCE, VOL. 2.** By Luc Braeuer. Illustrated with over 600 photographs, this volume details the installation of the German navy at Lorient and the man of the pivotal events of the Second World War. The authors have reconstructed the major stages in the Battle of the Atlantic in which U-boats were operating and particularly the surprise attacks on merchant traffic along the American coast. 176 pages. Schiffer. 12½x9¼. Pub. at $45.00 $14.95

**DVD 2904772 Hilter’s Forgotten Nazis: Foreign Soldiers of the Third Reich.** Fullscreen. Provides a brand new look at the “foreign fighters” who swelled the ranks of the SS, Hailing from every part of German-occupied Europe, not to mention North Africa, the Middle East, and India, this group eventually numbered upwards of 535,000 men. Also includes a 24 page booklet. Color and B&W. Over 7 hours on four DVDs. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $19.98 $3.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/863 – 33 –
Hitler & the Nazis

★ 3972437 THE 12TH SS, VOLUME ONE: The History of the Hitler Youth Panzer Division. By Hubert Meyer. Recruited from the ranks of the Hitler Youth organization, the 12th SS Panzer Division was the WWII’s most feared and fanatical units—consisted largely of seventeen and eighteen year old Nazi-indoctrinated boys. Meyer, who served as an officer in the 12th SS, tells their story. He never repudiated the 12th SS or his service in the division. Illus. 580 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95. PRICE CUT to $14.95

★ 4839140 HITLER STRIKES NORTH: The Nazi Invasion of Norway & Denmark, 9 April 1940. By J. Greene & A. Massignani. Involves the dictatorial Benito Mussolini, whose 1940 invasion of Ethiopia had been soundly beaten. This fresh account begins with the arrival of the largely unprepared German formations, soon to be beaten by disease and heavily reliant upon captured material. 265 pages, 28 line drawings. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95


★ 4793173 HITLER’S GIRLS. Doves Amongst Pigeons. By Tim Heath. Concentrating purely on the role of German girls in Hitler’s Third Reich, we learn of their home lives, schooling, exploitation and eventual militarization from first-hand accounts of women who were indoctrinated into the Jung Madel and Bund Deutscher Madel as young girls. An insight into their lives. 16 pages of photos. 240 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $32.95

★ 4783271 WOMEN OF THE THIRD REICH: From Camp Guards to Combatants. By Tim Heath. From camp guards to combatants and typists to telephone operators, the author shines a light on the experience and activities of women emboldened in the Third Reich. Every testimony from these women is unique, each person a victim of circumstance entwined within the thorns of an ideological obligation. 16 pages of photos. 250 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $32.95


★ 3969850 SOLLERS TO THE LAST DAY. By Denis Havel. Based on German sources, in particular the rare divisional and regimental histories, this volume presents the German view of the war from inside divisional headquarters. It’s a tale of time, a story of the bitter fighting in the end, and betrayal. Maps & photos. 269 pages. Fonthill. Pub. at $40.00

★ 397993X HITLER’S HOUSEWIVES. By Tim Heath. Hitler’s housewives experienced mixed fortunes throughout the years of the Second World War. Those whose loved ones went off to war never to return, those who lost children not only to the influences of the Hitler Youth but the Allied bombing; those who were captured by the combined forces of the German and Allied armies were sent to a workhouse or internment camp. The brave and those who would serve above and beyond on the German home front. 16 pages of photos. 204 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95

★ 3780031 WOMEN OF THE THIRD REICH: From Camp Guards to Combatants. By Tim Heath. From camp guards to combatants and typists to telephone operators, the author shines a light on the experience and activities of women emboldened in the Third Reich. Every testimony from these women is unique, each person a victim of circumstance entwined within the thorns of an ideological obligation. 16 pages of photos. 250 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $32.95
Hitler & the Nazis

**4734866 GENERAL ERICH HOEPNER: A Military Biography.** By W. Chales de Beaufille. Provides insight into Erich Hoepner’s ability as a panzer commander, painting a picture of a man who was committed to the military profession, who possessed a strong sense of responsibility, and who was confident enough to exercise his own will. Maps. 252 pages. Case matte. Pub. at $45.00

**PRICE CUT to $27.95**

**397619X TOTAL UNDERSEA WAR: The Evolutionary Role of the Schnorkel in Dönitz’s U-Boat Fleet 1944-1945.** By Donald W. Schrail. This exhaustive study draws upon wartime documents from archives around the world to re-evaluate the key factor of the U-boat’s deployment and it provides answers to many long-standing questions. This work is destined to become the authoritative reference for students of naval history. Illus. 416 pages. Seaforth. Paperbound. $5.95

**3813002 ASSAULT ON MOSCOW 1941: The Offensive, the Battle, the Set-Back.** By Werner Haupt. Maps & photos, some in color. 224 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $35.00


**4715556 HITLER’S WAR BENEATH THE WAVES.** By Michael Fitzgerald. Illus. 256 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound. $5.95


**394980X NARVIK: The Struggle of Battle Group Dietl in the Defeat of the German Sixth Army in Fjord Norway, Spring 1940.** By Robert Smith. 313 pages. Riverhead. Pub. at $29.95


**3912264 NAZI GERMANY: History Examined.** By Patrick Desbois. In this exhaustive study, the author paints an overarching portrait of the Nazi regime and their actions during WWII. In this blood-chilling follow-up, he documents mass killings in seven countries formerly part of the Soviet Union that were invaded by Nazi Germany. 16 pages of photos, some color. 281 pages. Arcade. Pub. at $24.95

**PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**3777556 TRUE CHIMNEYS: A Woman’s Survivor’s True Story of Auschwitz.** By Olga Lengyel. A survivor of the Holocaust tells frankly and without compromise, one of the most horrifying stories of all time. This true, documented chronicle is a testament to the day-to-day record of a woman who survived the nightmare of Auschwitz and Birkenau. 231 pages. Academy Chicago. Paperbound. $11.95

**4806735 STOLEN WORDS: The Nazi Plunder of Jewish Books.** By Mark Gluckman. The story of how a late-19th-century collection of Jewish books was scattered throughout the world–tens of millions of books that the Nazis looted from European Jewish families and institutions. It is the story of Jews struggling to understand the new realities of their post-Holocaust world, and most of all, it is a story of people. Illus. 327 pages. Jewish Publication Society. Pub. at $29.95

**3721612 THE PLATEAU.** By Maggie Pasco. In a remote pocket of Nazi-held France, ordinary people risked their lives to rescue many hundreds of strangers, mostly Jewish children. Pasco, an anthropologist, arrives in this barely explored place to explore the phenomenon of saving. This story is a deeply inspiring journey into the central conundrum of our time. 358 pages. Riverhead. Pub. at $28.00

**4864737 THE CUT OUT GIRL.** By Bart van Es. In this deeply moving true story of a young Jewish girl who took refuge in an underground network of foster families, the author reveals how a girl, forced into hiding, followed her father’s intensely harrowing childhood with the present-day account of his efforts to piece together–and bring the ghosts of the past back into the light. Photos. 298 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

**2912126 SUZANNE’S CHILDREN: A Daring Rescue in Nazi Paris.** By Anne Nelson. The inspiring story of Suzanne Spaak and her audacious rescue of hundreds of Jewish children from deportation to Nazi Paris to Auschwitz. This powerful tale offers a rare and too often overlooked account of the Jewish resistance in France and its desperate efforts to alert the world to the Holocaust. 16 pages of photos. 318 pages. S.S. Pub. at $25.00

**3755008 THE UNWANTED: Auschwitz, and a Village Caught in Between.** By Michael Dobbs. The intimate account of a small village on the edge of the Black Forest whose Jewish families desperately pursued American visas to flee the Nazis. A story of incredible sacrifice, struggle, wisdom, and the U.S. government’s inability to meet the needs of its ambassador’s son. This Holocaust story vividly captures the experiences of a small community struggling to survive. Illus. 346 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $29.95

**4700962 999: The Extraordinary Young Women of the first Official Jewish Refugees to the U.S.** By Michael Wiener. March 25, 1942, nearly a thousand young Jewish women, many of them teenagers, boarded a train in Poprad, Slovakia. Believing they were going to work in a factory for a few months, they were eager to report for government service and left their parents’ homes wearing their best clothes. Instead, they were sent to Auschwitz. Only a few would survive. This is their story, 16 pages of photos. 438 pages. Citadel. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

**6822797 THE JEWISH RESISTANCE: Uprisings Against the Nazis in World War II.** By Paul Roland. The story of Jewish resistance throughout the German-occupied territories. From the hands of the Nazis during World War II and instead put up heroic resistance. This work reveals a little known chapter of history and uncovers many stories of anti-Nazi, anti-Fascist and anti-German resistance by the Jews. Illus. Sirius. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

**4855326 THE FATHERLAND AND THE JEWS.** By Alfred Wiener. Autumn 1918. Alfred Wiener was a demobilized soldier, on his way home. The people had been promised victory, and were given a scapegoat in the Jews. Wiener tells us what he saw and heard: posters, pamphlets, articles and speeches linking nationalism, or even patriotism, with anti-Semitism. 143 pages. First Edition. Pub. at $12.95

**477115X HITLER’S DEATH CAMPAIGN IN OCCUPIED POLAND: Images of War.** By Ian Baxter. Unprecedented as it is, this present generation needed to be reminded of man’s inhumanity to man, it only to ensure such atrocities will never be repeated. This collection of photos aims to do just that by tracing the history of the so-called Final Solution and the building and operation of the concentration camps. 121 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95

**2841096 IN BROAD DAYLIGHT: The Secret Procedures Behind the Holocaust by Bullets.** By Patrick Desbois. In _The Holocaust by Bullets_, the author documented the brutal murder of 71,000 civilians and soldiers by the SS during WWII. In this follow-up, he documents mass killings in seven countries formerly part of the Soviet Union that were invaded by Nazi Germany. 16 pages of photos, some color. 281 pages. Arcade. Pub. at $24.95

**PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**3758273 ATLAS OF THE BLITZKRIEG 1939-41.** By G. Goff. Maps. 396 pages. Seaforth. Paperbound. $5.95

**4700962 999: The Extraordinary Young Women of the first Official Jewish Refugees to the U.S.** By Michael Wiener. March 25, 1942, nearly a thousand young Jewish women, many of them teenagers, boarded a train in Poprad, Slovakia. Believing they were going to work in a factory for a few months, they were eager to report for government service and left their parents’ homes wearing their best clothes. Instead, they were sent to Auschwitz. Only a few would survive. This is their story, 16 pages of photos. 438 pages. Citadel. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

**6822797 THE JEWISH RESISTANCE: Uprisings Against the Nazis in World War II.** By Paul Roland. Threatened with extermination, many Jews used all the means in their power to resist. March 25, 1942, nearly a thousand young Jewish women, many of them teenagers, boarded a train in Poprad, Slovakia. Believing they were going to work in a factory for a few months, they were eager to report for government service and left their parents’ homes wearing their best clothes. Instead, they were sent to Auschwitz. Only a few would survive. This is their story, 16 pages of photos. 438 pages. Citadel. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00
Holocaust

4756061 THE GhettoS Of NAZI-OCCUPIED POLAND: Images of War. By Ian Baxter. Using contemporary photographs this well researched and inevitably harrowing volume shows the harsh and dehumanizing conditions under which up to a million Jews were kept in these restricted areas. In reality, the ghettos were holding areas prior to the transportation to concentration, extermination and work camps. 128 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95

$19.95


$21.95

4752473 WARSAW Ghetto POLICE: The Jewish Resistance During the Nazi Occupation. By Katarzyna Person. Featuring testimonies of members of the Jewish Order Service and of others who could see them as they themselves could not. Person brings these impossible situations to life. The narrative also demonstrates how a community chooses to remember those whose allegiances did not seem clear. Photos. 232 pages. Cornell. Pub. at $32.95

$26.95

3863395 HOLOCAUST: The Nazis’ Wartime Jewish Atrocities. By Stephen E. Ambrose. Who then? The staggering fact that it was one of the most abhorrent events of the twentieth century, is that it was not perpetrated by just one individual, but by thousands of men and women who had become part of the Nazi ideology. Wynn looks at all aspects of this disturbing truth. 124 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $32.95

$19.95

3957479 AUSCHWITZ: Not Long Ago, Not Far Away. By Robert Jan van Pelt et al. Exhibition catalog. More than 280 objects and images from the exhibition are illustrated, drawn from the Auschwitz-Birkenau State Museum and other collections around the world. An authoritative text weaves the stories behind these artifacts into an encompassing history of Auschwitz. 327 pages. Van Pelt. Pub. at $29.95

$21.95

3847843 THE WINDERMERE CHILDREN. Wide-screen. Tells the story of the pioneering project to rehabilitate 300 young orphaned Jewish refugees who survived the Holocaust, and how they began new lives on the shores of Lake Windermere in England’s Lake District. Stars Thomas Kretschmann, Roma Gari, and Iain Glen. English SDH. 145 minutes on two DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $34.99

$27.95

4684664 TRAWNIKI GUARDS: Foot Soldiers of the Holocaust. By Josh Baldwin. A study of some of the rank and file men, the foot soldiers, who carried out the “Final Solution.” The Trawники Guards were a group of some 5,000 men, some of whom were Soviet prisoners of war, and some civilians, primarily Ukrainians, the Germans recruited during WWII to aid them in murdering the Jews of Europe—giving a face to those faceless enforcers of mass murder. Illus. 192 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $29.99

$21.95

3774712 OUR CRIME WAS BEING JEWISH. By Anthony Pitch. Collects memories of 358 Holocaust survivors: true stories of victims, told in their own words. Recalling the start of the war—the home invasions, and the ghettos—as well as the daily hell of the concentration camps, they provide a sobering view of mankind’s darkest moment. 16 pages of photos. 323 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $27.99

PRICE CUT to $5.95

4682351 OUR CRIME WAS BEING JEWISH. By Anthony S. Pitch. Collects vivid memories of 358 Holocaust survivors: true stories of victims, told in their own words. Recalling the start of the war—the home invasions, the Gestapo busts, and the ghettos—as well as the daily hell of the concentration camps, they provide a sobering view of mankind’s darkest moment. 16 pages of photos. 323 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

$6.95

3864707 OUR PEOPLE: Discovering Lithuania’s Hidden Holocaust. By R. Vanagaite & E. Zurait. Exposes the significant role in implementing the Final Solution played by local political leaders and the prewar Lithuanian administration that remained in place during the Nazi occupation. It also alludes to the land’s role as a sub-concentration camp of thousands of ordinary Lithuanians who were compelled in the murder of their Jewish neighbors. Photos. 225 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Pub. at $24.95

PRICE CUT to $11.95


PRICE CUT to $11.95


$9.95

3959645 SUCH BAD GIRLS: The Journey of the Holocaust’s Hidden Child Survivors. By R.D. Rosen. LARGE PRINT EDITION. This book traces the lives of three Holocaust children, from traumatic childhood to triumphant adulthood, following each of them to New York City, where they slowly emerged from the devastation of their early years to devote their careers to helping others. 16 pages of photos. HarperLust. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

$12.95


$12.95


$21.95


$9.95


$4.95

3866882 RESCUE BOARD: The Untold Story of America’s Efforts to Save the Jews of Europe. By Rebecca Erdling. Photos. 368 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $29.95

$3.95

3886588 WALTER’S WELCOME: The Intimate Story of a German-Jewish Family’s Flight from the Nazis to Peru. By Eva Ackerman. After their zoo was bombed, Polish zookeepers Jan and Irena Lusin decided to leave Poland as refugees with their five children. Portraits. Illus. 238 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $17.99

$4.95


$3.95

3867267 DECEPTION: How the Nazis Tricked the Last Jews of Europe. By Christopher Hale. 16 pages of photos, 448 pages. History Press. Pub. at $32.95

$17.95
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LIMITED QUANTITY 4829492 THE ZOOKEEPER’S WIFE. By Diane Ackerman. After their zoo was bombed, Polish zookeepers Jan and Antonina Zabinski managed to save over 300 people from the Nazis by hiding refugees in the empty cages. Combines extensive research and an exuberant writing style to re-create this fascinating, forgotten, true-life story. 3819213 pages. Harper. Pub. at $26.95

$19.95

4853717 BROTHERS DOWN: Pearl Harbor and the Fate of the Many Brothers Aboard the USS Arizona. By Walter R. Borneman. To tell the stories of these men and their parents, wives, and sweethearts, and to commemorate the sacrifices from a treasure trove of unpublished material and sheds new light on the day that changed these families’ lives, and the world, forever. 16 pages of photos. 337 pages. Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99

$4.95

3819213 SONS AND SOLDIERS: The Untold Story of the Jews Who Escaped the Nazis and Returned with the U.S. Army to Fight Hitler. By Bruce Henderson. After Hitler came to power, some Jewish families were able to send their sons to America. These young men returned as U.S. soldiers. Drawing on original interviews and extensive archival research, the author weaves the journeys of six of these remarkable young men. It is an epic story of heroism, courage, and patriotism. Illus. 430 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

$2.95

4863054 FIRST IN: The Airborne Pathfinders. By Ron Kent. These were the airborne troops who dropped into enemy territory ahead of any other soldiers, pinpointing the Drop Zone by a radio marker. They would then prepare the ground for the main forces that would follow. Once they had marked out the Drop Zones, they then had to defend them from German airborne troops. 218 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $39.95

$9.95

3816656 VICTORY IN DEFEAT: The Wake Island Defenders in Captivity, 1941-1945. By Gregory J.W. Urwin. Vividly chronicles the fate of the Wake Island defenders, who endured over three years in Japanese captivity. Drawing on interviews with their captors, dozen of prisoners, and the diaries they secretly kept, Urwin reveals how the defeated Americans survived in captivity. This story of survival is a testament to the capacity of the human spirit. 16 pages of photos. 478 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $38.95
581359X FIGHTING IN HELL: The German Ordeal on World War II’s Eastern Front. Ed. by Peter G. Zurcher. Compiles the recollections of four veteran German commanders who served throughout the war. First-hand accounts of the final months and the surrender of the Third Reich in the extreme conditions of the German war in Russia, where the land, weather, distances, and above all the people were harder, harsher, and more unforgiving than anywhere else. Illus. 288 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

388984X NEVER CALL ME A HERO: A Legendary American Dive-Bomber Pilot Remembers the Battle of Midway. By N. Jack Dusty Kleiss et al. This extraordinary memoir tells the full story of Dusty Kleiss, a Navy Cross recipient, and his heroic actions at the Battle of Midway, June, 1942. His thrilling exploits and the victory of which was the turning point of World War II. 16 pages of photos. 312 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

6776116 UNDERGROUND IN BERLIN: A Young Woman’s Extraordinary Tale of Survival in the Heart of Nazi Germany. By Marie Jalowicz Simon. In 1942, Marie Jalowicz, a 20-year-old Jewish refugee, decided to do anything in her power to avoid the concentration camps. She removed her yellow star and took an assumed identity. In that years that followed, she took shelter wherever it was offered, living with some strange bedfellows, and learning that compassion and cruelty are often two sides of the same coin. Photos. 368 pages. Back Bay Books. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

461435X A DELAYED LIFE: The True Story of the Librarian of Auschwitz. By Dita Kraus. Traum. From her home in Prague, Dita was sent to Auschwitz with 500 fellow students in 1942, just before the town was liquidated. Auschwitz, she later wrote, “was not a place. It was a planet.” Dita’s powerful memoir sheds light on an incredible life—one that is delayed no longer. Photos. 339 pages. Feltrin and Friends. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95

395001X LOST VICTORIES: The Untold Stories of America’s World War I Veterans and Their Families. By M. King & M. Collins. Draws you into the whole ordeal of the men and women who marched willingly into Buna-Monowitz, the concentration camp in Poland. This collection of stories is filled with the voices of those who were never heard, but their suffering and their involvement were total and uncompromising. 16 pages of photos. 337 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $27.95 $5.95

467987X THE ART OF RESISTANCE: My Four Years in the French Underground. By Marie Jalowicz Simon. In 1942, Marie Jalowicz, a 20-year-old Jewish refugee, decided to do anything in her power to avoid the concentration camps. She removed her yellow star and took an assumed identity. In that years that followed, she took shelter wherever it was offered, living with some strange bedfellows, and learning that compassion and cruelty are often two sides of the same coin. Photos. 368 pages. Back Bay Books. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

309645X BREAKING THE CODE: A Father’s Secret, a Daughter’s Quest and the Question That Changed Everything. By Karen Fischer-Alaniz. On his 81st birthday, the author’s father placed two weathered notebooks on her lap with more than 400 pages of letters and documents written to his parents during WW II while in the Navy. Here, in these handwritten pages, she discovered the story of the man she never knew, and the secret role he played in the war. Photos. 316 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95

5813662 THE MEMOIRS OF FIELD-MARSHAL KESSELRING. By Albert Kesselring. One of Germany’s most capable military strategists, Kesselring shared the direction of the North African campaign with Rommel, was Commander in Chief in Italy 1943-44, and served as Commander in Chief West during the last year of the war. Illus. 319 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95


2957302 NO SURRENDER: My Thirty-Year War. By Hisoro Onda. This is the epic true story of the will to survive that offers a rare glimpse of what held men together when the land, weather, distances, and above all the people were harder, harsher, and more unforgiving than anywhere else. A hero to his people, Onda, who spent 30 years in the jungle convinced WWII still raged, wrote down his experiences soon after his return to civilization in 1974. Illus. 219 pages. Naval Institute. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $16.95

3816591 THE MEASURE OF A MAN: My Father, the Marine Corps, and Saipan. By Kathleen Bower Williams. Maj. Roger G.B. Broome, USMCR, died from wounds received on Saipan before his daughter had a chance to know him. In untold father’s story, Williams provides an inside look at the Marine Corps during the pivotal Battle of Midway. Photos. 184 pages. Naval Institute. Paperback. Pub. at $34.95 $4.95


2967987 UNLIKELY WARRIOR: A Jewish Soldier in Hitler’s Army. By Georg Rauch. As a two-year-old war orphan, Georg Rauch was hidden by his Jewish parents, who were careful to hide and transport dozens of Jews out of Nazi-occupied Austria. Nevertheless, in 1943 he was drafted into Hitler’s army, in spite of having no German ancestry. In this incredible journey of a young man thrust into a war that was already lost, fighting for a cause in which he never believed. Illus. 324 pages. FSG. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

6819623 NEVER CALL ME A HERO: A Legendary American Dive-Bomber Pilot Remembers the Battle of Midway. By N. Jack Dusty Kleiss et al. This extraordinary memoir tells the full story of Dusty Kleiss, a Navy Cross recipient, and his heroic actions at the Battle of Midway, June, 1942. His thrilling exploits and the victory of which was the turning point of World War II. 16 pages of photos. 300 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

485021X BONES OF MY GRANDFATHER: Reclaiming a Lost Hero of World War II. By Clay Bonnyman Evans. Exploring how Clay Bonnyman Evans begins his quest to unearth and reclaim the true history of his grandfather, who was mortally wounded while leading a successful direct attack on the fortress on the Pacific atoll of Kavieng during World War II. 16 pages of photos. 300 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $6.95

4804732 FROM STRAY DOG TO WORLD WAR I HERO: The Paris Terrier Who Joined the First Division. By Grant Ray-Kent-Menzies. This true story of a stray dog that became the mascot, and working soldier, to the entire First Division of the American Expeditionary Force, and a friend to the American troops who had crossed the Atlantic to fight. In years of peace, Pags served as a reminder to human survivors of what held men together when pushed past the limits of their endurance. 16 pages. 172 pages. Potomac Books. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95 $5.95

397734X SERGEANT STUBBY. By Ann Bausum. In this inspiring all-American story, Bausum brings back to life one of the most celebrated dogs of the 20th century—Stubby. This definitive biography begins from the research of how a war dog that had been shot, thrown by an exploding shell, he was left for dead, and when he regained consciousness, he was a German prisoner. It was only the beginning of the incredible journey of a young man thrust into a war that was already lost, fighting for a cause in which he never believed. Illus. 324 pages. FSG. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

3708586 BAILOUT OVER NORMANDY: A Flyboy’s Adventures with the French Resistance and Other Escapades in Occupied France. By Ted Fahrenden. The incredible account of a U.S. fighter pilot’s odyssey through German occupied France. Fahrenden was a 22 year old pilot when he bailed out of his burning P-51 Mustang, parachuting into the farmlands of Normandy, he was captured by the Germans and imprisoned in the notorious camp at Stalag Luft I. His escape attempt failed. Photos. 286 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $28.99 $5.95

3878538 THE MAN WHO BROKE INTO AUSCHWITZ. By Denis Avey with R. Broomby. The true story of a British soldier who marched willingly into Buna-Monowitz, the concentration camp in Poland. In this spare, compelling memoir of a year during which the land, weather, distances, and above all the conditions and carnage of the Western Front. 40 pages of Normandy, he was picked up by local Maquis, the guerrilla branch of the French Resistance, and spent several months engaging with this band. Photos. 286 pages. Casemate. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

3955117 MY STRIPES WERE EARNED IN HELL. By Jean-Pierre Renouard. In this spare, compelling memoir of a year during which the author and the world he knew descended into hell, Renouard recounts his battle to survive—physically, emotionally and morally. Written without a hateful tone, this is a memorial to those murdered and a powerful testimony against what hate and zeal can accomplish. Photos. 286 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Paperback. Pub. at $46.00 $5.95
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- **4694279** RECOLLECTIONS OF THE GREAT WAR IN THE AIR. By James McConnell. Essential reading for anyone interested in military history or aviation, this personal account of the everyday life of a pilot in the Great War provides fascinating insights into the history and technology of early aeroplanes and the evolution of aerial warfare from 1915 to 1917. Photos. 96 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 **$5.95**

- **2951517** BATAAN DEATH MARCH: A Survivor’s Account. By William E. Dyess. With a few others, Dyess escaped the P.O.W. camp on Bataan and joined the other survivors. Death March, 1945 was among the very first to bring reports of the horrors back to a shocked United States. His story, originally published in 1946, galvanized the nation and brought to the world the painful personal narratives of American fighting men. Maps & photos. 184 pages. Bison. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 **$15.95**

- **4875053** A FOOT SOLDIER FOR PATTON: The Story of a “Red Diamond” Infantryman with the U.S. Third Army. By Michael C. & James G. Bilder. A member of the 5th Infantry Division, was often at the tip of the spear in Third Army’s onslaught. A rifleman foremost, he was also a German-speaker, called upon for interrogations and special duties. Assisted by his son, Bilder gives us an intimate look at the brutal though often exhilarating experience of fighting with Patton’s vaunted Third Army. 16 pages of photos. 228 pages. Casemate. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 **$12.95**

- **4746066** MY OPPOSITION. By Friedrich Kellner. A truly unique account of Nazi Germany at war and of one man’s struggle against totalitarianism. A mid-level official in a provincial town, Friedrich Kellner kept a secret diary from 1940 to 1944. His photograph collection of Germany’s path to dictatorship and genocide and to protect his countrymen’s complicity in the brutalities. 16 pages of photos. 493 pages. Cambridge. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 **$12.95**

- **4807798** A BOOKSHOP IN BERLIN. By Francoise Frenkel. Fulfilling a dream, Francoise Frenkel worked from Poland at France’s Maison du Livre, Berlin’s first French bookshop in 1921. Francoise’s dream shatters in November 1938, as hundreds of Jewish shops and businesses are destroyed. Fear of persecution forces Francoise to flee to southern France, where she is forced to surrender the hands of only 269 pages. Atia. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 **$9.95**

- **4716671** A BOOKSHOP IN BERLIN. By Francoise Frenkel. Opening the first French language bookshop in Berlin was Francoise Frenkel’s lifelong dream. In the summer of 1939, fearing persecution, she fled to Paris and the first French language bookshop in Berlin's first French bookshop. Francoise's memoirs offer a fascinating counterbalance to those written by photographers, historians, and military officers. 269 pages. Atia. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00 **$9.95**

- **4680413** DO THE BIRDS STILL SING IN HELL? By Horace Greasley. After Greasley was captured in France on May 25, 1940, he was taken to a POW camp in northern France. Well illustrated. 144 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 **$6.95**


- **4851188** I MARCHED WITH PATTON. By Frank Sisson with R.L. Wise. In December 1944, Sisson deployed to Europe as part of General Patton’s famed Third Army. Over the next six months, as the war in Europe raged, Sisson would participate in many of WWII’s most consequential events, from the Battle of the Bulge to the liberation of Dachau. He shares for the first time his remarkable behind-the-scenes experiences. 290 pages. Memo. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 **$13.95**

- **4786558** A COMPANY OF HEROES. By Marcus Brotherton. Compiled from notes, journals, letters, photographs, and oral history conducted interviews with the surviving contributors, this unique volume features the stories of the Band of Brothers of Easy Company, from twenty-six of their children and other family members. 346 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 **$4.95**

- **3939057** EVERY LAST JEW: A Teenage Boy’s Story of Survival. By Mark Koperweis. Experience firsthand what it’s like to struggle for your life in one of the most diabolical and murderous events in human history—the invasion last year of Europe. Koperweis relives his father Henry’s amazing story of survival that leads you on an unthinkably close, personal, and in full living horror. Photos. 136 pages. Goff. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 **$7.95**

- **4829838** BOMB GIRLS: The Unseen Heroes of the Second World War. By Jacky Hyams. The unseen heroes of World War II whose main function was to maintain factories helping make explosives, bullets, and more munitions. Here, in their own words, are the vivid wartime memories of the ‘secret army’ of female munitions workers, whose resistance and sheer grit in the face of danger has only recently started to emerge. 232 pages. John Blake. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 **$12.95**

- **4735390** LAST WITNESSES: An Oral History of the Children of World War II. By Svetlana Alexievich. This account is Alexievich’s collection of the memories of those who were children during WWII. They have sometimes been heard as experts, as well as witnesses, and their generation grew up with the trauma of the war deeply embedded, a trauma that would change the course of the Russian nation. This work gives a portrait of the human side of war. 295 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 **$7.95**

- **4769260** GENERALLEUTNANT FRITZ BAYERLEIN: The Private Afrikakorps Photograph Collection of Rommel’s Chief-of-Staff. By P.A. Spayd & F. Dittmar-Bayerlein. Presents the private photographs of Rommel’s chief of staff, Generalleutnant Fritz Bayerlein. Features over 250 photographs, showing personal experiences, battle scenes, and behind-the-scenes action. This volume offers a fascinating counterbalance to those written by historians, aerial photographers, and military officers. 366 pages. Regnery. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 **$15.95**

- **4743971** I FLEW FOR THE FUHRER: The Memoirs of a Luftwaffe Fighter Pilot. By Horace Kneek. A brave and skillful fighter pilot, Kneek flew more than two hundred operational missions and rose to the rank of commando before being wounded in an astonishing “last stand” toward the end of the war. His memoirs offer a fascinating counterbalance to those written by photographers, historians, and military officers. 267 pages. Greenhill. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 **$17.95**

- **476045X** SAVING MY ENEMY: A True “Band of Brothers” Story. By Bob Welch. Don Malary got up scuzzy and happy in Astoria, Oregon, jumping off roofs, playing pranks, a free-range American. Fritz Bayerlein’s German boyhood couldn’t have been more different. Regimented and indoctrinated by the Hitler Youth, he was introspective and a loner. This is the unforgettable true story of two soldiers on opposing sides who became brothers in arms. Photos. 366 pages. Regnery. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 **$17.95**

- **3723798** STORMTROOPER ON THE EASTERN FRONT: Fighting with Hitler’s Latvian SS. By Minutus Brotherton. Following the example of his native Latvia by the Nazis, the author was given the stark choice between service in the SS or forced labor in a slave camp. So he volunteered to fight for the Nazis. In this candid memoir, he describes his training and how he became an instructor before being sent into battle. Photos. 207 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 **$9.95**

- **3815986** THE PIANIST: The Extraordinary True Story of One Man’s Survival in Warsaw, 1939-1945. By Wladyslaw Szpilman. On September 23, 1939, Szpilman played Chopin’s Nocturne, in the city’s only piano store, while a German shell exploded outside. Though he lost his family, Szpilman survived in hiding. In the end, his life was saved by a German officer who heard him play. In the immediate aftermath of the war, this story of human endurance 228 pages. Picador. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 **$12.95**

- **4770188** WITH THE BLACK DEVILS: A Soldier’s World War II Account with the First Special Service Force and the 82nd Airborne. By Mark J. Nieslow. This is a rare first-hand account of an elite little known unit of American Commandos, WWII soldiers known as the First Special Service Force or “Black Devils.” Based on the letters and diary entries of Sam Byrne, who served with the force from the early on in Montana through the unit’s active service. Photos. 144 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 **$9.95**
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**4811682 VOICES OF THE FLEMISH WAFFEN-SS: The Final Testament of the Oostfronters.** By Jonathan Trigg. At the beginning of the Second World War Germany invaded and occupied Belgium. Thousands of Belgian citizens volunteered to join the Waffen-SS and go right on the Eastern Front. Casualties were high, but when the survivors returned home, they faced condemnation and retribution. This account is about the war they fought and the choices they made. 32 pages of photos. Amberley. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. **$13.95**

**4719482 ESCAPE TO JAPANESE CAPTIVITY: A Couple’s Tragic Ordeal in Sumatra, 1942-1945.** By Mick & Margery Jennings. Mick and Margery Jennings’ comfortable life in Kuala Lumpur erupted into chaos in late 1941. Fleeing to Singapore they helped in the effort to repulse the Japanese. When defeat seemed imminent, Margery left only to be captured in Sumatra. Later, Mick was captured and sent to Sumatra. Mick and Margery never met again. Margery died in May 1945 as a prisoner, but Mick survived the war. 16 pages of photos. 181 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95 **$29.95**

**474388X INVADING HITLER’S EUROPE.** By Roswell K. Doughty. Doughty became an Intelligence Officer with the U.S. 36th (Texas) Division. He subsequently saw action in North Africa, then at the disastrous Salerno landings in Italy—about which the author reveals that suspected intelligence leaks reached to the Allies’ plans becoming known to the Germans. This is his fascinating and diverse account of his part in the liberation of Europe. Photos. 293 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $32.95 **$24.95**


**4756126 SCREAMS OF THE DROWNING: From the Eastern Front to the Sinking of the Gustloff.** By Klaus Willmann. Evacuated from the front, Hans Fackler was put aboard the Friedrich Wilhelm Gustloff, an armed transport ship, to be carried back across the freezing Baltic to western Germany. Fackler’s front-line career and later daring escape are fascinating and dramatic, as is his first-person account as one of the few soldier-survivors of the sinking of the Gustloff. 192 pages. Greenhill. Pub. at $34.95 **$26.95**

**3863271 DEATH MARCH THROUGH RUSSIA.** By Klaus Willmann. In this rare WW II memoir, Herrmann, a soldier from a German Army artillery unit, details his unimaginable experiences as a prisoner of war, for more than a year under the extreme conditions of the march. This is a gripping and enlightening account from a necessary but rarely explored perspective. 240 pages. Greenhill. Pub. at $34.95 **$26.95**

**2951703 FROM DAY TO DAY: One Man’s Diary of Survival in Nazi Concentration Camps.** By Odd Nansen. Unlike writers of retrospective Holocaust memoirs, Nansen recorded the mundane and horrific details of camp life as they happened from day to day. He describes the casual brutality and random terror that was the fate of a camp prisoner and his horror at the especially barbaric treatment reserved for Jews. Illus. 616 pages. Vanderbilt. **$33.95**

**3864332 MY LONGEST NIGHT. A Twelve-Year-Old Heroine’s Story of Survival D-Day to Belsen.** By Genevieve Dubois. It tells the story of the D-Day invasion told from the perspective of a 12-year-old girl, who, with her father, saved numerous Allied paratroopers who landed behind German lines near her home in Normandy. 284 pages. Arcade. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95 **$9.95**

**6823157 ESCAPING HITLER: A Jewish Boy’s Quest for Freedom and His Future.** By Phyllida Scrivens. The true story of fourteen-year-old Gunter Stern who, when Adolf Hitler threatened his family, education, and future, resolved to escape from his native Germany. Jailed in the Gestapo, he was sent to death in Auschwitz. But the outcome of his journey was not exactly as he had planned. 32 pages of photos. 208 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99 **PRICE CUT TO $9.45**

**386913X PRISONER OF THE SAMURAI: Surviving the Sinking of the U.S.S. Houston and the Death Raids.** By Rosalie H. Smith. James Gee joined the U.S.S. Houston in 1940 and after training, was posted to the U.S.S. Houston. After his liberation, he was sent to Guantanamo Bay Naval Hospital. Cuba, where he met Rosalie Harnick Smith who was a nurse in the Psychiatric Ward and helped him record his experiences as part of his assignment. Here is Gee’s story in his own words. 178 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $32.95 **PRICE CUT TO $14.95**

**4816030 PANZER COMMANDER: The Memoirs of Hans von Luck. Born in 1911 in Flensburg, Germany, von Luck joined the Wehrmacht as a cadet in 1929, and served in the Panzerwaffe from its earliest days until the end of World War II. After the war he was sentenced to 25 years in a Soviet prison camp, he returned to Germany in 1950, working first as a hotel receptionist and then in the coffee business. This is his story. Photos. 280 pages. Frontline. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 **$17.95**

**4857291 IN THE HELL OF THE EASTERN FRONT: The Fate of a Young Soldier During the Fighting in Russia in WW2.** By Claus Neuber. Based on the author’s own recollections and narrative, this account of a young soldier’s experiences in the Second World War was brought together by his son. It is a poignant and heartfelt account of the soldier’s involvement in the largest military confrontation in history—the Hell that was the Eastern Front.

170 pages. Frontline. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.95 **$24.95**

**3753611 GIRL WITH A SNIPER RIFLE: An Eastern Front Memoir.** By Yulia Zhukova. In this vivid account we gain unique access to Stalin’s Central Women’s Sniper School and learn what front-line service was like for some of the Soviet Union’s celebrated women snipers. Zhukova’s powerful, first-hand account gives fascinating details of everyday life in wartime USSR and recounts the breathtaking bravery of this female sniper. 16 pages of photos. 206 pages. Greenhill. Pub. at $32.95 **$24.95**

**3985649 OBEDIENT UNTIL DEATH: A Panzer Grenadier of the Leibstandarte-SS Adolf Hitler Reports.** By Werner Kindler. One of the most dramatic first-hand accounts to come out of the Second World War, this gripping, previously unpublished insight into the reality of close combat on the Eastern Front, where infantrymen attacked tanks with hand grenades and limpet mines, as well as the creation and evolution of armored forces during WW II. 168 pages. Frontline. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 **$17.95**

**4871024 BARBED WIRE UNIVERSITY.** By Dave Hannigan. Tells the extraordinary tale of Winston Churchill’s internment of some of the most gifted Jewish refugee writers, professors, artists, and painters of their generation in a camp on the Isle of Man in the Irish Sea. Using memoirs and diaries, Hannigan pieces together a richly detailed account of what these gifted Jewish refugee writers, professors, artists, and painters of their generation went through. 280 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $28.95 **$25.95**

**4668006 MARCHING FROM DEFEAT: Surviving the Collapse of the German Army in the Soviet Union 1944.** By Claus Neuber. This unforgettable personal narrative, translated for the first time from the original German, gives a dramatic insight into the impact of the Soviet offensive and the disintegration of an entire German Army in the Soviet prison camp, he returned to Germany in 1950, working first as a hotel receptionist and then in the coffee business. This is his story. Photos. 280 pages. Frontline. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 **$17.95**

**4745671 1000 DAYS ON THE RIVER KWAI: The Secret Diary of a British Camp Commandant.** By Cary Owtram. Written by an unusually senior POW shortly after his repatriation, this is an exceptional addition to this ever popular and moving genre and readers will find the insights into the behavior of their captors as well as the revelations. Photos. 196 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 **$17.95**


**4756518 RADIO OPERATOR ON THE EASTERN FRONT: An Illustrated Memoir, 1940-1949.** By Erhard Steiner. The truthful and dramatic testimony of a German infantry soldier during World War II. From the first page to the last, this is a memorable and captivating eyewitness account of the horror of war. Photos. 303 pages. Greenhill. Pub. at $34.95 **$26.95**

**4678513 BELLISHNESS TO HIROSHIMA.** By Terence Kelly. Taken prisoner in Java, Kelly’s captivity was full of hope. He was witness to barbaric cruelty and suffering particularly on the island of Nias, where a Japanese murder squad under atrocious and inhuman conditions. Kelly’s account of the A-Bomb attack and the chaos that followed it is fascinating and rare. Illus. 244 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 **$21.95**

**3980022 TO WAR DRIPPLES EYES: The Final Defeat of Nazi Germany.** By Jonathan Trigg. Tells the story of Germany’s final defeat through the voices of the men, and women, who witnessed it first hand. This narrative is written from the “other side” and told as much as possible through the words of the combatants and civilian eyewitnesses. 16 pages of photos. 264 pages. Amberley. Pub. at $35.00 **$27.95**

**3971863 THE LONGBIRD.** By Kazuo Odachi et al. 32

**3762748 THE SOFT WARRIOR.** By Svenja O'Donnell. At once a captivating narrative and a powerful reckoning with German identity and extreme elements and defying death from wounds, drowning or starvation. 250 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95

**4764908 SAILOR FROM OKLAHOMA: One Man’s Two-Ocean War.** By Floyd Beaver. Photos. 299 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $29.95


**4763191 MY NAME IS SELMA.** By Selma van de Perre. A powerful, heart-wrenching memoir, the story of Selma, who in an act of defiance in 1943 took on an assumed identity, dyed her hair blond, and joined the resistance movement, and did what had to be done. 16 pages of photos. 204 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $27.00

**4737601 ESCAPE FROM AUSCHWITZ.** By Andrzej Pogorzhe. In November 1942, 70 captured Red Army soldiers staged a mass escape from Auschwitz. Among these men was prisoner number 1410 Andrzej Pogorzhe. This is the story. Photos. 174 pages. Naval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95

**4735188 TWENTY-TWO ON PELELIU.** By George Peto et P. Margaritis. The wild, remarkable story of an “Old Breed” Marine, from his youth in the Great Depression, his WWII combat in the Pacific, to his life after the war, told in his own words. Photos. 144 pages. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

**4701682 AIRMEN’S INCREDIBLE ESCAPES: Accounts of Survival in the Second World War.** By Bryan Evans. Gather together a wealth of stories from airmen of many nationalities, some involved avoiding or escaping from capture, others surviving against all the odds, bravery determining victory or defeat from wounds, drowning or starvation. 180 pages. Photos. 290 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $42.95

**4735161 TILL VICTORY.** By Clement Horvath. From the mountains of Italy to the beaches of Normandy, and from the deserts of North Africa to the ruined German cities, experience the history of the Second World War in Europe from 1941-1944 in an entirely different way—through letters and diaries of more than fifty Allied soldiers. Well illus., many in color. 374 pages. Pen & Sword. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $49.95

**395126X WWII DIARIES, 1939-1945.** By Astrid Lindgren. Photos. 233 pages. Yale University. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95


**4847375 MIDNIGHT FLIGHT TO NUREMBERG: The Capture of Hitler’s Luftwaffe in the Air.** By Marcus A. Nannini. 211 pages. Air World. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95

**3723674 MORTAR GUNNER ON THE EASTERN FRONT, VOLUME 1.** By Hans-Heinz Rehfeldt. 240 pages. 341 pages. Greenhill. Pub. at $32.95

**3706556 AN EAGLE’S ODYSSEY: My Decade as a Pilot in World War II.** By Johannes Kaufmann. 233 pages. Greenhill. Pub. at $32.95

**4724690 WAR DiARies, 1939-1945.** By Andrey Pogozhev. In

3911349 “EVERYTHING WE HAVE”: D-Day 6.6.44. By Gordon H. Nick Mueller. Tells the personal stories of the people involved in Operation Overlord, in their own words, some for the first time. Based on first-hand accounts held in the archives of The National World War II Museum, which many never before seen documents and artifacts, this stunning commemoration offers rare insight into the experiences of the men who overcame Hitler’s forces at the Normandy coast. 256 pages. Andre Deutsch. 8/6x11¼. Pub. at $19.95. **SOLD OUT**

3787228 THE FIRST WAVE: The D-Day Warriors Who Led the Way to Victory in World War II. By Alex Kershaw. Beginning in the predawn of June 6, 1944, follows the men who carried out D-Day’s most perilous missions. Readers will experience the sheer grit of the soldiers who volunteered to endure the astonishing courage of the airborne soldiers who captured the Merville Gun Battery in the face of devastating enemy counterattacks and much more. 16 pages of photos. 385 pages. Dutton. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00. **$5.95**

3890349 THE LONGEST DAY: The Classic Epic of D-Day, June 6, 1944. By Cornelius Ryan. Recaptures the fateful hours that preceded and followed the massive invasion of Normandy to retell the story of an epic battle that would turn the tide against world fascism and free Europe from the grip of Nazi Germany. Illus. 350 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00. **$5.95**

720579 PASSCHENDAELE, THIRD EDITION: The Untold Story. By R. Prior & T. Wilson. Offers a complete account of the campaign at Passchendaele, establishing what actually occurred, what options were available, and who was responsible for the decisions that led to the outcome. This definitive volume includes an interface dealing with the research completed since the first publication in 1996. 16 pages of photos. 237 pages. Fale Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00. **$6.95**

3769038 FOUR HOURS OF FURY: The Untold Story of World War II’s Largest Airborne Invasion and the Final Push Into Nazi Germany. By James M. Scott. Recounts the story of the largest single-day air operation over which the space of four hours, dropped more than 17,000 Allied troops across into the heart of Nazi Germany. The result: a clash that in its close-quarters brutality resembles a 50,000-man bar fight, only with much more blood and destruction. A monumental victory only possible on the side of the Allies. Photos. 425 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $30.00. **$6.95**

4863453 WALKING INTO HELL: The Somme Through British and German Eyes. By Edward G.D. Levinge. This volume features a vivid description of the action on the first day of the Battle of the Somme as viewed from the British perspective and also the German perspective. 32 pages of photos. 290 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $6.95. **$5.95**

2925168 PARIS ’44: The City of Light Redeemed. By William Moore. This examination punctures the myth that describes the city’s liberation as mostly the result of the insurrection by the resistance in the capital. Moore makes clear here, that generalized depiction of the French resistance here, while celebrating the feats of the liberation and marching on their capital city was their raison d’être. 16 pages of photos. 557 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $16.95. **$7.95**

3963039 THE SPLIT HISTORY of the D-DAY INVASION. By Michael Burman. Every battle has two sides, and the D-Day Invasion during WWII is no different. Experience the event from the perspective of the Allies, and then read the perspective of the Germans. Well illus., some in color. 64 pages. Compass Point. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95. **$4.95**

★ 3778223 RAMPAGE: MacArthur, Yamashita, and the Battle of Manila. By James M. Scott. The battle to liberate Manila in 1945 resulted in the catastrophic destruction of the city and a rampage by Japanese forces that brutalized the civilian population, resulting in a massacre as horrific as the Rape of Nanking. Drawing from war crimes testimony, after-action reports, and survivor interviews, Scott recounts one of the most heartbreaking battles in human history. 16 pages of photos. 635 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. **$14.95**

4743030 INVASION! D-Day & Operation Overlord in One Hundred Moments. By Scott Addison. This essential work contains one hundred decisive moments, heavily illustrated with photographs and accompanied by facts, biographies and statistical information to make a complete guide to the most significant event in world military history. 224 pages. Uniform Press. Pub. at $23.95. **$14.95**

3869113 MIRACLE AT THE LITZA: Hitler’s First Defeat on the Eastern Front. By Alf R. Jacobsen. In the early summer of 1941, German soldiers under the command of General Eduard Dietl set out in the far north of Scandinavia to attack Russia. Dietl assumed the success of Operation Silberberchts, but it would become a critical defeat for the Nazi regime, as Jacobsen describes in this authoritative account. Photos. 100 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $32.95. **$4.95**

4698118 DAM BUSTERS: Canadian Airmen and the Secret Raid Against Nazi Germany. By Ted Barris. It was a night that closed the Second World War. The secret raid against the hydroelectric dams of Germany’s Ruhr River took years to plan, involved an untold bomb, and included the best airmen RAF Bomber Command could muster. Here is the story of this legendary operation that tactically took the war inside Nazi Germany. 16 pages of photos. 434 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. **$5.95**

3970633 DAM BUSTERS: Canadian Airmen and the Secret Raid Against Nazi Germany. By Ted Barris. It was a night that closed the Second World War. The secret raid against the hydroelectric dams of Germany’s Ruhr River took years to plan, involved an untold bomb, and included the best airmen RAF Bomber Command could muster. Here is the story of this legendary operation that tactically took the war inside Nazi Germany. 16 pages of photos. 434 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95. **$5.95**

3954501 ANZIO: The Gamble That Failed. By Martin Blumenson. Study of the Allies’ decision to circumvent the German’s attack in Italy by making an amphibious landing at the small town of Anzio. The resulting battle has been adjudged by some as one of the most costly and least successful of the war, as its planners and others as a lost opportunity. This is a republication of the original edition published in 1963. 212 pages. Cooper Square. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95. **$5.95**

4708156 UNKNOWN VALOR: A Story of Family, Courage, and Sacrifice from Pearl Harbor to Iwo Jima. By Martha MacCallum and R.J. Drez. In honor of the seventy-fifth anniversary, MacCallum takes us from Pearl Harbor to Iwo Jima through the lives of the Marines, among them Harry Gray a member of her own family. Meticulously researched, heart-wrenching and illuminating, she reveals the sacrifices of ordinary Marines who saved the world from tyranny and left indelible marks on those back home who loved them. Photos, some in color. 314 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.99. **$7.95**

3931744 ARNHEIM: Defeat and Glory—A Miniaturist Perspective. By G.S.W. DeLillo. DeLillo relates the story of the ill-fated Allied operation to retake the “Oasis on the Rhine,” Operation “Market Garden,” laid out in the author’s spectacular detailed miniature dioramas, including authoritative text and meticulous battle maps. WWII illus. in color and b&w. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $34.95. **$6.95**

3928470 6TH AIRBORNE: Normandy 1944. By L. Marriott & S. Forty. Part of a series that reconstructs battles and operations by juxtaposing contemporary and modern photography, linking the monuments and battlefield relics with the events they evoke. Airborne troops had a fundamental role in Operation Overlord–securing the Allied foothold and flanks and preventing enemy counterattacks from reaching the beachhead. 64 pages. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. **$4.95**

★ DVD 3657108 THE UNKNOWN WAR: WWII and the Epic Battles on the Russian Front. Presents 20 original episodes of this landmark television documentary series about the Soviet struggle against—and ultimate victory over—the Nazi war machine. Hosted by Burt Lancaster, this sprawling series features rare and stunning footage recorded by Soviet camera crews on the front lines. Includes interview with celebrated writer, performer, and composer Rod McKuen. In Color and B&W. Over 16 hours on five DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $39.97. **$19.95**

4717503 FROM THE RIVIERA TO THE RHINE: US Sixth Army Group, August 1944-February 1945. By Simon Forty. This fully illustrated volume covers the buildup to Operation “Market Garden,” liberate France, two months after D-Day, along with current photos of the locations where the battles took place. Immaculately planned and effectively undertaken, the Allies liberated 10,000 square miles of France within three weeks. 192 pages. Casemate. 8/11¼x11¾. Pub. at $29.95. **$7.95**

4694244 OPERATION EPSOM: Over the Battlefield. By Ian Daglish. The first of Montgomery’s major set-piece Normandy battles marked a turning point. Before EPSOM, there remained the perception that a German counterattack might threaten the bridgehead. This study brings together previously unseen evidence to present the battle in great detail. Well illus. 272 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00. **$9.95**

4694112 BRITISH EXPEDITIONARY FORCE: The Final Advance, September to November 1918. By Andrew Rawson. This is the story of the British Expeditionary Force’s part in the opening days of the Advance to Victory. Each stage of the two month battle covers details about each of the most talked about sides of the campaign, the BEF’s side. Discover the beginning of the Advance and learn how the British Army had mastered the art of attack. Maps & photos. 218 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95. **$7.95**
**WW I & WW II Battles & Campaigns**

**3904520** **THE LIBERATION OF PARIS: How Eisenhower, de Gaulle, and Von Choltitz Saved the City of Light.** By Jean Edward Smith. Tells the story of the liberation of Paris during World War II—a triumph that was achieved primarily through a military operation in which the American, British, and Free French forces collaborated closely with the French Resistance, led by General Charles de Gaulle. 448 pages. Hardcover. Pub. at $35.00

**395158** **FIGHTING SPIRIT.** Ed. by R.D. Eldridge & C.W. Tatum. Essential reading for anyone interested in the Battle of Iwo Jima and the Pacific War. This is the memoir written by a Japanese military officer, who helped plan the battle, and is one of the few known accounts by a Japanese survivor of the battle. Included is biographical information and a map of materials prepared by Horie shortly after the end of the war. Photos. 224 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $26.95

**3474362** **VERDUN 1916: The Renaissance of the Fortress.** By J.E. & H.W. Kaufmann. Wrapped in myth and distortion, the Battle of Verdun is one of the most enigmatic battles of the Great War, and the controversy continues a century later. The authors reconsider key aspects of the battle—the German deployment of storm troops, the use of artillery and aircraft, and how the French developed the idea of methodical battle. Illus. 255 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95

**428260** **TWO FLAGS OVER IWO JIMA: Story of the U.S. Marine Corps’ Proudest Moment.** By Eric Hamml. From this lay on which they were raised, February 23, 1945, Iwo Jima’s two flags have been remembered as one. For the first time, a seasoned military historian has collected the personal written history in an honest attempt to narrate the story of the raising of two flags over Iwo Jima and clear up unresolved mysteries. 48 pages of photos. 175 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $29.95

**664351** **THE MARINES IN WORLD WAR II.** By Michael E. Haskey. Charts the combat history of the Marines from Wlak Island to Okinawa, covering every major battle in between: Guadalcanal, Peleliu, Bougainville, Saipan, Guam, and Peleliu, and more. Haskey also examines the role played by Navajo code talkers, the development of Marine Corps aviation, and the little-known role of Marines in the European theater. Well illus. 224 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $30.95

**4878833** **BATTLE OF PELELIU 1944: Images of War.** By Jim Moran. Despite General Rupertus’ earlier prediction, it was not until November 27th, after two months, one week and five days of appalling losses, and a final, futile sacrificial charge by the remaining enemy troops, that the Battle of Peleliu came to an end. Photos. 241 pages. Frontline. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

**4736958** **ZEEBRUGGE: The Greatest Raid of All.** By Christopher Sandford. The essential story of the Zeebrugge mission as told through the direct, first-hand accounts of its survivors, including that of Lieutenant Sandford. This superbly illustrated volume documents how an amphibious raid on the German co command at war with itself as generals on the ground corresponded, Stahel takes us directly into the wolf’s Lair to reveal the most savagely fought campaign. When the slugfest ended after 82 days, more than 125,000 enemy soldiers lay dead along with 7,500 U.S. ground casualties. The despatches from the Morning Star, Midnight Sun, Guadalcanal-Solomons campaign from Cox's September 1939. 16 pages of photos. 368 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00

**4960099** **THE MEUSE-ARGONNE OFFENSIVE 1918: Campaign 357.** By Brian Lane Herder. In this volume, Herder describes in detail the 47-day offensive, beginning September 26, 1918, and documents how a largely inexperienced U.S. First Army suffered setbacks and casualties inflicted by a still-potent German Fifth Army. Well illus., some in color. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00

**2913798** **THE ALEUTIANS 1942-43: Campaign 333.** By Brian Lane Herder. This superbly illustrated volume documents how an amphibious raid on the German command at war with itself as generals on the ground corresponded, Stahel takes us directly into the wolf’s Lair to reveal the most savagely fought campaign. When the slugfest ended after 82 days, more than 125,000 enemy soldiers lay dead along with 7,500 U.S. ground casualties. The despatches from the Morning Star, Midnight Sun, Guadalcanal-Solomons campaign from Cox's 1939. 16 pages of photos. 368 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00

**4863072** **RETREAT FROM MOSCOW: A New History of Germany’s Winter Campaign, 1941-1942.** By David Stahel. Drawing on a rich collection of biographical sketches tells us much about who these men were. Well illus., 143 pages, 124 photos. Naval Institute. Pub. at $18.99

**4760328** **BLOODY OKINAWA: The Last Great Battle of World War II.** By Joseph Wheelan. Utilizing accounts by U.S. combatants and Japanese sources, Wheelan offers a stirring narrative of World War II’s final battles, in which the U.S. Army suffered setbacks and casualties inflicted by a still-potent German Fifth Army. Well illus., some in color. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00

**2973774** **MORTAIN 1944: Hitler’s Normandy Panzer Offensive—Campaign 335.** By Steven J. Zaloga. Fully illustrated with contemporary photographs and stunning full color artwork, this study tells the story of Operation Etwich, the failed offensive which ended any prospect of a German victory in Normandy. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00

**4734742** **THE BATTLE FOR NORWAY, 1940-1942: Despatches from the Front.** Compiled by J. Grehan & M. Mace. The despatches from the naval and military commanders, detailing the entire Norwegian campaign are preserved here in their own words. The first of these highly detailed reports also include accounts of the fighting from subordinate officers, as well as subsequent combined operations against the Norwegian and the Lofoten Islands. Photos. 174 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

**4914171** **IWO JIMA: 36 Days of Hell.** By John C. McManus. An engrossing, epic history of the US Army in the Pacific War that takes readers from Pearl Harbor— a rude awakening for a war weary nation and its key island fortress to the decisive first battle for war—the raising of two flags over the US Marine Corps’ home island. The story of the battle for Iwo Jima through the eyes of the men who lived through it. Over 150 hours of Timeless Media Group.

---

**See more titles at erhbc.com/863**
This third volume focuses exclusively on chosen photographs, this volume will portray the South Pacific conflict as accurately as possible. This third volume focuses exclusively on confrontations with the Japanese Navy Air Force (JNAF) in New Guinea and the Solomons, known to the Japanese as the “South Seas.”

"I WILL RUN WILD: The Pacific War from Pearl Harbor to Midway." By Thomas McKelvey Cleaver. Tells the fascinating story of Americans, Australians, and New Zealanders who, in the aftermath of Pearl Harbor, made their stands against a stronger and better prepared foe, and, in doing so, built the basis for a reversal of fortune that would turn the tide of war.

"OPERATION BAGRATION: Casemate Illustrated." By Ian Baxter. With detailed captions and text together with 20 artist and 300 maps, this volume offers absorbing insight into the Russian offensive and ensuing German defeat, using a wide variety of rare and previously unpublished photographs.

"THE FALL OF BERLIN: Images of War." By Ian Baxter. Using superb Russian and German photographs, this resource describes the Russian assault on Berlin’s last-ditch defense of the capital during the final days of the Third Reich. 121 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub at $22.95

"ISLAND OF FIRE: The Battle for the Barrikady Gun Factory in Stalingrad." By J. Mark Stålhammar. One of the largest, bloodiest, and most famous battles in history as one of the major turning points of World War II. This volume is unparalleled and exhaustive in its research, meticulous in its reconstruction of the action, and vivid in its relaying of the battle-exhausted story directly from the factory. Illus. 641 pages. Stackpole. 8”x10”/Pb. Pub at $49.95

"CORREGIDOR: Siege & Liberation 1941-1945." By J. Grehan & A. Nicoll. The story of the three weeks of battle by a small Australian militia force, the 39th Battalion, supported by the 1st Papuan Infantry Battalion and Cameron. The story of the three weeks of battle by a small Australian militia force, the 39th Battalion, supported by the 1st Papuan Infantry Battalion and Cameron. The story of the three weeks of battle by a small Australian militia force, the 39th Battalion, supported by the 1st Papuan Infantry Battalion and Cameron. The story of the three weeks of battle by a small Australian militia force, the 39th Battalion, supported by the 1st Papuan Infantry Battalion and Cameron. The story of the three weeks of battle by a small Australian militia force, the 39th Battalion, supported by the 1st Papuan Infantry Battalion and Cameron. The story of the three weeks of battle by a small Australian militia force, the 39th Battalion, supported by the 1st Papuan Infantry Battalion and Cameron. The story of the three weeks of battle by a small Australian militia force, the 39th Battalion, supported by the 1st Papuan Infantry Battalion and Cameron. The story of the three weeks of battle by a small Australian militia force, the 39th Battalion, supported by the 1st Papuan Infantry Battalion and Cameron. The story of the three weeks of battle by a small Australian militia force, the 39th Battalion, supported by the 1st Papuan Infantry Battalion and Cameron. The story of the three weeks of battle by a small Australian militia

**PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**4724763 TORCH: North Africa and the Allied Path to Victory.** By Vincent H’O Hara. A fresh look at this complex and controversial operation. Here O’Hara examines the fierce Anglo-American dispute about the operation and charts how it fits into the evolution of amphibious warfare. Illus. 374 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $49.95

**PRICE CUT to $55.95**

**4717473 THE D-DAY TRAINING POCKET MANUAL 1944.** Ed. by Vincent H’O Hara. A fresh look at this complex and controversial operation. Here O’Hara examines the fierce Anglo-American dispute about the operation and charts how it fits into the evolution of amphibious warfare. Illus. 374 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $49.95

**PRICE CUT to $55.95**

**3928454 101ST AIRBORNE: Market Garden 1944.** By S. Smith & S. Forty. Part of a series that reconstructs battles and operations by juxtaposing combat narratives, diary extracts, and maps, the book brings the monuments and battlefield relics with the events they evoke. This title depicts the 101st Airborne Division’s part in Operation Market Garden, an invasion of the Netherlands in 1944. 64 pages. Casemate. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

**PRICE CUT to $12.95**

**3633234 TARAFA: An Incredible Story of One of World War II’s Bloodiest Battles.** By Robert Sherrod. In mid-November of 1943, the U.S. waged a bloody campaign on Betio Island at the Tarawa Atoll, the most heavily fortified Japanese territory in the Pacific. Through all the horror and mayhem of this deadly battle, one journalist was there to chronicle it all. This is his account. 183 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**PRICE CUT to $12.95**

**3693182 THE LOST GIES & PEENEMUNDE.** By M. Leod & S. Fearn. The raid on the rocket research establishment at Peenemunde on the Baltic coast in August 1943 has gone down in history as one of the most successful and remarkable of the war. But it came at a terrible cost, with 40 bombers falling to return and 245 airdropped. After the war, the bodies of many of those who were killed were recovered—but not all. 32 pages. Photos. 115 pages. Fighting High. Pub. at $34.95

**$26.95**

**4701755 MUSOLLINI’S DEFEAT AT HILL 731, MARCH 1941: How the Greeks Halted Italy’s Albanian Offensive.** By John Carr. Hill 731 was the scene of the most ferocious battle of the Greco-Italian War in Albania, on March 1941. Mussolini had wanted a spring victory to impress the Fuhrer. Instead the bloody battle of Hill 731 may well have contributed to Hitler’s decision to postpone Operation ‘Hurry’ until late in the summer. 16 pages of photos. 59 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $13.95

**$26.95**


**$14.95**

**4651793 TAKING PARIS: The Epic Battle for the City of Lights.** By Martin Bugard. From the fall of Paris in 1940 to the race for Paris in 1944, this riveting story of the Allied liberation of Paris from the grip of the Nazis is a hero’s saga of courage, personal sacrifice, and dedication that is right in the middle of all the noise. 385 pages. Photos. 85 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $30.00

**$21.95**

**4678648 FIRST BURMA CAMPAIGN: The Japanese Invasion of India, 1942 by Those Who Were There.** By E.C.V. Focac, This gripping narrative sets out the challenging geographical, climatic and political conditions the British were faced with in Burma as war became an increasingly more insidious factor. Before turning its attention to the dramatic events when the Japanese launched their ground assault on the country in January 1942. Photos. 366 pages. Frontline. **$44.95**


**PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**4697883 HELL IN THE CENTRAL PACIFIC: The Palau Islands 1944.** By Jon Diamond. The benefits of this hard fought and costly victory were doubtful. In the event, Mindanao and other Southern Philippine Islands were bypassed by MacArthur in favor of a direct assault on Leyte on October 20, 1944. But as the graphic images and well researched text bear witness, there is no denying the courage and determination shown by the attacking U.S. forces. 235 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95

**PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**4763438 CASE WHITE: The Invasion of Poland 1939.** By Robert Forczyk. On September 1, 1939, Nazi Germany invaded Poland, sparking a war which would consume Europe and the rest of the world for the next six years. Despite the vast superiority of the Wehrmacht, the Germans were faced with the many myths surrounding operation Case White, drawing on the wide array of sources to tell the full story of the invasion that became the catalyst for history’s Second World War. 32 pages. Photos. 306 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

**PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**4753289 CASE WHITE II: The Invasion of Poland 1939.** By Robert Forczyk. On September 1, 1939, Nazi Germany invaded Poland, sparking a war which would consume Europe and the rest of the world for the next six years. Despite the vast superiority of the Wehrmacht, the Germans were faced with the many myths surrounding operation Case White, drawing on the wide array of sources to tell the full story of the invasion that became the catalyst for history’s Second World War. 32 pages. Photos. 306 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

**PRICE CUT to $14.95**


**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**4721477 THE D-DAY TRAINING POCKET MANUAL 1944.** Ed. by Vincent H’O Hara. A fresh look at this complex and controversial operation. Here O’Hara examines the fierce Anglo-American dispute about the operation and charts how it fits into the evolution of amphibious warfare. Illus. 374 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $49.95

**PRICE CUT to $55.95**

**3935795 MACARTHUR’S PAPUA NEW GUINEA OFFENSIVE 1942-1943: Images of War.** By Jon Diamond. The benefits of this hard fought and costly victory were doubtful. In the event, Mindanao and other Southern Philippine Islands were bypassed by MacArthur in favor of a direct assault on Leyte on October 20, 1944. But as the graphic images and well researched text bear witness, there is no denying the courage and determination shown by the attacking U.S. forces. 235 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95

**PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**4653289 CASE WHITE II: The Invasion of Poland 1939.** By Robert Forczyk. On September 1, 1939, Nazi Germany invaded Poland, sparking a war which would consume Europe and the rest of the world for the next six years. Despite the vast superiority of the Wehrmacht, the Germans were faced with the many myths surrounding operation Case White, drawing on the wide array of sources to tell the full story of the invasion that became the catalyst for history’s Second World War. 32 pages. Photos. 306 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

**PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**4734734 BATTLE FOR CRETE.** By John Hall Spencer. An account of the political and military prelude to the evacuation of British, Australian and New Zealand forces from Greece to Crete in April 1941, and of the subsequent German offensive against Crete, the first airborne assault in history on a Mediterranean Island. Photos. 306 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

**PRICE CUT to $14.95**


**PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**4653289 CASE WHITE II: The Invasion of Poland 1939.** By Robert Forczyk. On September 1, 1939, Nazi Germany invaded Poland, sparking a war which would consume Europe and the rest of the world for the next six years. Despite the vast superiority of the Wehrmacht, the Germans were faced with the many myths surrounding operation Case White, drawing on the wide array of sources to tell the full story of the invasion that became the catalyst for history’s Second World War. 32 pages. Photos. 306 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

**PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**4710398 STALINGRAD 1942-43 (1): The German Advance to the Volga.** By Robert Forczyk. This first volume in the Stalingrad trilogy examines this epic battle and covers the land and air operations in the period from June 28, to September 11, 1942, including operations around Voronezh, and the brutal armoured battles in the Don Bend. Maps & illus. in some color. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $24.00

**$17.95**
**467507X PEARL: December 7, 1941.** By Daniel Allen Butler. Takes the reader into the heart of the attack, where the fighting men of both nations showed that neither side had a monopoly on heroism, courage, cowardice, or luck, as they fought for their national lives. 354 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $34.95 **PRICE CUT to $21.95**

**376973 RETRIBUTION: The Soviet Reconquest of Central Ukraine, 1943.** By Prit Buttar. Describes the little-known series of hard-fought battles that saw the weakened German troops ultimately forced out of Central Ukraine in the spring of 1943. By the close of the year the Wehrmacht was doomed to fight a losing war, with the Germans able to do little more than to hold on with the help of civilians’ fight-or-flight efforts. 480 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $35.00 **PRICE CUT TO $21.95**

**465337 THE RECONQUERING: The Defeat of Army Group South, 1944.** By Prit Buttar. From an Eastern Front expert, this is a re-evaluation of the fatal year of 1944, and how the Red Army irrevocably turned the tide of war until the final defeat within the heart of Germany itself was guaranteed. 16 pages of photos. 496 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $22.00 **PRICE CUT TO $17.95**

**3950951 BATTLE OF MIDWAY: Images of War.** By John Grehan. The four-day Battle of Midway resulted in the sinking of all four Japanese aircraft carriers, the U.S. losing only one of its three. The Japanese were never able to recover from these losses, and it was the Americans who were able to take control of the Pacific. The battle, unquestionably, marked the turning point in the war against Japan. 16 pages of photos. 354 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $24.95 **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**4724461 HELL TO PAY: Operation Downfall and the Invasion of Japan, 1945-47.** By D.M. Giangreco. Examines the invasion of Japan in light of the large body of Japanese and American operational and tactical documents. This history underscores the importance of America’s decision to drop the atomic bomb and the rationale for the use of the atomic bomb and shows that President Truman’s decision was based on real estimates of the enormous human cost of a conventional invasion. Maps & photos. 552 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $24.95 **PRICE CUT TO $19.95**

**3595120 NIERSTEIN AND OPPENHEIM 1945: Campaign 350.** By Russ Rodgers. Details the pincer operation executed by the Third and Seventh U.S. armies to clear out the Saar-Palatinate Triangle, and how Patton, who viewed speed and surprise to be more crucial at this point than ever before, turned his forces toward the Rhine at Nierstein. 184 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $28.95 **PRICE CUT TO $19.95**

**4766288 CRUCIBLE OF HELL: The Heroism and Tragedy of Okinawa, 1945.** By Saul David. Drawing on eyewitness accounts and declassified documents from archives on three continents, David delivers a riveting narrative of the heroic U.S. troops, bonded by the brotherhood and sacrifice of war, who overcame enormous casualties to pull off the toughest and most uncertain victory of the war. 480 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $35.00 **PRICE CUT TO $21.95**

**4939139 OPERATION I-GO: Yamamoto’s Last Offensive.** By Michael John Claringbold. By early 1943 Japanese forces in the South Pacific were in a state of disarray, and the battles of Guadalcanal, Kiska, and the Battle of the Bismarck Sea. However, in August 1943, the ill-fated battle, the 71,000-ton Yamato. 16 pages of photos. 423 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $19.99 **PRICE CUT TO $9.95**

**397125 RAIN OF STEEL: Mitscher’s Task Force 58, Ugaki’s Thunder Go-Go, and the Kamikaze War off Okinawa.** By John J. Moore. Follows Navy and marine carrier aviators in the air battles to control the kamikazes directed by Vice Admiral Ugaki. The latter would unleash ten different kamikaze air attacks, each time creating enormous casualties to the Combined Fleet. Maps & photos. 324 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $32.95 **PRICE CUT TO $22.95**

**4841557 THE MARINES IN WORLD WAR II: From the Defense of Wake Island to Okinawa.** By Michael E. Haskw, Photos. 224 pages. Amber. Pub. at $29.95 **PRICE CUT TO $21.95**

**4801006 THE BATTLE FOR BURMA 1942-1945: Images of War.** By Philip Jowett. 228 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $28.95 **PRICE CUT TO $19.95**

**4752503 BATTLE OF LEYTE GULF: Images of War.** By J. Grehan & A. Nicoll. 184 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $28.95 **PRICE CUT TO $19.95**

**473680X A MAGNIFICENT FIGHT: The Battle for Wake Island.** By Robert J. Cressman. Photos. 324 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $24.95 **PRICE CUT TO $17.95**


**4717481 THE FALESA POCKET: Normandy, August 1944.** By Yves Buffetaut. Well illus. 237 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 **PRICE CUT TO $17.95**

**3818977 HITLER VERSUS STALIN—THE EASTERN FRONT 1943-1944: Images of War.** By Nik Cornish. 160 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $24.95 **PRICE CUT TO $19.95**

**4739007 THE FIRST VICTORY: The Second World War and the Gothic Line, 1943-1944.** By John Gooch. A remarkable new history evoking the centrality of Italy to World War II, focusing on the rise and brief triumph of the fascists, followed by the disastrous fall of the Italian military campaign. 16 pages of photos. 532 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $35.00 **PRICE CUT TO $21.95**


**3978826 THE FIRST VICTORY: The Second World War and the East Africa Campaign.** By Andrew Stewart. Photos. 306 pages. Yale. Pub. at $38.00 **PRICE CUT TO $25.00**

**3838954 BARBAROSA THROUGH SOVIET EYES: The First Twenty-Four Hours.** By Artem Drabkin et al. 168 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $32.95 **PRICE CUT TO $22.95**

**4791658 DUNKIRK.** By A. Divitt. 307 pages. Faber & Faber. Pub. at $14.95 **PRICE CUT TO $9.95**


**4652444 THE SOMME 1916: Walking the Western Front, By Ed Sheiling. Well illus. 218 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95 **PRICE CUT TO $29.95**

**3847140 THE SOMME 1916: Walking the Western Front.** By Ed Sheiling. Well illus. 228 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95 **PRICE CUT TO $29.95**

**3843017 THE CAMBRAI CAMPAIGN 1917.** By Andrew Rawson. Maps & photos. 189 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $50.00 **PRICE CUT TO $35.00**

**3899463 BRITISH AIRBORNE SOLDIER VERSUS GERMAN SOLDIER: Combat 42.** By David Greenthal. Well illus. 80 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $22.00 **PRICE CUT TO $16.95**

**3956075 THE FIRST WAVE: The D-Day Warriors Who Led the Way to Victory in World War II.** By John Gooch. A remarkable new history evoking the centrality of Italy to World War II, focusing on the rise and brief triumph of the fascists, followed by the disastrous fall of the Italian military campaign. 16 pages of photos. 532 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $35.00 **PRICE CUT TO $21.95**

**3849020** THE 365TH FIGHTER SQUADRON IN WORLD WAR II: In Action over Europe with the P-47. By Kent Miller. Charts the 365th’s day-to-day operations, interspersed with quotes from the group and squadron records, Missing Aircrew Reports, and the men themselves, in addition, an exhaustive appendix and nearly 200 photographs give readers a look into the combat activities of this Army Air Force unit. 200 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $59.95. $17.95

**3921913** THE 5TH FIGHTER COMMAND IN WORLD WAR II, VOLUME 2. By William Wolf. Wolf puts the 5th Fighter Command’s air campaigns into strategic and tactical context, then breaks down every daily air battle into Fighter Groups and Squadrons using unit Narrative Combat Reports. The 5th was deployed to the China-Burma-India Theater during World War II and was the first American Air Force unit to be trained and equipped in accordance with Marine Corps doctrine. 214 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $17.95. $7.95

**4694287** ROYAL OBSERVER CORPS: The ‘Eyes and Ears’ of the RAF in WWII. The key roles played by the Royal Observer Corps in the Second World War have, all too often, been overshadowed by more glamorous arms of the services. This historical account of the ROC which is just as important in understanding the operations of the corps as the Observers were in the defense of the United Kingdom during WWII. 216 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $50.00. $21.95

**4769503** THE PINEAPPLE AIR FORCE: Pearl Harbor to Tokyo. By John W. Lambert. The Royal Australian Air Force met the attack of the Japanese on December 7, 1941. Redesignated the Seventh Air Force, its bomber units moved on to combat in the Pacific almost immediately. The Seventh Fighter Command was held back to defend Oahu. The story of the fighter units is presented here. Well illus., some color. 214 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $59.95. $18.95

**4734831** THE FIGHTING 30TH DIVISION: They Called Them Roosevelt’s SS. By Martin King et al. A concise and detailed study focuses upon three actions that reveal the evolving nature of the 1939 campaign. All three study focuses upon three actions that reveal the evolving nature of the 1939 campaign. All three reflect the Army’s efforts to train, tactics and combat performance of the fighting men of both sides. Well illus., some color. 96 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $24.99. $7.95

**437269X** HILLER’S SECRET COMMANDOS: Operations of the K-Verband. By Helmut Blocksdorf. Presents the history of the K-Verband, Nazi commando unit,ultrasonic device, acoustic weapons and the assault Vikings or Die Sturmmunckist, established in 1943 to wreak havoc among invading allied forces involved in amphibious landings or attacking occupied boats. 188 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $32.95. $8.95

**3957111** THE SNIPER ANTHOLOGY: Snipers of the Second World War. By Adrian Gilbert et al. These gripping in-depth narratives go beyond the cursory treatment in existing histories and nearly 200 photographs give readers a look into the combat activities of this Army Air Force unit. 200 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $59.95. $17.95

**4693636** DEATH RATTERS: Marine Squadron VMF-323 over Okinawa. By William Wolf. In this complete history of the WWII fighter squadron, providing an insider’s look at the men who become the top-scoring unit of any service branch during the spring of 1945, producing 12 aces and downsing the most Japanese aircraft in a single 24-hour period of any service. Well illus. 216 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $49.95. $12.95

**3849937** 82ND AIRBORNE IN NORMANDY: A History in Period Photographs. By Dominique Francois. On June 6, 1944, paratroopers of the legendary 82nd Airborne Division jumped behind enemy lines in hopes of seizing the bridges over the Merderet River, Ste. Mere Eglise, and other surrounding villages. Includes many first person accounts from the veterans, as well as photo studies of WWII-era uniforms and equipment. 278 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $29.95. $17.95

**3922405** THE HISTORY OF THE 24. WAFFEN-GEBIRGS (KARSTJÄGER)-DIVISION DER SS. By Rolf Michaelis. This concise and detailed study highlights the French units of the Waffen-SS in WWII. The author examines the many fascist and national-socialist movements that served as recruiting grounds, then focuses on in 1942-43 campaign, training, and combat operations of units in Galicia, Pomerania, Kolberg, and Golenhalten. 136 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $24.99. $9.95

**4734793** DISARMING HITLER’S V-WEAPONS. By Chris Ransted. In 1944 the V-1s and V-2s were regarded by the Allied leaders in Germany’s favor. Yet many failed to hit their targets and explode. This is the story of the Bomb Disposal teams who were ordered to render the V-weapons safe and uncover their secrets. Well illus. 96 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $24.99. $7.95

**4653319** MILITARY SOLDIER VERSUS ARMOUR. By Noel F. Mehlo Jr. Omaha was the make or break Allied beach and Mehlo seeks to rectify Cota has not received his due, and Mehlo seeks to rectify his story. The Jump Across the Rhine. By Blocksdorf. Presents the history of the K-Verband, paramilitary forces raised by direct enlistment or through “puppet” 532. By Patrick Delaf ore. G eneral “ Pip” Roberts 11th 587 pages. Cornell. Pub. at $34.95. $11.95

**4877945** PANZERGRENADIER DIVISIONS 1942-1945: Images of War. By Ian Baxter. The term grenadiers was first applied to the equality component of Wehrmacht, Luftwaffe and later Waffen-SS Panzer regiments. These elite divisions fought as mechanized infantry and escort for and in close cooperation with the Panzer units, and nearly 200 photographs give readers a look into the combat activities of this Army Air Force unit. 200 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $59.95. $17.95


**4789716** THE SKY MEN: A Parachute Rifle Company’s Story of the Battle of the Bulge Across the Rhine. By George Ross. Stark, honest, often humorous, and sometimes contradictory ground level account of garrison life and frontline infantry combat. Ross writes primarily research with personal accounts by nearly one hundred men of F Company and other associated organizations. Illus. 462 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $35.00. $11.95

**4378957** 214TH DIVISION: A History of the 214th Infantry Division of World War II. By Martin King et al. The 106th Infantry Division was fresh, green, and right in the pathway of the 5th German Army when the Battle of the Bulge began. This volume covers the 106th Infantry Division’s day-to-day operations, interspersed with quotes from the group and squadron records, Missing Aircrew Reports, and the men themselves, in addition, an exhaustive appendix and nearly 200 photographs give readers a look into the combat activities of this Army Air Force unit. 200 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $59.95. $17.95

**4634256** THE SNIPER ANTHOLOGY: Snipers of the Second World War. By Adrian Gilbert et al. These gripping in-depth narratives go beyond the cursory treatment in existing histories and nearly 200 photographs give readers a look into the combat activities of this Army Air Force unit. 200 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $59.95. $17.95

**4767195** D-DAY GENERAL: How Dutch Cota Saved Omaha Beach on June 6, 1944. By Noel F. Mehlo Jr. Omaha was the make or break Allied beach and Mehlo seeks to rectify Cota has not received his due, and Mehlo seeks to rectify his story. The Jump Across the Rhine. By Blocksdorf. Presents the history of the K-Verband, paramilitary forces raised by direct enlistment or through “puppet” 532. By Patrick Delaf ore. G eneral “ Pip” Roberts 11th 587 pages. Cornell. Pub. at $34.95. $11.95

**4653319** MILITARY SOLDIER VERSUS ARMOUR. By Noel F. Mehlo Jr. Omaha was the make or break Allied beach and Mehlo seeks to rectify Cota has not received his due, and Mehlo seeks to rectify his story. The Jump Across the Rhine. By Blocksdorf. Presents the history of the K-Verband, paramilitary forces raised by direct enlistment or through “puppet” 532. By Patrick Delaf ore. G eneral “ Pip” Roberts 11th 587 pages. Cornell. Pub. at $34.95. $11.95
**WWW I & WWW II Naval History**

*4842456* **SEA COBRA:** Admiral Halsey's Task Force and the Great Pacific Typhoon. By Buckner F. Melton, Jr. The dramatic story of the ships and men of the Fast Escort Carrier Task Force as they sail through the path of the killer typhoon, Typhoon Cobra. Melton recounts the many heroic efforts in the fleet's struggle to survive, and he also examines the ensuing court inquiries ordered by Admiral Chester W. Nimitz. Official's account of the evacuation of 318,000 lives. 318 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

*4876734* **US NAVY DESTROYER ESCORTS OF WORLD WAR II:** New Vanguard 289. By Mark Lardas. Tells the full story of these plucky ships, from their design and development to their combat service, complete with many detailed illustrations, photographs, 48 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00 $13.95

*2953692* **22 MINUTES:** The USS *Vincennes* and the Tragedy of Savo Island. By Jeff Spevak. Ernie Colomnan refused to talk about the sinking of the *Vincennes* and his nightmares of men screaming in the burning sea, incinerated corpses still manning the anti-aircraft guns. Through interviews as well as research, the author puts together what happened that night when more than 1,000 sailors were lost in a 22 minute battle, the worst in U.S. Navy history. Photos. 192 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95

*4780760* **AFTER JUTLAND: The Naval War in Northern European Waters, June 1916-November 1918.** By James Goldrick. Analyzes the naval war in northern European waters following the battle of Jutland. Goldrick focuses primarily on the Royal Navy as the dominant maritime force, but it also analyzes the struggle of the more limited German and Russian navies as each descended into revolution. Illus. 332 pages. Seaforth. Pub. at $39.95 $9.95

*4734823* **ESSEX CLASS AIRCRAFT CARRIERS 1943-1941:** Images of War. By Leo Marriott. The selection of rare photographs and expert commentary cover the evolution of U.S. aircraft carrier design prior to the Second World War and Marriott also looks at the factors which shaped the design and construction of the Essex class. 164 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

*3942120* **US LANDING CRAFT OF WWII, VOL. 2: Legends of Warfare.** By David Doyle. This second of two volumes on American landing craft of World War II focuses on the larger LCT, LSM, LCS(L)(3), and LST vessels that transported tanks and heavy equipment to the shores of North Africa, the Pacific, and Europe and the Pacific. Fully illustrated, in color. 128 pages. Schiffer. $16.95

*2976129* **USS TENNESSEE (BB-43): From Pearl Harbor to Okinawa in World War II.** By David Doyle. Contains hundreds of photographs that trace the history of this iconic warship from its launching in Brooklyn in 1919 to its scrapping in Baltimore 30 years later. 128 pages. Schiffer. $16.95

*3946703* **LIBERTY SHIPS: America's Merchant Marine Transport in World War II.** By David Doyle. No item in the allied arsenal contributed as much to the defeat of the Axis during WWII as did the Liberty ships. The 2,710 Liberty ships, placed into service between 1941 and 1945, provided a vital link in the supply chain to the Allied forces. This iconic ship is explored and its history thoroughly covered in Full size, in color. 128 pages. Schiffer. $16.95

*3782174* **USS HORNET (CV-8): Legends of Warfare.** By David Doyle. Through carefully researched photographs, many of which have never before been published, coupled with descriptive and informative captions, Doyle tells the full story of this historic warship throughout its short history. 112 pages. Schiffer. $16.95

*2885514* **USS ARIZONA:** The Enduring Legacy of a Battleship. By Ingo W. Bauernfeind. This lavishly illustrated volume covers the history of the battleship *USS Arizona* from her launch to her loss. The author believe it is one of the most gripping stories of the Second World War during the attack on Pearl Harbor. Learn about the ship's enduring legacy firsthand as told by survivors, historians, enemies, sons of admirals, and people who had a personal connection to the ship. Photos. 272 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

*4792424* **KONGO-CLASS BATTLESHIPS: Legends of Warfare.** By L. Alberg & H. Lengerer. The battleships of the Kongo-class were the oldest, smallest, and fastest battleships in the Imperial Japanese Navy during WWII. This volume features rare Japanese primary source material such as numerous original photos, line schemes, and detailed charts. 128 pages. Schiffer. $21.95

*3845869* **U-505: The Final Journey.** By James E. Wise Jr. On the night of April 4, 1944, the German submarine U-505 became the first man of war since the War of 1812 to be captured by the U.S. Navy in battle on the high seas. These events are vividly described in the pages of this book along with the story of how the U-505 became a major attraction at the world-renowned Museum of Science and Industry in Chicago. Well illus. 204 pages. Naval Institute. 12¼x8½. Pub. at $34.95 $27.95

*4783778* **THE LAST CRUISE OF A GERMAN U-BOAT:** The Destruction of SMS *Emden.* By W.S. Casson. Based on a number of letters, diaries, memoirs and German survivor statements. The history of the destruction of SMS *Emden* at the hands of the Australian light cruiser HMAS *Sydney.* Illus. 274 pages. Seaforth. Pub. at $39.95 $9.95

*4760549* **UNDER THE SOUTHERN CROSS:** The South Pacific Air Campaign Against Rabaul. By Thomas McKelvey Cleaver. Sheds new light on Australia's ill-fated campaign to prevent the Solomons between August 1942 and February 1944, which were the most difficult in the history of the U.S. Navy. Cleaver draws on extensive and compelling first-hand interviews and manuscripts in this story of those who fought in the attritional battles, as well as in the bitterly contested actions in the Solomon Sea. 32 pages of photos. 352 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95


*4858585* **THE U-BOAT WAR IN THE ATLANTIC, VOLUME III, 1944-1945.** Ed. by Bob Carruthers. The account, as told from the German perspective, of the Battle of the Atlantic, the longest running military campaign in World War Two. The work was originally compiled under the supervision of the U.S. Navy and the British Admiralty, by Fregattenkapitan Gunther Hessler. The third of three volumes. 257 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

*4865474* **UNSINKABLE: Five Men and the Indomitable Run of the USS *Plunkett.*** By James Sullivan. The thrilling account of the USS *Plunkett*–a U.S. Navy destroyer that sustained the most harrowing attack on any navy ship by the Germans during World War II, that gave as good as it got, and that was later made famous by John Ford and Herman Wouk. A timeless evocation of young men stepping up to the defining experience of their lives. Photos. 389 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $42.95 $16.95

*3793982* **US LAND CRAFTING OF WORLD WAR II, VOL. 1.** By David Doyle. Discusses these vessels, built in the tens of thousands, formed the armada that put Allied troops ashore in North Africa, the Aleutians, and Normandy, and across the Pacific. Though many were initially planned as essentially disposable vessels, they continued to serve the nation's need through Vietnam. Fully illus., in color. 112 pages. Schiffer. $9.95

*4853117* **SAFETY CRAFT RESCUE and Combat in the Pacific During World War II.** By E.A. McCandlish & G.D. Jepson. The compelling story of an American crash boat crewed by unknown heroes during WWII in the South Pacific, whose demolition of the Japanese container ship *Emden* off the island of Java in June 1940. By Stephen Wynn. The story behind the sinking of the *Lancastria* on 27th June 1940, one of the most terrible days in British naval history. Traces the story of this tragic and fate during the Second World War of Italian warships of the Vittorio Veneto type to the reader. These ships were the most modern and in many ways even the best representatives of their class on the day of the outbreak of WWII. Fully illus., in color. 164 pages. Kagero. $19.95

*3863433* **ITALIAN VITTORIO VENETO-CLASS BATTLESHIPS.** By Andrzej Perpepkalo. Comprehensively presents both the hull construction, propulsion, and weaponry as well as the career and fate during the Second World War of Italian warships of the Vittorio Veneto type to the reader. These ships were the most modern and in many ways even the best representatives of their class on the day of the outbreak of WWII. Fully illus., in color. 164 pages. Kagero. $19.95

- **52** -

See more titles at erhbc.com/863
**2920727 THE I.A.R.80 & I.A.R.81.** By Radu Brinzan. Possibly one of the most significant aircraft of WWII, but one that has largely been forgotten, this Romanian airplane fought the Russians, the Americans, and later the Germans. The program of this definitive guide to the legendary aircraft. Well illus., some color. 128 pages. SAM. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95  **$6.95**

**4839225 MACARTHUR’S AIR FORCE: American Airpower over the Pacific and the Far East, 1941-51.** By Bill Yenne, the last American writer to have been taken prisoner by the Japanese in WWII. MacArthur and his air chief General George Kenney were determined to rebuild the U.S. aerial presence in the Pacific. By the end of World War II, the three air forces that consisted of more than a combined fleet of more than 5,000 aircraft and the general himself was in the highest mission. 16 pages of photos. 320 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.00  **$15.95**

**4851952 LT. ELISIE OTT'S TOP SECRET MISSION.** By Jeffrey S. Copeland. Lt. Ott was given the task of transporting five critically ill and wounded patients from Karachi, India, to Walter Reed Hospital. The mission unfolded over 13,000 miles and six and a half days by air, which would have averaged three and a half hours by truck, ship, and rail. Along the way, they learned firsthand how the U.S. military time helped establish aeromedical evacuation teams all over the globe, saving millions of lives. Photos. 209 pages. Paragon House. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  **$13.95**

**4779153 WINGS OF HONOR: American Airmen in World War I.** By John Wukovits. The author recreates the moment by moment drama these pilots experienced in the air, and conclusively answers the longstanding question of who shot down: the better bomber and communication aircraft of the U.S. Air Force and the most effective fighter of the U.S. Navy. There is no doubt that Hellcats won complete air superiority for the Americans over the vast areas of the Pacific, largely contributing to the victory over Japan. Fully illus., color. 344 pages. Stackpole. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  **$17.95**

**4770137 WARBATH: A Story of the 345th Bombardment Group.** By Jon A. Maguire. The story of four American pilots who lifted off from the Naval Air Station St. Albans, New York early on the morning of August 15, 1945, the day Japan surrendered. The story of their search for the Japanese fleet, and their amazing rise from a struggling squadron decimated in World War II to their dramatic recovery as they became crack pilots who easily outscored American and British fliers. Well illus. 368 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $59.95  **$19.95**

**3811786 STALIN’S EAGLES: An Illustrated Study of the Soviet Aces of World War II and Korea.** By Hans D. Seidt. Hundreds of profiles of outstanding Russian fighter pilots, many unknown to the West, and their amazing rise from a struggling squadron decimated in World War II to their dramatic recovery as they became crack pilots who easily outscored American and British fliers. Well illus. 460 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $45.00  **$14.95**

**3922464 KAMPFGESCHWADER 51 “EDWEISS”: The Complete History of KG 51 in World War II.** By Wolfgang Dierich. The story of the Luftwaffe bomber unit is documented here from its formation in 1937 until Germany’s surrender in 1945. Based on war diaries, combat reports, and personal accounts, the author vividly tells the story of the KG 51 for the first time in English. Photos. 278 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $39.99  **$11.95**

**4769341 THE LUFTWAFFE FROM TRAINING SCHOOL TO THE FRONT: An Illustrated Study 1933-1945.** By T.E.W. Boiten & M.W. Bowman. Draws extensively on previously unpublished photographs and personal accounts to reveal the history, design, and more. 288 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $59.99  **$19.95**

**4819537 OPERATION VENGEANCE.** By John Wukovits. The electrifying, definitive account of the top secret U.S. mission to kill Yamamoto, the Japanese mastermind of Pearl Harbor. The author recreates the moment by moment drama these pilots experienced in the air, and conclusively answers the longstanding question of who shot down the most famous of all Japanese warplanes. Well illus. 277 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $49.95  **$16.95**

**4735064 NORTH AMERICAN P-51 MUSTANG.** By R. Wasik & K. Gmerek. The North American P-51 Mustang was powered by the British-designed Rolls Royce Merlin/Packard engine was the best long-range escort fighter of the World War Two era. This is a great resource for military modelers as well as history buffs. Well illus., some in color. 128 pages. Kagero. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  **$17.95**

**3962164 AIRCRAFT OF WORLD WAR I, 1914-18: Identification Guide.** By J. Herris & B. Ranson. A comprehensive guide to military aircraft units of the Allies and the Allies, covering more than 30 countries, and covering maps that have aimed for the taking advantage of this style, offering a comprehensive look at their history, design, and more. 286 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $59.99  **$21.95**

**3821964 AMERICAN MILITARY GLIDERS OF WORLD WAR II.** By Bill Norton. The U.S. Army glider corps was formed in the tumultuous period of rapid buildup of American military might prior to the nation’s entry into WWII. The program produced a cadre of pilots and fleets of wood and fabric gliders that executed challenging combat missions unlike anything done before or since. Well illus., color. 232 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $59.99  **$19.95**

**4769791 TILTROTOR AIRCRAFT: An Illustrated History.** By Alexander Ludeke. Describes in superb pictures and text the fascinating genre of tiltrotor airplanes, which combine the mobility of rotor crafts with the speed of winged airplanes. Profiles a multitude of ships that have attempted to take advantage of this style, offering a comprehensive look at their history, design, and more. 286 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $59.99  **$19.95**

**4813855 FLYING WITH THE HORTEN BROTHERS.** By Hans-Peter Dabrowski. This account deals exclusively in detail with the Horten powered aircraft before and during the Second World War. Well illus. 64 pages, color. 127 pages. Stackpole. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  **$17.95**

**384997X BATTLESTATIONS: ATTACKING THE JAPANESE HOME ISLANDS.** By David R. McElroy. The story of a determined air combat unit that was vital to the success of Operation Ten-Go. Well illus., color. 109 pages. Stackpole. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  **$17.95**

**4813950 REED HOSPITAL.** By T.E.W. Boiten & M.W. Bowman. Draws extensively on previously unpublished photographs and personal accounts to reveal the history, design, and more. 288 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $59.99  **$19.95**

**3920729 THE I.A.R.80 & I.A.R.81.** By Radu Brinzan. Possibly one of the most significant aircraft of WWII, but one that has largely been forgotten, this Romanian airplane fought the Russians, the Americans, and later the Germans. The program of this definitive guide to the legendary aircraft. Well illus., some color. 128 pages. SAM. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95  **$6.95**

**4769341 THE LUFTWAFFE FROM TRAINING SCHOOL TO THE FRONT: An Illustrated Study 1933-1945.** By T.E.W. Boiten & M.W. Bowman. Draws extensively on previously unpublished photographs and personal accounts to reveal the history, design, and more. 288 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $59.99  **$19.95**

**4813855 FLYING WITH THE HORTEN BROTHERS.** By Hans-Peter Dabrowski. This account deals exclusively in detail with the Horten powered aircraft before and during the Second World War. Well illus. 64 pages, color. 127 pages. Stackpole. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  **$17.95**

**4735064 NORTH AMERICAN P-51 MUSTANG.** By R. Wasik & K. Gmerek. The North American P-51 Mustang was powered by the British-designed Rolls Royce Merlin/Packard engine was the best long-range escort fighter of the World War Two era. This is a great resource for military modelers as well as history buffs. Well illus., some in color. 128 pages. Kagero. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  **$17.95**

**4844157 DOGFIGHT OVER TOKYO: The Final Air Battle of the Pacific.** By John Wukovits. When Billy Hobbs and his fellow Hellcat aviators from Air Group 88 lifted off from the venerable Navy carrier USS Yorktown on early the morning of August 15, 1945, they had no idea that they would be the last American air mission of World War II. Four American pilots never returned, men who had lifted off from the carrier in wartime but were shot down during peacetime. 16 pages of photos, 32 pages illus. in color. 32 pages. Stackpole. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95  **$7.95**

**4865528 DOGFIGHT OVER TOKYO: The Final Air Battle of the Pacific and the Last Four Men to Die in World War II.** By John Wukovits. The story of four American pilots who lifted off from the Navy carrier, USS Yorktown in wartime and were shot down during peacetime. The author tells the riveting account of Air Group 88’s pilots and crew in this riveting account of the last dogfight of the war. 16 pages of photos, 32 pages illus. in color. 32 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $28.00  **$7.95**

See more titles at erhbc.com/863 - 57 -
**487892X** DE HAVILLAND MOSQUITO, VOL. 2: Legends of Warfare. By Ron Mackay. Covering the night fighter and fighter bomber variants of the deadly Mosquito. Also covered are the Mosquito's other significant Air Force, as well as possible aircrew. Photos, some in color. 112 pages. Schiffer. $16.95

**4850610** MESSERSCHMITT BF 110: The Luftwaffe’s Fighter-Destroyer in World War II. By Ron Mackay. The concept of a twin-engine fighter that could accompany bomber formations and effectively drive off defending fighters was the rationale behind the creation of the Messerschmitt BF 110. It proved to be a formidable addition to the Luftwaffe’s arsenal, effective as a fighter and bomber. 256 pages. Schiffer. $21.95

**4683014** MIG-31 FOXHOUND: Flying with the Russian Air Force. By P. Pied & N. Deboeck. Parcelling the huge territory of Russia up to the North Pole, this Russian fighter jet, armed with long range R-33 missiles, guarantees the security of Russian airspace the year round. In this volume, you have a closeup view of this large and impressive machine, that has been in service for the last four decades. Fully illus. in color, 114 pages, HMH Publications. Paperbound. $31.00. **$23.95**

**4798802** MITSUBISHI A6M REISEN ZEKE, VOL. 1: Monographs No. 72. By Dariusz Paduch. The result of years of experimentation by the Imperial Japanese Navy, the Mitsubishi A6M Zeke is perhaps the best known Japanese World War II fighter type, which is studied in this volume. Well illus. 80 pages. Kagero. **$18.95** 8½x11. Paperbound. $29.95

**2915509** AIR APACHES: The True Story of the 345th Bomb Group and Its Low, Fast, and Deadly Missions in World War II. By Jay A. Stout. Reconstructs the primitive jungle war in the South Pacific in striking detail, capturing what it was like to fly “inside” the lifetime of the missions’ participants. In the face of enemy fighter attacks and withering ground fire—against a foe whose cruelty knew no equal in modern war. 32 pages of photos. 384 pages. Stackpole. $19.95

**3769113** VANISHED HERO: The Life, War, and Mysterious Disappearance of America’s World War II Striking King. By Jay A. Stout. Ruthlessly bold fighter pilot Elwyn G. Righetti remains one of the most elusive, compelling, colorful, and controversial commanders of WWII. Renowned for his staggering 27 strafing victories, he gets the spotlight in this remarkable account of his dangerous and battles in the sky. 24 pages of photos, 289 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $32.95. **$6.95**

**3909719** THE WOMEN WITH SILVER WINGS: The Inspiring True Story of the Women Air Force Service Pilots of World War II. By Katherine Sharp Landdeck. This is the thrilling true story of the daring female aviators who helped the United States win World War II—only to be forgotten by the country they served. But the bonds these women forged never failed, and over the next few decades they came together to fight for recognition as the military veterans they were, and for their place in history. 435 pages. Crown. Pub. at $28.00. **$21.95**

**4750497** THE WOMEN WITH SILVER WINGS: The Inspiring True Story of the Women Air Force Service Pilots of World War II. By Katherine Sharp Landdeck. The thrilling true story of the daring female aviators who helped the United States win World War II—only to be forgotten by the country they served. But the bonds these women forged never failed, and over the next few decades they came together to fight for recognition as the military veterans they were, and for their place in history. Photos. 449 pages. Crown. Paperbound. $18.00

**4652108** BOEING B-17: The Fifteen Ton Flying Fortress. By G. M. Simons & H. Friedman. Describes how the Boeing B-17 was built utilizing many photographs from the design studio and production lines. It illustrates and explains the many different roles that the aircraft took as the war progressed. Heavy bomber, reconnaissance, anti-submarine warfare, and anti-shipping mission, and there were few tasks that this solid design could not undertake. 256 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. $29.95 **$19.95**

**4587775** SECRET WINGS OF WORLD WAR TWO: Nazi Technology and the Allied Armies Race. By Lance Cole. Fully examines the detail of the dramatic race to the Secret Weapon and bomber legends of the 1950s and ’60s, along with the current crop of military and civil all-wing or blended-wing aircraft. Cole charts the story from its origins, through development, to modern day. 244 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. $29.95 **$21.95**

**3763583** GERMAN FLAK DEFENCES VS ALLIED HEAVY BOMBERS 1942-45: Duel 98. By Donald Nijsboer. The air action that unfolded over Germany has often been described as a battle between day/night fighters and bombers. What has frequently been missed by historians was the impact of German anti-aircraft defenses (flak). Dismissed as ineffective, the Flakwaffe in fact made a major contribution to the defense of the Third Reich. The revealed history of the Flakwaffe’s role in the battles of World War II is explored here. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. $22.00. **$16.95**

**Blu-ray** 4748174 THE COLD BLUE. Widescreen. A stirring tribute to the men of the Eighth Air Force, who flew deadly missions during World War II. Director Erik Nelson traced the story of the surviving Eighth Air Force veterans to recall the harrowing experiences they endured in the summer of 1943. English SDH. 73 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $34.95. **$21.95**

**4787515** THE LAST FIGHTING PILOT: The True Story of the Final Combat Mission of World War II. By Don Brown with J. Yellin. On the morning of August 15, 1945, Captain Jerry Yellin flew the last combat mission of World War II out of Iwo Jima. This is his story, as told in his final days by Captain Yelling himself to Brown. Harrowing first-person account of war from one of America’s World War II veterans. Illus. 224 pages. Regnery. Paperbound. $16.99. **$12.95**

**4743253** GERMAN BOMBERS OVER RUSSIA: Luftwaffe at War. By Manfred Griebl. Operation Barbarossa, Hitler’s invasion of Russia, put the Luftwaffe’s bombers at the forefront of the action. German bombers—launched raid after raid—were playing an essential role in the speedy conquest of vast tracts of land. By the end of the war, they were desperately trying to stem the Red Army’s advance. Illus., some in color. 72 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $9.95. **$6.95**


**4776291** ARADO AR 234: Luftwaffe Profile Series No. 15. By Manfred Griebl. The world’s first jet bomber came into the light with this informative profile. Historical, contemporary, and up-close photographs, artwork, and plans combine with detailed text to provide a fascinating portrait of the historic aircraft. 49 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. **$4.95**

**4743334** LOCKHEED F-104 STARFIGHTER: Profiles of Flight. By Donald Nijsboer. The air action of the starfighters of WWII are covered in detail for the first time the intended role and development of these planes and their influence on the course of the air war over Germany. Well illus., some in color. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. $22.00. **$16.95**

**4770064** VICTORY ROLL! The American Air Force in the Pacific and Aircraft in World War II. By William Wolf. The story of America’s “best and brightest” who came from all walks of life to become fighter pilots in WWII. The early pilots, hastily trained and flying inferior equipment, held the line until American know-how and newly trained pilots took over. But the can-do attitude allowed the air corps to reach its potential. Well illus. 464 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $64.95. **$18.95**

**3895554** THE FIFTH FIGHTER COMMAND IN WORLD WAR II, VOLUME I: Pearl Harbor to the Reduction of Rabaul. By William Wolf. Since the end of WWII the major role played by the 5th Fighter Command in winning the war in the Pacific has almost been totally ignored. This book brings this story into strategic and tactical context, then breaks down every daily air battle into Fighter Groups and Squadrons using unit Narrative Combat Reports. Well illus. 284 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $69.99. **$19.95**

**4770094** VUGHT F7U CUTLASS: A Developmental History by Tom Gardiner. Provides a complete technical history of this plane, which was the first secret weapon jet propelled fighter to operate from a carrier deck. It was also the first to use an all-hydraulic irreversible flight control system, the first tailless US naval jet fighter, and the first to incorporate a fully hydraulic wheel. Well illus., mostly in color. 176 pages. Osprey. $200 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Pub. at $59.99. **$18.95**
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**3967468** P-51B MUSTANG: North American's Bastard Stepchild That Saved the Eighth Air Force. By J.W. Marshall & L.F. Ford. This comprehensive reference details the struggle that North American Aviation experienced in its efforts to sell the Mustang in the USA as a fighter designer and producer, and chronicles the development and key performance features of the company’s original Mustang design that led to the creation of the P-51B. Well illus., some in color. 352 pages. Osprey. £25. 8x10. Pub. at $39.95 Price Cut to $4.95

**4473762** THE LUFTWAFFE’S SECRET WWII MISSIONS. By D. Degtiev & Z. Dubov. Drawn from German and Soviet sources, the latter only recently declassified, the authors expose for the very first time the Luftwaffe’s secret operations and reveal the fate of many of the pilots, agents and saboteurs in a story as breathtakingly dramatic as it is novel. Illus., many in color. 256 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $42.95

**4721159** MATTHERN: The Operational History of the US XX Bomber Command from India, China, and 1944-1945. By Terry M. Mays. This operational history of the XX (20th) Bomber Command and its combat campaigns in the China, India, and Burma Theaters of Operations traces the development of the Boeing B-29 Superfortress program and the Allied plans to stage long-range bombers through China for strikes against Japan’s strategic industries. Fully illus. 304 pages. Schiffer. 8x11¼. Pub. at $69.99

**4851315** MY ASIISHCHEV M-4 AND 3M: The First Soviet Strategic Jet Bomber. By Y. Plokhin. The Soviet strategic jet bomber’s development and operational history is the subject of this volume.史密斯的综合研究介绍了3M的适应过程，可以用来携带能源/运载系统的VM-T型Atlantis超大的货物。240 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $27.95

**4967494** OPERATION TIDAL WAVE: The Bloodiest Air Battle in the History of War. By Vincent dePhilippo. The Battle of Ploesti, Romania. The mission, code-named Operation Tidal Wave, was designed to destroy the oil refineries at Ploesti, cutting off 30 of the percent of oil to Italy and cripple a formidable German machine. 16 empty pages of photos. 240 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $27.95

**4972195** THE HISTORY OF DYESS AIR FORCE BASE: 1941 to the Present. By George A. Larson. Covers the history of Dyess Air Force Base from 1941 to the present day, focusing on the construction and early years of military operations through the Cold War with the Soviet Union and through the transition to a worldwide conventional weapons response capability. This volume is a comprehensive historical resource. Well illus., mostly in color. 224 pages. Schiffer. 8x11¼. Pub. at $59.99

**4857428** FAIRCHILD REPUBLIC A-10 THUNDERBOLT II: The Warthog Ground Attack Aircraft. By Peter C. Smith. The Fairchild-Republic A-10 Thunderbolt II is the warhorse of close-air support. This comprehensive study of the equipment and artworks of German aircraft, this resource is a comprehensive historical resource. Well illus., many in color. 231 pages. Avonmore Books. Paperback. Pub. at $46.95

**4843410** STAR-SPANGLED SPITFIRES: Images of War. By Tony Larson. A handful of British military aircraft are the top bars of the USA during World War II. The Supermarine Spitfire was the most used, and the Yanks that flew it in combat rated the fighter very highly. The photos capture some unique aspects of the Spitfire’s career. Well illus., some in color. 100 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95

**4749138** LUFTWAFFE SQUADRONS, 1939-45: Identification Guide. By Chris Bishop. Illustrated with over 250 detailed artworks of German aircraft, this resource is a comprehensive guide to the equipment and organization of Germany’s Luftwaffe’s combat units. This in-depth guide is organized by theatre of operations and campaign. 192 pages. Amber Books. Pub. at $29.95

**4783229** ARAO FLUGZEUGWERKE AND DEVELOPMENT HISTORY OF THE VOLK-REPUBLIC. By Y. Sokhin. This well-illustrated history charts the development of all Arado aircraft between 1925 and 1945 as well as the development and capabilities of the factory. Based on original documents, this information will rectify some of the speculation that has been published about the company. 192 pages. Formhill Books. Pub. at $32.95

**4733232** EAGLES OVER DARWIN: American Airmen Defending Northern Australia in 1942. By Tom Lewis. Over several months the American 49th Fighter Group pilots fought a brave and unrelenting campaign against a stronger enemy than they did much to safeguard Australia in its darkest hour. Today lonely and long forgotten airfields still bear the name of American pilots who made the ultimate sacrifice. This is their story. Well illus. 108 pages. Avonmore Books. Paperback. Pub. at $47.95

**4733232** EAGLES OVER DARWIN: American Airmen Defending Northern Australia in 1942. By Tom Lewis. Over several months the American 49th Fighter Group pilots fought a brave and unrelenting campaign against a stronger enemy than they did much to safeguard Australia in its darkest hour. Today lonely and long forgotten airfields still bear the name of American pilots who made the ultimate sacrifice. This is their story. Well illus. 108 pages. Avonmore Books. Paperback. Pub. at $47.95

**475607X** HOW THE RAF & USAF BEAT THE LUFTWAFFE. By Ken Delve. Looks at the main campaigns in which the Allied air force brought together official accounts, high-level memoirs and first-hand combat reports to shed new light on this complex and fascinating story. 428 pages. Air World. Pub. at $42.95

**485607X** HOW THE RAF & USAF BEAT THE LUFTWAFFE. By Ken Delve. Looks at the main campaigns in which the Allied air force brought together official accounts, high-level memoirs and first-hand combat reports to shed new light on this complex and fascinating story. 428 pages. Air World. Pub. at $42.95

**3870129** AIR COMBAT: Dogfights of World War II. By Tony Holmes. Explores four classic dogfighting theatres of World War II, the Pacific, the Mediterranean, the Eastern Front, and the Pacific, the Mediterranean, the Eastern Front. All known versions of interceptors are included. Well illus., many in color. 256 pages. Schiffer. 8x11¼. Pub. at $69.95

**3870129** AIR COMBAT: Dogfights of World War II. By Tony Holmes. Explores four classic dogfighting theatres of World War II, the Pacific, the Mediterranean, the Eastern Front, and the Pacific, the Mediterranean, the Eastern Front. All known versions of interceptors are included. Well illus., many in color. 256 pages. Schiffer. 8x11¼. Pub. at $69.95

**4872932** STUKA SPEARHEAD: The Lightning War from Poland to Dunkirk, 1939-1940. By Peter C. Smith. Drawing in the author’s unique photographic collection, this guide profiles the various models and finicky tactics of the devastating Stuka dive-bombers of the Lufthansa’s combat units. Well illus. 448 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95


**4851315** MY ASIISHCHEV M-4 AND 3M: The First Soviet Strategic Jet Bomber. By Y. Plokhin. The Soviet strategic jet bomber’s development and operational history is the subject of this volume.史密斯的综合研究介绍了3M的适应过程，可以用来携带能源/运载系统的VM-T型Atlantis超大的货物。240 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $27.95

**4749138** LUFTWAFFE SQUADRONS, 1939-45: Identification Guide. By Chris Bishop. Illustrated with over 250 detailed artworks of German aircraft, this resource is a comprehensive guide to the equipment and organization of Germany’s Luftwaffe’s combat units. This in-depth guide is organized by theatre of operations and campaign. 192 pages. Amber Books. Pub. at $29.95

**4733232** EAGLES OVER DARWIN: American Airmen Defending Northern Australia in 1942. By Tom Lewis. Over several months the American 49th Fighter Group pilots fought a brave and unrelenting campaign against a stronger enemy than they did much to safeguard Australia in its darkest hour. Today lonely and long forgotten airfields still bear the name of American pilots who made the ultimate sacrifice. This is their story. Well illus. 108 pages. Avonmore Books. Paperback. Pub. at $47.95
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**487892** THE KASSEL RAID, 27 SEPTEMBER 1944: The Largest Loss by USAF Group on Any Mission in WWII, By Eric Ratcliffe. In this highly moving account of the Kassel raid, the author uncovers the painful details of those terrible moments which, for the first time, transformed the stories of those who survived one of the Second World War’s most disastrous operations through the stories of those who survived one of the Second World War’s most disastrous operations in the USAF’s battle against the Luftwaffe. Illus. 118 pages. Air World. Pub. at $34.95 **PRICE CUT to $21.95**

**3926125** EAGLES OVER THE SEA: A History of Luftwaffe Maritime Operations, By Peter E. Davies. This outstanding history of Luftwaffe maritime units in WWII tells the complete story of the development of German naval aircraft as a whole and their development across all the major operations from the Mediterranean to the Atlantic. Illus. 464 pages. Seaforth. Pub. at $89.95 **PRICE CUT to $59.95**

**3950149** UNDAUNTED, VOLUME 2: Britain and the Commonwealth’s War in the Air 1939-45. By Ben Key. Combines detailed studies into the development of the Royal Air Force with a fascinating look at how British air power so effective, together with the personal accounts from the aircrew themselves. Includes over 150 photographs and 15 maps and diagrams. 550 pages. Helion & Company. Pub. at $44.95 **$33.95**

**2958635** FURY FROM THE NORTH: The Northern railroad in World War II. By Douglas C. Dilley. This concise, incisive text includes rare images and high quality color artwork to provide a fresh account of both well-known and more esoteric aspects of conflict in this part of the world during this critical period. Illus. 80 pages. Helion & Company. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**4868245** STRIKE FROM THE AIR: The Early Years of the U.S. Air Forces. By Terry C. Treadwell. Shows the early development of the aviation section of the U.S. Army with balloons and the part they played in the Civil War. This is followed by an examination of the first air arm in the U.S. Navy, General Pershing tracked down the revolutionary Pancho Villa after he had crossed the Mexican border into the United States and attacked the town of Columbus, New Mexico, and much more. Well illus. 320 pages. Air World. Pub. at $34.95 **$21.95**

**3959147** P-47 THUNDERBOLT VS KI-43-II OSCAR: Duel 103. By Michael John Claringbold. On the northern coast of New Guinea, the mastery of the skies enjoyed by the fighter pilots of the Imperial Japanese Army Air Force was neutralized by a series of offensive and defensive aerial battles, as well as strafing attacks, undertaken in the main by U.S. fifth Air Force P-47D units and the Japanese Ki-43-II Oscar fighter aircraft. Illus. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00 **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**3834933** P-51 MUSTANG, VOLUME 2: The D, H, and K Models in World War II and Korea. By David Doyle. The story of this heroic fighter is told through carefully researched archival photos, as well as photographs of preserved examples. The book also features rare photos and artwork illustrating not only the use of the late-WWII Mustang, but the details of its construction. 112 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $19.99 **$14.95**

**4719190** B/E8-66 DESTROYER UNITS IN COMBAT: Combat Aircraft 137. By Peter E. Davies. This edition charts the evolution of the Destroyer from a little bomber into a vital electronic warfare platform through first-hand accounts of combat operations. Illus. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $24.00 **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

**3959112** F-102 DELTA DAGGER UNITS: Combat Aircraft 132. By Peter E. Davies. Designed in the early 1950s to counter what was perceived as the critical threat of attack by waves of nuclear armed Soviet bombers, the F-102 Delta Dagger also pioneered armament based solely on air to air guided missiles. This concise authoritative study is supported by original color artworks, scale line drawing and archival photos. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $24.00 **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**4897668** NORTHPRO FLYING WINGS: X-Planes 10. By Peter E. Davies. With expert history and analysis, Davies explores Northrop’s flying wings, from the small N-1M and N-9M prototypes to the full-scale bombers, and analyzes their rich legacy. Well illus., some in color. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $24.00 **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**395918X** VICKERS WELLINGTON UNITS OF BOMBER COMMAND: Combat Aircraft 133. By Michael Napier. The comprehensive illustrated history of the long-range bomber force during the first half of WWII. The Wellington was one of the few aircraft types to have been in production in front-line service throughout the war. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $24.00 **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**3897426** IN COLD WAR SKIES: NATO and Soviet Air Power, 1949-89. By Michael Napier. Examines the air power of these adversaries both at a strategic and at a tactical level, and provides an in-depth analysis of the second world war through tough battles fought over the Mediterranean fronts, and vain attempts to stop the Allied bomber offensive against the Reich, accompanied by more than 700 period photos, maps, aircraft line drawings, and aerial view loss listings. Volume I of three volumes. Maps & Photos. Pub. at $89.95 **$19.95**

**3811553** JAGDGESCHWADER 53, VOLUME 1–MARCH 1937-MAY 1942. By Jochen Prien. The early history of the German fighting unit that flew action on every front from the early years of the war through tough battles fought over the Mediterranean fronts, and vain attempts to stop the Allied bomber offensive against the Reich, accompanied by more than 700 period photos, maps, aircraft line drawings, and aerial view loss listings. Volume I of three volumes. Maps & Photos. Pub. at $89.95 **$19.95**


**480192X** SIAI MARCHETTI SF-260. By Duke Hawkins. A photographic portrait of the agile and elegant trainer that was developed back in the days. Hawkins covers every aspect of the little trainer, including the SF-260T equipped with a powerful turboprop engine, and discusses the SF-260P, the SF-260Ws, the SF-260Ps. Well illus., many in color. 320 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $32.00 **$24.95**

**4710371** SINKING FORCE 2: 1941: Air Campaign 20. By Alistair Horne. This exciting and fast-paced volume charts the history of the air war in 1941, and why they were won and lost, explaining the technology, capabilities and vulnerabilities of the combatants, and how this momentous clash of aircraft and battletlines unfolded. Well illus. in color. 384 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $32.00 **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**4719182** ARADO AR 196 UNITS IN COMBAT: Combat Aircraft 136. By Peter de Jong. This fascinating volume explores the history of the versatile Ar 196, from the floatplane’s development to its widespread deployment across the globe in WWII. The detailed text is supported by an impressive selection of period photos, action photographs, including on board the Brazilian aircraft carrier Sao Paulo. 114 pages. HMH Publications. Paperback. Pub. at $32.00 **$23.95**

**4864516** VOICES OF THE BATTLE OF BRITAIN, 80TH ANNIVERSARY 1940-2020: The Days That Saved the Nation. By Mike Lepine. Illustrated throughout with rarely seen images, this resource is packed with the stories of the British fighter pilots who stood down, of the classic fighters that were flown and fought in and against, and of standing steadfast in the face of overwhelming odds. 141 pages. Sonia, 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $32.95 **PRICE CUT to $21.95**

**3816338** NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION IN THE JET AGE: The California Years, 1945-1997. By John Fredrickson. During the waning days of WWII, a trio of young California based firms, North American Aviation, Douglas Aircraft, and the U.S. and Soviet forces sought to seize advanced German weapons technology. The story of these weapons and the engineers who nourished them is a fascinating look into the postwar corporate history of the NAA and its impact on U.S. and world military history. Well illus., most in color, 223 pages. Schiffer. 9x11¼. Pub. at $45.00 **PRICE CUT to $34.95**
**Air Combat & Aircraft**


3470672 COLD WAR DELTA PROTOTYPES: X-Planes, No. 15. By Tony Butliper. Well illus., some in color. 80 pages. Osprey Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00 **$9.95**


292336X A CENTURY OF CARRIER AVIATION. By David Hobbs. Well illus. 304 pages. Seaford. 9/16x11 1/4. **$5.95**

4743458 POLISH AIRCRAFT (1939) INSTRUMENT PANELS. By Dariusz Karnas. 38 pages. Osprey Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00 **$5.95**


2994054 B-17 BOMBER: Pilot’s Flight Operating Instructions. Fully illus. 166 pages. Periscope Film. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 **$15.95**

3959155 TO DEFEAT THE FEW: The Luftwaffe’s Campaign to Destroy RAF Fighter Command. August-September 1940. By D.C. Dixey and F.P. Crickmore. Well illus., in some color. 384 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $40.00 **$19.95**

3963629 S2C-5 HELLDIVER: Italian Aviation Series. By Luigi Gorena. 52 pages. Aviation Collectables. 8 1/4 x 11 3/4. **$35.00**


**Uniforms, Markings & Insignia**

3850382 UNIFORMS OF THE ALAMO AND THE TEXAS REVOLUTION AND THE MEN WHO WORE THEM, 1835-1836. By Bruce Marshall. History of the uniforms of the Texas Revolution and the men who wore them. The idea has persisted for far too long that the army of patriots that won Texas independence from Mexico was totally without uniforms, but as seen here, there were many uniformed Texas units. Illus. in color. 80 pages. Schiffer. 8 1/4 x 11 1/4. **$19.95**

4769961 UNIFORMS OF THE REPUBLIC OF TEXAS: And the Man They Wore Them, 1836-1846. By Bruce Marshall. Comprehensive handbook to the uniforms of the Republic of Texas, the only state to be an independent nation. Includes highly detailed paintings of all uniforms, together with rare photographs of uniformed officers, 83 pages. Schiffer. 8 1/4 x 11 1/4. **$24.95**

4769892 U.S. COMBAT HELMETS OF THE 20TH CENTURY: Mass Production Helmets. By Mark A. Reynosa. Every major production helmet version is presented in full color photos, including detail shots and production markings. Covered are the standard ground helmets, parachutist helmets and helmet covers. 108 pages. Schiffer. 8 1/4 x 11 1/4. **$19.95**

3812979 ARMY BLUE: The Uniform of Uncle Sam’s Regulars, 1848-1873. By John P. Langellier. Chronicles the evolution and increase of Regular Army officers and enlisted men’s uniforms during the mid-19th century, and delineates the difference between official regulations and personal preferences in insignia, headgear, and footwear. Fully illus., some in color. 352 pages. 9/16x11 1/4. **$79.95**

3850366 UNIFORMS & EQUIPMENT OF THE AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN ARMY IN WORLD WAR ONE. By Spencer A. Colt. Period photographs display the uniforms of a wide variety of the Austro-Hungarian Army’s uniformed units, including machine gunners, air corps, hussars, dragons, telegraph, general infantry, Kaisers, and more. 352 pages. Schiffer. 9/16x11 1/4. **$99.95**

5900388 UNITED STATES ARMY SHOULDER PATCHES: 1st Division to 40th Division. By William & Kurt D. Keller. For more than eighty years, from the closing days of WWI, the often-simple shoulder patch has been used to distinguish one unit from another. Presented here are over 800 views of the original insignia and patches of all shoulder patches from 1917 to 1945. **$79.95**

4724442 UNITED STATES NAVY & MARINE CORPS AVIATION SQUADRONS LINEAGE, INSIGNIA, AND HISTORY, VOLUME 2. By Michael J. Crowder. Covers the Marine Scout Bomber, Torpedo Bomber, and the Bombing & Attack Squads. Also includes sections on the names, dates, and facts found in other works, this volume features illustrations almost entirely from the archives of Northrup-Grumman. 224 pages. Schiffer. 8 1/4 x 11 1/4. **$59.99**

4724450 UNITED STATES NAVY HELICOPTER PATCHES. By Michael L. Roberts. Displays over 1,900 embroidered patches of U.S. Navy rotary wing aircraft from the Vietnam War to today, containing helicopters, schools, organizations, air wings and detachments for all the squadron types. 240 pages. Schiffer. 9 1/16 x 11 1/4. **$39.99**

3811441 UNITED STATES NAVY PATCHES: Command & Support/Amphibious Forces/SEAL Teams/Fleets/Flotillas/Groups. By Michael L. Roberts. Over 1,000 Navy patches representing the pride and comradeship of the groups, photographed and indexed to allow easy access to specific units and ships. 157 pages. Schiffer. 8 1/4 x 11 1/4. **$29.95**

3855207 SAILORS IN FOREST GREEN: U.S. Navy Uniforms in World War II Series. By Jeff Warner. Examines in detail the uniforms and equipment used by Navy personnel attached to the U.S. Marine Corps during WWII. Includes the uniforms of officers in the Dental and Support/Amphibious Forces/SEAL Teams/Fleets/ Flotillas/Groups. 117 pages. Schiffer. 8 1/4 x 11 1/4. **$24.95**

4561197 ARMIES OF THE US-MEXICAN WAR, 1846-1848. By Gabriele Espostio. Examines the organization, uniforms, and operations of the two combatants in the years 1846-1848. The U.S.-Mexican war is not well covered in military history, but it was a pivotal action in the histories of both the U.S. and Mexico. This is a colorful era for martial uniforms as shown in this excellent illustrated volume. 142 pages. Pike and Powder. 8 1/4 x 11 1/4. **$45.95**

3856522 NAPOLEON’S WATERLOO ARMY: Uniforms and Equipment. By Paul L. Dawson. An examination of the troops who fought at Ligny, Quatre-Bras and Waterloo, based on thousands of pages of original French army documents and translations. This is a comprehensive and extensive study of the French field army of 1815, and its uniforms, and equipment. Well illus. in color. 693 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $75.00. **$54.95**

4719263 GERMAN ARMY UNIFORMS OF WORLD WAR II. By Stephen Bull. A noted authority examines the German Army’s wide variety of uniforms, personal equipment, weapons, medals and awards, and offers a comprehensive guide to the transformation that the German soldier underwent in the period from the opening of hostilities in September 1939 to Germany’s unconditional surrender in May 1945. 528 pages. Color 256 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $45.00. **$27.95**
Notable Military Units

★ 4675134 RENAISSANCE ARMIES IN ITALY 1450-1550: Men-at-Arms 536. By Gabriele Esposito. Describes and illustrates the composition and character of the major armies of this seminal period in European military history. Well illus. in color. 440 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $19.00 $13.95


★ 4667859 FIGHTING FOR SPAIN: The International Brigades in the Civil War 1936-1939. By Alexander Clifford. Tells the story of the brigades as combat units, tracing the course of each major battle in which they fought and showing the drastic changes they underwent as the war progressed—from an untrained militia in 1936, to the tried and tested shock troops of 1937, to a shadow of their former selves by 1938 after repeated mailings and the introduction of Spanish conscripts to fill their ranks. Well illus. 251 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $42.95

★ 4684338 BRITISH INFANTRYMAN OPERATIONS MANUAL: The British and Commonwealth Soldier 1939-45 (All Models). By Simon Fotty. Supported by 230 photographs and illustrations and over 100 badges and emblems, this comprehensive volume shows how the British footsoldiers and the other nationalities who served alongside them—Africans, Australians, Canadians, Indians, New Zealanders, Poles, French and others—proved themselves as good as any opposition. 172 pages. Haynes. 8 1/4 x 10 1/2. Pub. at $36.95 PRICE CUT to $21.95

★ DVD 4700643 RED CELL: The True Story. LOTI Group. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

★ 3878279 GURKHAS AT WAR: Eyewitness Accounts from World War II. By J.P. Cross & B. Gurung. 164 pages of photos, 32 pages of text. Photos, Frontline Publishing. Pub. at $22.95 $$20.95

★ 3876891 TO WAR WITH THE 4TH. By Martin King et al. Photos, 288 pages. Noterie. Pub. at $29.95


★ 388007X IMPERIAL WAR MUSEUMS’ BOOK OF WAR BEHIND ENEMY LINES. By Julian Thompson. 24 pages of photos. 446 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $42.95 $7.95


★ 4855878 SHERMAN TANK, VOLUME 6: Legends of Warfare. By David Doyle. Chroning the development and use of the U.S. and British military’s Sherman tank, based armored recovery vehicles, excellent photographs. 112 pages. Schiffer. $16.95

★ 4770013 V2: Dawn of the Rocket Age. By Joachim Engelmann. This study of the V2, created partly as Germany’s way to get around the weapon limitations of the Treaty of Versailles. It looks at its origins, development, specifications, early air attacks, transporting the V2, and more. Fully illus. 48 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $12.95 $8.95

★ 4806646 THE PROMETHEUS BOMB: The Manhattan Project and Government in the Dark. By Neil J. Sullivan. Through the story of the Manhattan Project, Sullivan asks by what criteria the people in change at the time made such critical and potentially life-destroying decisions. How similar judgments are reached today with similar incomprehension from those at the top as our society dives down the potential rabbit hole of bioengineering, nanotechnology, and scientific developments. 16 pages. 60 photos. Potomac Books. Pub. at $29.95 $5.95


★ 3911751 SKODA HEAVY GUNS: 24cm Cannon, 38cm Howitzer, 42cm Howitzer and Gatling-type Electrical Guns. By Mike Loades. The history of the second largest arms manufacturer in Europe, the Skoda Works, and of its heavy guns, the 24cm Cannon, 38cm Howitzer, and 42cm Howitzer, used in both world wars, which were transferred to an adversarial role in the post-war era. Featuring full color gasoline-electrical trains. Photos. 144 pages. Schiffer. 8 1/4 x 11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

★ 3961974 ROMAN SHIELDS: Elite 234. By M.C. Bishop. Drawing together historical accounts, excavated artifacts and the result of the latest archaeological analysis. This book is the first to reveal the development, technology, training and use of the scutum and other Roman shield types. Well illus., most in color. 64 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 $14.95

★ 3038848 M65 ATOMIC CANNON: Images of War. By David Doyle. This fully illustrated reference discusses the atomic cannon, as the M65 is most commonly known, having the distinction of being the only U.S. conventionally armed piece to actually fire a nuclear round, 232 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95


★ 4802918 DRONE WARS: Pioneers, Killing Machines, Artificial Intelligence, and the Battle for the Future. By Seth J. Frantzman. Drones are everywhere in today’s world. The first modern drones were used in World War II, but it was the United States and Japan who pioneered drone technology. By comparing the history of drone technology and warfare with the development and impact into the larger story of westward expansion in the United States. This book, available in color, 364 pages of photos, 32 pages of text, available in color, 352 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

★ 2089331 WAR BOWS. By Mike Loades. One of the most enduring weapons of war, the bow has a history stretching back over millennia. Complete with detailed descriptions of how the bows were made, a survey of what they were like to shoot and a critical analysis of the tactics associated with their use, a weapons expert reveals the full story of four iconic weapons that dominated the warfare of their day. Well illus., in color. 312 pages. Osprey. 9 x 11 1/4. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

★ 4678818 EARLY MILITARY RIFLES 1740-1850: Weapon 76. By Balazs Nemeth. Illustrated with stunning full-color artwork, this volume analyzes the development of the small arms used by the Napoleonic forces from 1740 to 1850. Featuring a selection of the rifles which armed the forces of Imperial Japan, the book features full color artwork, and drawing its research from the latest declassified documents, this guide is one to the most important and widely distributed, distributed tactical infantry weapons of the last quarter-century. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00 $16.95

★ 4730224 THE M4 CARBINE: Weapon 77. By Chris McNab. Fully illustrated with stunning full-color artwork, this volume traces the development of one of the most successful small arms of the 20th century. Featuring full color artwork, and drawing its research from the latest declassified documents, this guide is one to the most important and widely distributed, distributed tactical infantry weapons of the last quarter-century. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00 $16.95

★ 3710872 THE ARISAKA RIFLE: Weapon 70. By Bill Harriman. Entering service in the 1930s as the definitive model of bolt action fire among the most advanced and sophisticated arms in the world today. Photos. 288 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95

★ 4810585 JOHN W. MOUNTCASTLE. By Michael Jay. Illustrated with stunning full-color artwork, this volume analyzes the development of the small arms used by the Napoleonic forces from 1740 to 1850. Featuring a selection of the rifles which armed the forces of Imperial Japan, the book features full color artwork, and drawing its research from the latest declassified documents, this guide is one to the most important and widely distributed, distributed tactical infantry weapons of the last quarter-century. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00 $16.95
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See more titles at erhbc.com/863
**4751647** THE BAYONET: Weapon 78. By Bill Harriman. Featuring full-color artwork as well as archive and close-up photographs, this is the absorbing story of the complementary weapon to every soldier's firearm from the army of Louis XIV to modern-day forces in all global theaters of conflict. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00  
**16.95**

**4769600** THE ROCKETS AND MISSILES OF WHITE SANDS PROVING GROUND 1945–1958. By Gregory P. Kennedy. Chronicles major activities at America's center for rockets and guided missiles at its southern central New Mexico. The Army, Navy, and Air Force all tested missiles at the desert installation. Details the development and tests for such missiles at Hermes, Corporate, Nike Ajax, Honest John, and Viking, among others. Illus., most in color. 168 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11½. Pub. at $45.00  
**14.95**

**3871223** MAUSER MILITARY RIFLES: Weapon 39. By Neil Grant. Drawing upon firsthand battle accounts and primary sources, this study charts the origins, combat record and lasting influence of the Mauser family of military bolt-action rifles, including the Gew 98, the US Springfield M1903, the Kar 88, and others. Illus., some color. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00  
**16.95**

**4858621** MAUSER RIFLES, VOL. 1, 1870–1918. By Luc Guilhou. Presents the design, manufacturing, and development, and combat use of the Mauser repeating rifles. Covers the models 71–781–71—exploring each variant, then following with detailed discussions on the models 1871/84, 88, and 98. Accessories such as ammunition, ammo pouches, bayonets, magazines, scopes, and cleaning kits are featured throughout as well. Fully illus., most in color. 80 pages. Schiffer. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $27.95  
**21.95**

**2853086** SHIP KILLERS: A History of the American Torpedo. By T. Wildenberg & N. Polmar. Beginning with an overview of the early underwater weapons developed by Bushnell and Fulton, this examination then moves to the spear torpedo of the Civil War and attempts to imitate the Whitehead torpedo, and then to the research and development for the submarine, surface warships and small combatants, and aircraft. Well illus. 268 pages. Naval Institute. 8¼x11½. Pub. at $52.95  
**14.95**

**4743580** MILITARY TECHNOLOGY OF THE FIRST WORLD WAR: Development, Use and Consequences. By Wolfgang Fleischer. A meticulously documented account of all the weaponry used by the Central Powers and their opponents, including machine guns, artillery guns, the first armored vehicles, aircraft and submarines during the First World War. Fully illus., some in color. 222 pages. Pen & Sword. 8¼x11½. Pub. at $39.95  
**14.95**

**9987442** THE PIAT: Weapon 74. By Matthew Moss. A front-line weapon in every theater of the conflict in which Commonwealth troops fought, from Europe to the Far East, the PIAT remained in service even after 1945. This illustrated study combines detailed research with expert analysis to reveal the full story of its design, development and deployment of this revolutionary weapon. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00  
**16.95**

**474568X** AMERICAN ARTILLERY: From 1775 to the Present Day. By Michael Green. This well-illustrated and authoritative work covers the full range of artillery weaponry which has been in service with U.S. armed forces since the Revolutionary War. 257 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95  
**26.95**

**4706617** THE US M3/M3A1 SUBMACHINE GUN. By Michael Heidler. Tells the complete story of this remarkable weapon, from development and manufacturing to combat. Included are descriptions of accessories, design and development, and combat use by the US armed forces. The reader will find many unknown details, background information, and numerous photos. 224 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11½. Pub. at $37.95  
**37.95**

**4649168** FLASHING STEEL, 25TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION: Mastering the Two-Handed Sword. By M. Shimabukuro & L.J. Pellman. Revised and updated, this is the classic guide to the techniques, philosophy, and applications of iaitoju; the art of self-defense with the Japanese swords. This magnificent volume includes: a detailed history of iaijutsu and an updated biography and tribute to the late Masayuki Shimabukuro. Well illus. 570 pages. Blue Snake Books. 8th/10th. Paperback.  
**$26.95**

**4826334** ARTILLERY OF THE NAPOLEONIC WARS: A Concise Dictionary, 1792-1815. By Kevin F. Kiley. Explores the artillery arms of almost every European nation as well as the significant artillerymen of the period, the innovators, scientists, both military and civilian—individuals such as Robins, Belidor, Grieveaulx and his colleagues Maritz, Liechtenstein and his collaborators are all examined. Color illus. 617 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $62.95  
**$44.95**

**4845260** AMPHIBIOUS ASSAULT: Strategy and Tactics from Gallipoli to Iraq. By L.S. Speidel & E. Tuck. A unique approach of exploring the different stages of an amphibious campaign sequentially—from planning and preparation to securing the beach to amphibious withdrawals. Each stage is examined through studies of conflicts from across the globe from the early 19th century to the present. Featuring more than 150 black and white photographs and campaign plans and maps. 176 pages. Amber. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95  
**$21.95**

**PRICE CUT to $4.95**

**2968231** THE LUGER P08, VOL. 1: The First World War. By Lewis G. Guillon & G. Machteleinck. This volume presents the design, manufacturing, and development of the various Luger models from 1900 through the Weimar Republic period of the 1920s. Details include close up views of the markings, a serial numbers list, and a visual breakdown of the weapon. Accessories are featured as well as combat related uniforms and equipment items. Fully illus., most in color. 80 pages. Schiffer. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $24.99  
**PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**3943335** THE LUGER P.08, VOL. 1: The Machine Gun. By Yakya Dugger. From the first repeating rifles to the most advanced military technology of the 21st century, this lavishly illustrated history of modern warfare is told through the weapons and vehicles that dominated the battlesfields since the First World War. 360 pages. Flashing Steel. 10x12. Pub. at $39.99  
**PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**4758102** MACHINE GUNNER: Tales of the Grim Reaper. By Roger Ford. Provides a history of this revolutionary weapon, from the use of the first machine-guns in the American Civil War to the Gulf War of 1991. Ford includes vivid, first-person accounts of combat, as well as a mass of easy-to-follow technical information about the workings of the machine guns and their changing tactical role. 16 pages of photos. 314 pages. Amber. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95  
**PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**4769999** U.S. CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL DEFENSE RESPIRATORS: An Illustrated History. By Kevin F. Kiley. Chronicles the use of U.S. military and civilian defense respirators from the development of the beginning of CBWR protection in WWI. Provides an informational starting point for individuals interested in understanding an output of increasingly important area of modern defense technology. Well illus., most in color. 224 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11½. Pub. at $45.00  
**PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**DVD** 3945251 AIRCRAFT CARRIER: Guardian of the Seas. Widescreen. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95  
**$17.95**

**4794144** WEAPONS OF THE US SPECIAL OPERATIONS COMMAND: WARS. By Chris McNab. Well illus. 320 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $42.95  
**$32.95**

**$4.95**

**$7.95**

**3877868** ARTILLERY OF THE NAPOLEONIC WARS. By Kevin F. Kiley. Well illus. 328 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $50.00  
**$9.95**

**3852223** THE BOFORS GUN. By Terry Gander. Well illus., in color. 259 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95  
**$13.95**

---

**4687833** AMBUSH CASTLES IN THE WARS OF THE ROSES. By Dan Spencer. The Wars of the Roses were the most crucial of the many turbulent periods in medieval history. Much has been written about the leading personalities, bitter dynastic rivalries, and the rapid change of fortune on the battlefields of England and Wales. Spencer presents a fascinating account of the history of castle warfare in the Middle Ages. 16 pages of color photos. 242 pages. Pen & Sword.  
**PRICE CUT to $24.95**

**$32.95**

---

See more titles at erhbc.com/863
**4653638 TO CROWN THE WAVES: The Great Navies of the First World War.** Ed. by Vincent P. O’Hara et al. After discussing each navy’s goals and circumstances and how their individual characteristics impacted the way they fought, the authors deliver a side by side analysis of the conflict’s fleets, with each chapter covering a single navy. Illus. 350 pages. Naval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95 $17.95

**4671501 SPANISH GALLEON VS ENGLISH GALLEON 1550-1605: Duel 106.** By Mark Lardas. Examines their military effectiveness. Lardas also compares how they were sailed and maneuvered, showing the strength and weaknesses of each design. Well-illustrated in color. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00 $16.95

**3946797 THE USA NAVY’S FAST-ATTACK SUBMARINES, VOL. 2.** By James C. Goodall. The Seawolf and Virginia-class SSNs are presented here from their initial design and construction, through testing and trials, to current operations. The author’s unprecedented access onboard a Seawolf-class SSN, the USS Connecticut (SSN-22), is a first for the Navy and provides exclusive coverage found only in this volume. Fully illus., in color, 176 pages. Schiffer. Vol. 2. $17.95

**4743091 BEFORE THE IRONCLAD: Warship Design and Development 1815-1860.** By David K. Brown. Beginning with the structural innovations of Robert Seppings, this comprehensive work traces the gradual introduction of more scientific methods and the advent of steam and the paddle fighting ship, iron hulls and screw propulsion. This is both a balanced account of general developments, and an in-depth study of the ships themselves. Fully illus. 224 pages. Seafarth. 10x11¼. $14.95

**4766580 FRENCH WARSHIPS IN THE AGE OF SAIL 1786-1861: Design, Construction, Career and Fate.** By R. Wrinfield S.S. Roberts. The first comprehensive listing in English of the French Warships providing an impressive depth of information. Organized by Rate, classifying and class, with significant weight and speed data, followed career highlights and fate of each ship in every class. A great resource for every naval historian and general reader interest in the navies of the sailing era. Well illus. 464 pages. Naval Institute. 10x11½. Pub. at $76.95 $54.95

**3831018 THE 44-GUN FRIGATE USS CONSTITUTION: Old Ironsides.** By Karl Heinz Marquardt. Features a full description of one of the United States’ most famous historic preserved ships in her 1812-1815 appearance, with in-depth descriptive keys of every detail of the ship; general arrangements, hull construction, fittings, masts and yards, rigging and sails, and armament; includes one large-scale plan on the inside cover. 128 pages. Osprey. 10½x9¾. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

**485358X BATTLE LINE: The United States Navy 1919-1939.** By Thomas C. & Trent Howe. Examining the twenty year period that saw the U.S. fleet shrink under the pressure of arms limitation treaties and government economy and then grow again to a world class force. Drawing on memoirs, novels, and oral histories to reveal the efforts of the sailors and officers who contributed to success in WWII. Fully illus. 244 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

**4853598 CLASH OF THE CAPITAL SHIPS: From the Yorkshire Raid to Jutland.** By Eric Dorn Brose. Focusing on the many line studies of naval encounters in the North Sea and the Baltic, this work explores the naval arms, resources that appeared as the centennial of this clash approached, Brose seized an opportunity to reexamine Jutland, its prehistory, and the aftermath. Illus. 348 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $39.95 $24.95

**4710223 THE BATTLESHIP SCHARNHIRSCH: Anatomy of the Ship.** By Stefan Draminski. A comprehensive examination of Scharnhorst, drawing on new research and technology, and including a complete set of detailed line drawings with fully descriptive keys and full-color 3D artwork, supported by technical details and an account of the battleship’s construction and service. A great resource for model builders. 336 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $60.00 $44.95

**383123X THE BATTLESHIP USS IOWA: Anatomy of the Ship.** By Stefan Draminski. Drawing on new research, the rigorously detailed plans are enhanced by superb digital color illustrations that bring this legendary ship to life. This comprehensive work provides an in-depth study of the ship; photographs; more than 700 perspective and 3-view drawings; and 380 3D color illustrations. 352 pages. Osprey. 10x9¾. Pub. at $60.00 $44.95

**4853827 LEPANTO 1571: The Madonna’s Victory.** By Nic Fields. With over 200 ships per side, this was one of the largest sea battles of the sixteenth century and the last major fight between fleets composed entirely of the muscle-driven galley. These slender ships were the direct descendants of the galleys whose history was filled with marines bearing firearms. An excellent account of this fascinating and spectacular battle. Color illus. 426 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $42.95 $29.95

**3854556 BRITISH & GERMAN BATTLECRUISERS: Their Development and Operations.** By C. Gostinone & R. Stanglin. The last and most formidable armament of the Royal Navy and the German Imperial Navy are compared and contrasted in this volume. Including the German and British fleets developed before and during the First World War, are compared and contrasted in this volume. This is a major new technological and operational history for warship enthusiasts, historians, and ship models. Well illus. 276 pages. Naval Institute. 10x11¼. Pub. at $74.95 $44.95

**4760557 WARSHIP 2021.** Ed. by J. Jordan & S. Dent. Devoted to the design, development and service history of the world’s combat ships. The contributors are respected authorities, so detailed and accurate information is the keynote of all the articles, which are fully supported by plans, data tables and photographs. 224 pages. Osprey. 8x10¼. Pub. at $60.00 $44.95

**3850986 THE BATTLESHIPS OF THE IOWA CLASS: A Design and Operational History.** By Philippe Caresse. An engaging and comprehensive record of one of America’s greatest warship classes, symbolic of the primacy of U.S. sea power during the Cold War. A testament to the immense technical, financial, military, and political resources wielded by the United States during the second half of the twentieth century. Fully illus., in color, 252 pages, Naval Institute. $48.95

**2839091 SILVER STATE DREADNOUGHT: The Remarkable Story of Battleship Nevada.** By Stephen M. Younger. Revolutionary for her time, the Nevada was the first U.S. warship to be oil fired, the first to have a triple-gun main turret, and the first to have all or nothing armor. She was the only battleship to get underway at Pearl Harbor, suffering damage. Raised and repaired, she joined the invasion fleet for D-Day and the landings in southern France. This is her story. 320 pages. Naval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $54.95 $34.95

**4851374 NAVAL WARFARE 1914-1918: The History of World War I.** By Tim Benbow. Providing a concise guide to the background and conduct of World War I naval operations, describing the struggle to win control of the high seas around the globe. Fully illus. 224 pages. Naval Institute. $44.95 $34.95

**3831023 FRENCH ARMOURDED CRUISERS 1887-1932.** By John J. & P. Caresse. Detailed and labeled drawings based on the official plans are provided by John, and each individual class of ship is illustrated by photographs from the extensive personal collection of Caresse. The technical section is followed by a history in two parts: the Great War (1914-18), and the period up to 1932. Includes a comprehensive photo archive. 272 pages. Naval Institute. 10x11¼. Pub. at $75.00 $59.95
**Naval History**

3816944 BRITISH AND COMMONWEALTH WARSHIP CAMOUFLAGE OF WWII. By Malcolm Wright. During the Second World War navies developed low visibility camouflage, to reduce being spotted by an enemy at sea. This was achieved by applying obtrusive patterns. Both the official and unofficial paint schemes that adorned ships of the Royal Navy and Commonwealth are depicted in detail. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Naval Institute. 10½x8½. Pub. at $49.95

**765599 THE DEATH OF THE USS THRESHER: The Story Behind History’s Deadliest Submarine Disaster.** By Norman Polmar. When she first went to sea in April 1961, the U.S. nuclear submarine Thresher was the most advanced submarine in the sea, built especially to hunt and kill Soviet submarines. Polmar recounts the circumstances surrounding her implosion, which killed all 127 men on board, in history’s first loss of a nuclear submarine. 16 pages of photographs. Seafarth. 12½x15¾. Pub. at $85.00  **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

2982609 THE SLOP OF WAR 1650-1763. By Ian McLaughlin. The first study in depth of the Royal Navy’s vital but largely ignored small craft. This volume draws together a unique collection of rare images, coupled with the author’s own reconstructions in line drawings and watercolor sketches to provide the most convincing depictions of the appearance of these vessels. 280 pages. Naval Institute. 8½x11. Pub. at $94.95

4736710 FROM THE DARDANELLES TO ORAN. By Arthur J. Marder. These thought provoking studies of the Royal Navy from 1915-1940 form an arc that spans the years from one naval crisis in WWII to another in the war that followed. Using recollections from both sides, this is a particularly gripping and horrific narrative. 301 pages. Naval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.95

3877957 BRITISH WARSHIP RECOGNITION, VOLUME II: Armoured Ships 1860-1895, Monitors and Aviation Ships. By Richard Perkins. The identification albums compiled by Perkins is a five volume series that comprises more than 5,000 exquisitely detailed colored drawings of every major British warship built between 1860 and 1939. This second volume covers all armoured capital ships from Renown (1895) back to Warrior (1860), floating batteries, coastal defense ships and monitors, and aviation vessels and aircraft carriers. Seafarth. 12½x15¾. Pub. at $85.00  **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

3877965 BRITISH WARSHIP RECOGNITION, VOLUME III: Cruisers 1865-1939, Part 1. By Richard Perkins. The identification albums compiled by Perkins is a five volume series that comprises more than 5,000 exquisitely detailed colored drawings of every major British warship built between 1860 and 1939. This third volume includes all large armored and protected ships back to the Warspite (1918), the Courageous (1917), the light cruisers, , and light cruisers from the Centaur of 1916. 192 pages. Seafarth. 12½x15¾. Pub. at $85.00

**864884 SORUY, HIRUY, & UNRUY-CLASS AIRCRAFT CARRIERS: In the Imperial Japanese Navy During World War II.** By Kazushige T odaka. This pictorial record documents the main types of Japanese vessels, from battleships to submarines, based on the best images from Shizuo Fukui, a former Imperial Japanese Navy commander and technician. These images are especially valuable because of the widespread destruction of official documents at the end of WWII. 229 pages. Naval Institute. 9½x10½. Pub. at $59.95

2852484 WARSHIPS OF THE NAPOLEONIC ERA: Design, Development and Deployment. By Richard Perkins. The identification albums compiled by Perkins is a five volume series that comprises more than 5,000 exquisitely detailed colored drawings of every major British warship built between 1860 and 1939. This third volume includes all large armored and protected ships back to the Warspite (1918), the Courageous (1917), the light cruisers, , and light cruisers from the Centaur of 1916. 192 pages. Seafarth. 12½x15¾. Pub. at $85.00

4724712 A SHIPYARD AT WAR: Unseen Photographs from John Brown’s, Clydebank 1914-1918. By Ian Johnstone. Presents a collection of photographs that record a vast range of vessels the Clydebank shipyards produced during the First World War. For this publication nearly two hundred of these photographs were selected detailing every aspect of the yard’s output, from the linen Aquitaine in 1914 to the cruiser Enterprise, launched in 1919. 192 pages. Naval Institute. 9½x10½. Pub. at $59.95

4724771 TORPEDO: The Complete History of the World’s Most Revolutionary Naval Weapon. By Roger Brantill-Cook. The torpedo was the greatest single game changer in the history of naval warfare. This book is a broad-ranging international history of the weapon, tracing not only its origins and technical progress down to the present day, but also its massive impact on all subsequent naval wars. 216 pages. Naval Institute. 11¾x8½. Pub. at $75.00

4724658 NAVIES IN THE 21ST CENTURY. Ed. by Conrad Waters. This is the first comprehensive collection of the naval services of the world, examined in technological and operational terms. For each country, Petty describes the main warship types, the political and economic context, and describes major developments among the main warship types. Well illus., some in color. 256 pages. Seafarth. 10½x13. Pub. at $49.95

4781023 CRUISER BIRMINGHAM. By Conrad Waters. One in a series based on drafts which depicts a vessel in an unprecedented degree of detail. Complete sets are in full color, with many close ups and enlargements that make every aspect clear and comprehensible. Extensive captions point the reader to important features found in the plans. 144 pages, Seafarth. 10½x13. Pub. at $46.95

3878074 DEVONPORT BUILT WARSHIPS SINCE 1860. By K.V. Burns & S. Bush. The first volume of several to cover ships built between 1860 and 1900 at the Devonport dockyard. Well illus. in color. 198 pages. Naval History. 11½x9½. Pub. at $59.95

**471024X BRITISH BATTLESHIPS 1890-1905: New Vanguard 290.** By Angus Konstam. Offers an illustrated, detailed guide to the design, development and legacy of the battleships that dominated the world’s oceans at the dawn of the 20th century, and paved the way for the coming of the dreadnoughts. 48 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

3877949 BRITISH WARSHIP RECOGNITION, VOLUME I: Capital Ships 1895-1939. By Richard Perkins. The identification albums compiled by Perkins is a five volume series that comprises more than 5,000 exquisitely detailed colored drawings of every major British warship built between 1860 and 1939. This first volume covers dreadnought capital ships and battleships, as well as pre-dreadnoughts back to the Monitor class of 1895. 176 pages. Seafarth. 12½x15¾. Pub. at $85.00

**SOLD OUT**

**385342X DESTROYERS: The Japanese Naval Warship Photo Album.** Ed. by Kazushige Todaka. This pictorial record documents the main types of Japanese vessels, from battleships to submarines, based on the best images from Shizuo Fukui, a former Imperial Japanese Navy commander and technician. These images are especially valuable because of the widespread destruction of official documents at the end of WWII. 229 pages. Naval Institute. 11½x8½. Pub. at $75.00

**3850935 AIRCRAFT CARRIERS AND SEAPLANE CARRIERS.** Ed. by Kazushige Todaka. This pictorial record documents the main types of Japanese vessels, from battleships to submarines, based on the best images from Shizuo Fukui, a former Imperial Japanese Navy commander and technician. These images are especially valuable because of the widespread destruction of official documents at the end of WWII. 229 pages. Naval Institute. 11½x8½. Pub. at $75.00

**3853438 SUBMARINES AND SUBMARINE DEPOT SHIPS: The Japanese Naval Warship Photo Album.** Ed. by Kazushige Todaka. This pictorial record documents the main types of Japanese vessels, from battleships to submarines, based on the best images from Shizuo Fukui, a former Imperial Japanese Navy commander and technician. These images are especially valuable because of the widespread destruction of official documents at the end of WWII. 229 pages. Naval Institute. 11½x8½. Pub. at $75.00

Shizuo Fukui, a former Imperial Japanese Navy commander and technician. These images are especially valuable because of the widespread destruction of official documents at the end of WWII. 229 pages. Naval Institute. 11½x8½. Pub. at $75.00

**3850978 THE BATTLESHIPS YAMATO AND MUSASHI.** By Kazushige Todaka. This pictorial record documents these two Japanese battleships, based on the best images from Shizuo Fukui, a former Imperial Japanese Navy commander and technician. These images are especially valuable because of the widespread destruction of official documents at the end of the war. 140 pages. Naval Institute. 12x8½. Pub. at $75.00

**$49.95**
**128 pages. Seaforth. 10x11½. Pub. at $48.95**

**Waldemar Goralski. 96 pages. Kagero. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00**


**11¾x8½. Pub. at $75.00**

**11¾x8½. Pub. at $84.95**

**128 pages. Seaforth. 8¾x10½. Pub. at $54.95**

**288 pages. Seaforth. 8¾x10½. Pub. at $54.95**

**Types of Japanese vessels, from battleships to battle cruisers, based on documents at the end of WWII. 261 pages. Naval Institute. 11¾x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $44.95**

**WISCONSIN. By Mark Lardas. Well Illus., some in color. 96 pages. Osprey.**

**MEDIEVAL NAVAL CRUSADES. By Kurt S. Mordaunt.**

**By L es Brown. Used on the battlefield from 1914 to the present day. 320 pages. Amber.**

**By Ryan K. Noppen, Illus. by P. Wright. 48 pages. Osprey.**

**234 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $55.00**

**2985640 Paperbound. Pub. at $36.95**

**351 pages. Seaforth. Pub. at $39.95**

****

**The glorious first of June 1794: Campaign of the Arctic islands.**
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**Americas.**

**6735274 HOW CHANCE AND STUPIDITY HAVE CHANGED HISTORY: The Hinge Factor. By Erik Dutschmann. The author explores the many instances where chance decided history’s path, including the fates of Kesselring and Stumpff.**


**2997541 V & W DESTROYERS: A Developmental History. By John Henshaw. 159 pages. Seafortth. 10½x8¼. Pub. at $42.95**


**3816486 BRITISH AIRCRAFT CARRIERS: Design, Development and Service Histories. By David Hobbs. 384 pages. Naval Institute. 10x11¼. Pub. at $85.00**


**10¼x12. Pub. at $85.00**

**2986942 SCOTTISH MEDIEVAL NAVAL CRUSADES. By John Jor dan. 224 pages. Osprey.**


**★ 4742206 MEDITERRANEAN NAVAL BATTLES THAT CHANGED THE WORLD. By Quentin Russell. Focusing on seven decisive naval engagements from the Greek defeat of the Persians at Salamis in the fifth century BC to the Siege of Malta during the Second World War, Russell tells the story of the Mediterranean as a theater of war. Illus. 226 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $27.95**

**★ 3981401 CRUISERS: The Japanese Naval Warship Photo Album. Ed. by Kurt Starmark & K. Todaka. This pictorial record documents the main types of Japanese vessels, from battleships to submarines, based on original images from Shizuo Fukui, a former Imperial Japanese Navy commander and technician. These images are especially valuable because of the widespread destruction of official documents at the end of WWII. 261 pages. Naval Institute. 11¾x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $75.00**

**★ 9356353 THE MODERN CRUISER: The Evolution of the Ships That Fought the Second World War. By Robert C. Stern. Provides a coherent history of the careers of this ship type and describes how the choice of a cruiser design could have won or lost a war. Illus. 288 pages, Seafortth. 8½x10½. Pub. at $54.95**

**★ 3942139 USS WISCONSIN (BB-64): Legends of Warfare. By David Boyle. 126 pages. Schiffer.**


**★ 3926897 WARSHIP 2020. Ed. by John Jordan with S. Dent. 224 pages. Osprey. 8½x10¼. Pub. at $60.00**


**★ 3845613 BLACK SWAN CLASS SLOOP. By Les Brown. 126 pages. Seafortth. 10½x11¼. Pub. at $48.95**

See more titles at erhbc.com/863
**History of Warfare**

* The ART OF MILITARISM, Ed. by Jasper Oorthuys. A compilation of covers, battle scenes and unit reconstructions from the first fifty issues of the magazine. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. Kanwarayan. $35.00. 8x11/1. Ltd. 400. Pub. at $45.00.

**4845684** DISASTER ON THE SPANISH MAIN: The Tragic British-American Expedition to the West Indies During the War of Jenkins' Ear. By Craig S. Chapman. Unveils and illuminates an overlooked yet remarkable episode of European and American military history about a land-sea venture to seize control of the Spanish West Indies that ended in ghastly failure. Chapman breaks new ground on the West Indies expedition in style, scope, perspective and larger-than-life treatment of the story. 410 pages. Potomac Books. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

**4783921** ON ANCIENT WARFARE: Perspectives on Aspects of War in Antiquity, 4000 BC to AD 637. By Richard A. Gabriel. Presents the thoughts and perspectives of a retired U.S. Army officer on a selection of aspects of ancient warfare that he has found of interest over the years. With subjects ranging from the origins of war, logistics, military medicine and psychiatry to the generalship of Alexander the Great, Scipio and Hannibal. Illus. 313 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $42.95 $14.95


**4885503** A SHORT HISTORY OF WAR, By Jeremy Black. Showing that warfare in particular has had a fundamental impact on modes of fighting: it created war in the air and transformed it at sea. Today, as families and centralized nations are children of drones and robotics. Black suggests what the future of warfare may look like. 258 pages. Yale. Pub. at $25.00 $19.95

**3928497** AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE: Battle on the Beaches, By O.E. Gilbert & R.V. Cansiere. One of the most complex types of warfare to master, landing on a hostile beach. Illustrated the fierce definitional debate, between the forces in the air, sea, and land. This short history explores amphibious warfare by assessing the strategy, equipment and unit tactics used in landings throughout history. Photos. 160 pages. Promote. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**


**3796140** THE LAST FULL MEASURE: How Soldiers Die in World War I, By Margaret MacMillan. Explores such much-debated and controversial questions as: How the war was being reported on the front. The future of World War I, and Europe, but also presents world history on a grand scale, and is essential reading for everyone interested in World War II and the history of modern warfare. Photos. 560 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $27.99 $19.95

**3955645** GERMAN ARMOUR LOST ON THE WESTERN FRONT: Images of War. By Bob Carnuthers. From the Panzer I to the lumbering Tiger II, WWII produced a litany of impressive armor with each machine illustrating the Imperial German Army as it was most important military, strategic, and political breakthroughs and turning points, and technological innovations. Ed. by Megan Markham. A Short History of Warfare 2. Illustrated with maps and tables. 605 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $14.95

**3957446** GUADALCANAL: The American Cavalry Against Japan in WWII, By Jon Diamond. A photographic history of the struggle of the United States Marine Corps and contingents of the U.S. Army to seize the island of Guadalcanal and other nearby islands in the Solomon Island chain in August 1942, and to defend it against repeated Japanese air, and naval assault over the next several months. 204 pages. Stackpole. 8x11/1. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95

**4780787** ALLIED POWS IN GERMAN HANDS 1914-1918: Images of War. By David Bilston. In this well-illustrated history of the Kaiser's unwanted guests, the author shows the tens of thousands of Allied men who became POWs during the Great War. Most camps were poor, rife with disease, and lacking in medical care. Men were abused, starved, sent to work in appalling conditions, and murdered. Thousands tried to escape, but few made it home. 208 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $34.95 $19.95

**LIMITED QUANTITY 4871677** A SHORT HISTORY OF WORLD WAR II, Ed. by Megan Douglass. Discover the story of the world's deadliest war. Offering a vivid summary of the most important military, strategic, and political breakthroughs and turning points, and technological innovations. Ed. by Megan Markham. A Short History of Warfare 2. Illustrated with maps and tables. 605 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $14.95

**3928756** THE LIBERATION OF EUROPE 1944-1945: The Photographers Who Captured History from D-Day to Berlin, By Tom Lewis. Illustrated with thousands of images showing the events and the equipment and accessories. In addition to the hundreds of candid photos, portraits, and a photo archive. 368 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

**4863100** THE GERMAN ARMY FROM MOBILISATION TO FIRST YPRES: Images of War Special, By Otto Schwink. Schwink’s text is accompanied by over 190 rare photographs illustrating the Imperial German Army as it was in the years leading up to the First World War. The Camps of the Western Front, the battles of the Western Front and the battles of the Second World War. Photos. 530 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

**SOLD OUT**

**3985912** THE GERMAN WEHRMACHT ON ALL FRONTS 1939-1945, VOLUME TWO: Images from Private Photo Albums, By S.A. Coill & C. Elmhæller. Takes one back in time to see the war through the untainted lenses of the individual (Frontsoldaten), who were daring enough to capture this epic period on film. Includes fascinating candid as well as a carefully selected array of studio portraits. 396 pages. Schiffer. $16.95

**3985920** THE GERMAN WEHRMACHT ON ALL FRONTS 1939-1945, VOLUME TWO: Images from Private Photo Albums, By S.A. Coill & C. Elmhæller. Includes hundreds of photographs taken through the lens of the Frontsoldaten, and covers Wegschilder (field signs), artillery, U-boats, Luftwaffe, and generals, showing period uniforms, equipment, and accessories. In hundreds of candid photographs, there is also a selection of studio portraits and an outstanding color gallery. 376 pages. Schiffer. 12x9/4. Paperback. Pub. at $39.95 $19.95

**DVO 3080225** D-DAY TO VE DAY: Paris to the Rhine, Fullscreen. Filmed by frontline cameramen, many of whom saw combat themselves, these newsreels are a fascinating record of how World War Two was fought, and how the war was being reported on the frontlines. 55 minutes. Includes a bonus audio CD. Winston Churchill Speeches Vol. 2, The Rock. $3.95

**4863151** THE GREAT WAR ILLUSTRATED 1915: Archive and Colour Photographs of WWI, By W. Langford & J. Holroyd. Countless thousands of pictures were taken by photographers on every side during the First World War. These photographs in this volume cover the 1915 Gallipoli campaign and the battles that commenced on the Western Front that year. A reference book on the second year of the Great War and a photo archive. 368 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95 $14.95

**LIMITED QUANTITY 4872574** GERMAN ARMOUR LOST ON THE WESTERN FRONT: Images of War. By Bob Carnuthers. From the Panzer I to the lumbering Tiger II, WWII produced a litany of impressive armor with each machine illustrating the Imperial German Army as it was most important military, strategic, and political breakthroughs and turning points, and technological innovations. Ed. by Megan Markham. A Short History of Warfare 2. Illustrated with maps and tables. 605 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $6.95

**SOLD OUT**

**4784073** SALERNO TO THE GUSTAV LINE 1943-1944: Images of War, By Jon Diamond. A photographic history of the savage Nazi counterattacks at the beacheshead at Salerno, Italy, September 1943. After Salerno, the Allied Fifth and Eighth Armies continued their advance north initially to the ports of Naples and Bari before struggling through Italian mountains, held up by determined enemy. 208 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $6.95

**3957446** GUADALCANAL: The American Cavalry Against Japan in WWII, By Jon Diamond. A photographic history of the struggle of the United States Marine Corps and contingents of the U.S. Army to seize the island of Guadalcanal and other nearby islands in the Solomon Island chain in August 1942, and to defend it against repeated Japanese air, and naval assault over the next several months. 204 pages. Stackpole. 8x11/1. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95
**Wartime Journalism**

**4784308** US MARINE CORPS IN THE SECOND WORLD WAR: Images of War. By Michael Green. Presents a graphic overview of the U.S. Marine Corps' legendary campaign in text and contemporary images. Green expertly describes the roles and capabilities of these forces, their weapons and equipment, and their organization, tactics, and fighting doctrine. 217 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Ptb. $22.95 $6.95

**4678702** HITLER'S ALPINE HEADQUARTERS. By James Wilson. A study of the development of the Berghof, from a small, long-established farming community into Hitler's country residence and the Nazis' southern headquarters, through over 300 contemporary Nazi propaganda postcards and previously unseen images, allowing the reader a unique subject matter. It is presented to the masses at that time. 288 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Ptb. $24.95 $17.95

**4792827** IMAGES FROM "OVER THERE": Personal Photography of America's Expeditionary Forces in WWI and Occupation. By Stephen C. McGeorge. A detailed study of over 150 unpublished and never before seen images of soldiers of the American Expeditionary Force (AEF) taken in France and in Germany in the Army of Occupation. These images cover every rank and grade of soldier in the AEF, from General Pershing to the most private, and include details of uniforms, equipment, locations, times, and places. 254 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Ptb. $39.95 $7.95

**4853099** FROM THE SOMME TO VICTORY: The British Army's Experience on the Western Front 1916-1918. By Peter Simkins. This book collected the book’s most powerful and challenging essays, which concentrate on British operations in France between 1916 and 1918. It focuses on key aspects of the army’s operations at the front, from the first day of the Somme to the Hundred Days. 280 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Ptb. $22.95 $17.95

**4721640** THE 8TH ARMY AIR FORCE IN COLOR: As Seen Through the Eyes of Kodak Film. By Nathan Howland. A comprehensive catalog of reproduced color Kodak photographs, taken in the heat of battle by individuals trying their hand at capturing moments of wartime service. Experience the paradox of beauty were taken in the heat of battle by individuals trying their hand at capturing moments of wartime service. Experience the paradox of beauty.

**4845382 THE NAVY.** By Andrew Wiest. See F/A-18 Super Hornet. The new and perilous technique of aerial photography swiftly established itself as an indispensable tool of military intelligence. The same photographers, as collected in this volume, also offer later generations a unique insight into the war, highlighting the development of trenches, artillery positions, bunkers, railway lines, airfields, and medical evacuation routes. 256 pages. Schiffer. 11¼x11¼. Pub. at $39.95 $16.95

**4845269 THE ARMY.** By Jerome P. Maxwell. See Army warriors undergo basic training; take part in live fire exercises; carry out medical evacuation operations; develop combat skills; administer humanitarian relief, and train with the best military technology. Featuring more than 230 images, providing a graphic pictorial celebration of the Army in action. 224 pages. Schiffer. 11¼x11¼. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

**4922924 THE FIRST WORLD WAR ON CIGARETTE AND TRADE CARDS.** By Cyril Mazany. Utilizing cards from the extensive, remarkably comprehensive issues of cigarette and trade card sets related to the First World War, the author provides a richly illustrated and descriptive tapestry of this great conflict. 190 pages. Schiffer. 8x½x11¼. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

**4912198 ARTIFACTS OF THE BATTLE OF LITTLE BIG HORN: Custer, the 7th Cavalry & the Lakota and Cheyenne Warriors.** By Will Hutchison. A comprehensive photographic essay regarding surviving artifacts of Custer and the Battle of the Little Big Horn. The photographs are cataloged under chapters devoted to the battle, Custer’s 7th Cavalry, and the Lakota and Cheyenne. Invaluable for resource for military researchers and historians. 207 pages. Schiffer. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $29.95 $42.95

**3918765 ALLIED ARMIES IN SICILY AND ITALY 1943-1945: Images of War.** By Simon Forty. In a sequence of 200 wartime photographs Forty sums up the major events of the conflict – the landings on Sicily to the crossing of the Po. The devastation caused by the war in the cities, towns and countryside is part of the story, but the most powerful impression is made by the faces of the soldiers themselves. 144 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Ptb. $26.95 $19.95

**4723800 HELDENTOD: The Nazi Culture of Death.** By Wolfgang Reinhard. A detailed study of the Third Reich’s conception and promotion of the “Hero’s Death” as it fostered and then fueled a cataclysm of apocalyptic carnage and destruction. These photos serve as a searing documentation of humanity cut to man and a stark reminder of the future generations. 352 pages. Fonthill. Pub. at $60.00 $44.95

**4743237 THE FRENCH ARMY IN THE FIRST WORLD WAR: Images of War.** By Ian Sumner. The historic photographs Sumner has chosen for this volume create a fascinating full-round portrait of the French at war, but they also give an insight into the army as a whole, and offer a rare French perspective on the Great War. 128 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Ptb. $24.95

**4712444 THE FRENCH ARMY ON VERDUN: Images of War.** By Ian Sumner. This volume includes over 150 photographs that record the equipment and weapons that were used, the clothing the men wore and the conditions in which they fought, and they provide us with a visual insight into the realities of battle over a hundred years ago. They also document the famous sinking of a battlefield before they were destroyed. 144 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Ptb. $24.95 $6.95

**4712638 THE FRENCH AIR FORCE IN THE FIRST WORLD WAR: Images of War.** By Ian Sumner. A visual record of French airmen and aircraft during the early years of aerial combat, this photographic account is a fascinating and timely introduction to the men and machines. Sumner’s work also records the extraordinary advance made by the French in aircraft design and manufacture during the war. 156 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Ptb. $26.95 $3.95

**3908809 THE GREAT WAR: The Persuasive Power of Photography.** By Alan Thoross. Countless studio portraits of soldiers and their families, as well as many personal albums put together before, during, and after the First World War conjure the impenetrable lives of these servicemen and illustrate the major role played by photography in private life. 144 pages. 5 Continents. 11¼x11¼. Pub. at $40.00 Price Cut to $11.95

**3959004 GERMAN AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHERS IN THE FIRST WORLD WAR.** By Sebastian Remus. While fighting in the trenches, tens of thousands of German soldiers had their cameras with them in their field packs and took shots of the reality of war. More than 380 of these B&W photographs are gathered here. 256 pages. Schiffer. 12¼x9¼. Pub. at $33.99 Price Cut to $11.95

**3908808 THE GREAT WAR SEEN FROM THE AIR: In Flanders Fields, 1914-1918.** By B. Stichelbaut & P. Chielens. The new and perilous technique of aerial photography swiftly established itself as an indispensable tool of military intelligence. The same photographers, as collected in this volume, also offer later generations a unique insight into the war, highlighting the development of trenches, artillery positions, bunkers, railway lines, airfields, and medical evacuation routes. 320 pages. Mercatorfonds. 11¼x9¼. Pub. at $90.00 Price Cut to $34.95

---
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- **4742214 ROAD TO MANZIKERT: Byzantine & Islamic Warfare, 527-1071.** By Brian Todd Carey. Maps. 204 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95
- **4887876 THE HIGHLAND BATTLES: Warfare on Scotland’s Northern Frontier in the Early Middle Ages.** By Chris Peebles. 16 pages of color photos. 206 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $42.95 $32.95
- **3728662 THE ARMIES AND WARS OF THE SUN KING 1643-1715, VOLUME 1: The Guard of Louis XIV.** By Rene Chartrand. Well illus., some in color. 214 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $45.00 **PRICE CUT to $27.95**
- **296760X NAPOLEON’S MERCENARIES: Foreign Units in the French Army Under the Consulate and Empire, 1799 to 1814.** By Guy C. Dempsey. 16 pages of illus. 351 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $39.95 $7.95
- **3971414 ACTION AT BADAMA POST: The Third Afghan War, 1919.** By Paul Macro. During the Third Afghan War, a British aircraft was shot down on the Afghan Border. Now the race is on to save the crew and recover the plane before they fall into hostile hands. Illus. 250 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $32.95 $16.95
- **3878554 MARCHING TO THE DRUMS.** Ed. by Ian Knight. Compendium of first hand accounts, edited by one of the foremost experts on the period, brings to life the realities of warfare in the Victorian era. These stirring, and at times, shocking tales reveal the experiences of the men who fought and died. 16 pages of color photos. 203 pages. Seafarth. Pub. at $45.95 $7.95
- **473849X YANGTZE SHOWDOWN: China and the Unrelenting Leaders of the Chinese Froces.** By Rene Cooper offers a number of new insights. Illus. 260 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95 $19.95
- **3883876 BADON AND THE EARLY WARS FOR WESSEX, CIRCA 440-710.** By David Christy. The true story of the battles and campaigns that led to the eventual defeat of the Saxons in 710 when a 500 AD siege of Badon Hill to Langport in 710 AD, which consolidated King Ine’s position and pushed the Britons westwards. Grounded in the latest academic and archaeological evidence, Cooper offers a number of new insights. Illus. 260 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95 $19.95
- **397149X HMS WARRIOR 1860: Victoria’s Ironclad Deterrent.** By Andrew Lambert. Launched in 1860, Warrior was the world’s first ever iron-hulled, ocean-going armored warship. In 1979 she underwent an ambitious restoration program, in which every aspect of the ship was reconstructed. In 1987 Warrior returned triumphantly to Portsmouth, England, to take her place among the prime attractions at the historic dockyard. Full color. Naval Institute. 9x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $65.95 $16.95
- **4742400 SHIPS OF THE ROYAL NAVY.** By J.J. Colledge et al. Completely revised, updated and expanded, this reference contains some 200 new entries and revisions to many older entries, and remains the first stop for anyone wanting more information on any British battleship from the eighteenth to the twentieth century. Illus. 500 pages. Seafarth. Pub. at $39.95 $24.95
- **3978915 IN NELSON’S WAKE: How the Royal Navy Ruled the Waves after Trafalgar.** By James Davey. 16 color illus. 416 pages. Yale. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00 $9.95
- **4850267 THE WEDDING FEAST WAR: The Final Tragedy of the Khosa People.** By Keith Smith. 16 pages of illus. 206 pages. Fonthill. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95
- **4287841 CHINA STATION: The British Military in the Middle Kingdom 1839-1997.** By Mark Felton. Photos. 217 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95 **PRICE CUT to $17.95**
- **3853268 THE DARDANELLES TRAP: The Victory and the Massacre During the Indian Mutiny.** By James W. Bancroft. 16 pages of illus., some in color. 181 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $49.95 $16.95
- **4885130 THE BATTLE OF THE DENMARK STRAIT: An Analysis of the Battle and the Loss of HMS Hood.** By Daniel Knowles. At dawn on May 24, 1941, two groups of ships—one British and one German—met in the Denmark Strait, including two giants of maritime history: HMS Hood and the Bismarck. Within minutes of the battle beginning, HMS Hood blew up and sank with catastrophic loss of life with only three survivors. Photos. 162 pages. Fonthill. Pub. at $32.00 $23.95
**Military Collectibles**

**389617X KUNSTSTOFFE: A Collector’s Guide to German World War II Plastics and Their Markings.** By W. Darrin Weaver. This reference covers German wartime plastics manufacturers and products. Aimed squarely at WWII German military, ordnance, and small arms collectors, the author provides a concise account of the constituents and manufacturing processes, markings, codes, trademarks, and material identification techniques. Illus. in color, 175 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $39.95 $11.95

**478283X HEAD DRESS OF IMPERIAL GERMANY 1880-1916.** By Paul Sanders. Compiles and collects over the past thirty years the author’s family. Covers most branches of the army and is organized in alphabetic order beginning with artillery units, moving through the various cavalry units, and ending with the uhlans: a superb cross section of all the different head dress types. Fully illus. in color, 200 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95 $22.95

**3920917 PAPER EMPIRES: 100 Years of German Paper Soldiers (1845-1945).** By Rafael de Francisco Lopez. Displays a collection of vintage paper cut-outs depicting German soldiers, from the Battle of Jena-Auerstedt in 1806 right up to the Maginot Line in 1940. These images of historical warfare will provide a unique tour through the country’s tumultuous military and political history, right up to the horrors of the Third Reich. Fully illus. in color, 128 pages. Schiffer, 8½x11¾. PB. Pub. at $35.00 PRICE CUT to $7.95

**4770195 WORLD WAR II TROOP TYPE PARACHUTES–ALLIES.** U.S., Britain, Russia. By Guy Richards. Well illus., many in color. 141 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11½. PB. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

**Military Modeling**

**4739290 CREATING SCENES FOR MILITARY MINIATURES: Groundwork, Foliage & Settings.** By Kim Jones with J. B. Snyder. Create a slice of natural terrain to show off your miniatures: re-create bombed out buildings, grass, cacti, and landscape, complete with a gallery of ideas to let your imagination loose. Well illus. in color. 44 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

**4769465 PAINTING CIVIL WAR MINIATURES.** By Mike Davidson. Dozens of detailed images show how Davidson uses hobby paints and oils to bring highly detailed miniatures to life, with formulas for mixing a variety of authentic Civil War uniforms colors. 64 pages. Schiffer, 8½x11. PB. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

**4822668 BRADLEY FIGHTING VEHICLE: The U.S. Army’s Combat-Proven Fighting Vehcile.** 1950-2021. By David Grummitt. Examines the development and service history of both the M2 Bradley Field Artillery Fighting Vehicle and the M3 Bradley Cavalry Fighting Vehicle. Grummitt also gives a full account of the wide range of kits and accessories available in all the popular scales and includes a modeling gallery covering the most popular paper scenery sets. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Pen & Sword, 8½x11½. PB. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**4717511 GERMAN AND RUSSIAN TANK MODELS 1939-45.** By Mario Eens. In this beautifully illustrated volume, Eens demonstrates that he is as precise and careful with his explanations as he is with his scale construction and painting. The five projects included in this guide are shown step by step in clear color photos, allowing the reader to understand the theory behind the process. 475 pages. Casemate, 8½x10¼. PB. Pub. at $34.95 $17.95

**4756142 TIGER I AND TIGER II TANKS: The Last Battles in the East, 1945.** By Dennis Oliver. Technical details as well as modifications introduced during production and in the field are examined providing everything the modeler needs to recreate an accurate representation of the tank. Fully illus.; most in color. 64 pages. Pen & Sword, 8½x11½. PB. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**4714539 SDKFZ 251: LandCraft.** By Dennis Oliver. Drawing on official documentation and unit histories Oliver investigates the formations that operated these deservedly famous vehicles and uses archive photos and extensively researched color illustrations to examine the markings, camouflage and technical aspects of the SDKFZ 251/3 and 251/22 halftracks. Provides everything the modeler needs to recreate an accurate representation. 64 pages. Pen & Sword, 8½x11½. PB. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**4796433 RIVERINE CRAFT OF THE VIETNAM WARS: ShipCraft 26.** By Roger Drinkall. This volume is devoted to the myriad of small gunboats employed on the waterways of Vietnam by the anti-communist forces. With its unparalleled photographic information, it’s the best reference for a model-maker setting out to build any of the craft, either straight from legs or converted to one of the specialist types. 64 pages. Seaford, 8½x11½. PB. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**4721888 FERRER-DALMAU: Art, History, and Miniatures.** By Jose Manuel Guerrero Azaeta et. al. One of the world’s most famous artists of historical realism, Augusto Ferrer-Dalmau’s stunning paintings of the Spanish battlefield and the soldiers engaged in the battles and dioramas they inspired, created by some of the top Spanish military miniaturists working today. 141 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $39.99 $14.95

**474456X MODELLING BRITISH AIRCRAFT OF WORLD WAR II.** By Jeff Hime. Provides essential guidance on how to get started, from choosing the best kit to preparing your kit box with high-quality clamps, saws, and sanding tools, paints and equipment; tips on the use of reference material; step by step building and painting of selected models; and a chapter on Royal Air Force camouflage and markings. Fully illus. in color, 160 pages. Crowood. PB. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**2852926 AXIS FORCES ON THE EASTERN FRONT: Painting Wargaming Figures.** By Jay Singleton. Each of the chapters is broken into step by step guides explaining the steps and colors required to paint the various uniforms used. Singleton’s guide is for the experienced modeler and dioramas they inspired, created by some of the top Spanish military miniaturists working today. 141 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $39.95 $14.95

**4765533 MULTIMEDIA BUILDING TECHNIQUES FOR SCALE MODEL AIRCRAFT.** By Robin Carpenter. A practical guide to getting the best from the many resin and etched kits available to enhance scale model aircraft, intended to help beginners and experienced modellers alike. Fully illus. in color, 160 pages. Crowood. PB. Pub. at $29.99 $17.95

**4395105 MODELLING AND PAINTING WORLD WAR II U.S. FIGURES AND VEHICLES.** By Ray Hawkins. Covers the modeling and painting of U.S. armed forces in the Pacific, on D-Day and during the liberation of Europe in 1/35, 1/56, 1/72 and 1/76 scales. Historical overviews set the scene followed by detailed step-by-step instructions and painting guides. Fully illus. in color, 128 pages. Naval Institute. PB. Pub. at $69.95 $14.95

**2745656 WARSHIPS OF THE GREAT WARG: A History in Ship Models.** By David Hobbs. 128 pages. Seaford. PRICE CUT to $5.95

**Military Leaders**

**4883492 NAPOLEON: A Life.** By Adam Zamoyski. Delving into Napoleon’s voluminous correspondence, his personal reflections, and the meticulous notes left by those close to him, Zamoyski unspacks the enigmatic leader who offers an unprecedented portrait of the man. This magnificent biography examines how Napoleon, the boy from Corsica, became “Napoleon” and how he achieved one of the most astonishing achievements in military history. 426 pages. Basic. Pub. at $40.00 $9.95

**4796457 PAINTING ANCIENT AND MEDIEVAL WARRIORS.** By Mike Davidson. Schiffer, 8½x11. PB. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

**4771192 PANTHER MEDIUM TANK: IV.SS-Panzerkorps Eastern Front, 1944.** By Dennis Oliver. 64 pages. Pen & Sword, 8½x11½. PB. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**2825656 WARSHIPS OF THE GREAT WARG ERA: A History in Ship Models.** By David Hobbs. 128 pages. Seaford. PRICE CUT to $5.95
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